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 MASTER SALES AGREEMENT 

General Terms and Conditions 

This Master Sales Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made between  an entity organized under the laws of 

Washington having an address at 2111 N. Molter Road, Liberty Lake, WA 99019, USA (“Itron”) and City of Richland, 

Washington an entity organized under the laws of Washington, having an address at 625 Swift Boulevard, Richland, 

WA, 99352 (“Customer”) on 4/02/2020 (“Effective Date”).   Itron and Customer are collectively referred to as the 

Parties or a Party, as applicable. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Scope and Structure.  This Agreement applies to certain products and services provided by Itron to 

Customer and consists of these General Terms and Conditions, Addenda, Order Documents and 

Statements of Work. 

1.2. General Terms and Conditions.  These General Terms and Conditions contain terms and conditions that 

are generally applicable to all products and services provided by Itron to Customer under this Agreement. 

1.3. Addenda.  Addenda contain supplemental terms and conditions applicable to certain categories of 

products and services.  Addenda incorporated into this Agreement on the Effective Date are identified on 

the Attachment Schedule.  The Parties may add Addenda to this Agreement by written amendment after 

the Effective Date. 

1.4. Order Documents.  Order Documents contain Fees and any related Statement of Work and supplemental 

terms and conditions applicable to specific products and/or services.  Order Documents incorporated into 

this Agreement on the Effective Date are identified on the Attachment Schedule.  The Parties may execute 

additional Order Documents after the Effective Date. 

1.5. Order of Precedence.  In the event of a conflict between these General Terms and Conditions and an 

Addendum, the Addendum shall control.  In the event of a conflict between an Order Document and these 

General Terms and Conditions or an Addendum, the Order Document shall control, but only with respect 

to the applicable products and services.  These General Terms and Conditions, an Addendum or Order 

Document, as applicable, shall control over any conflict with a Statement of Work.      

1.6. Purchase Order Requirement. Customer shall purchase or license products or services described in each 

Order Document or Statement of Work under this Agreement by issuing a purchase order or similar 

ordering document accepted by Itron (“Purchase Order”) indicating specific products and services, Itron 

part numbers, quantity, unit price, total purchase price, shipping instructions, requested shipping dates, 

bill-to and ship-to addresses, tax exempt certifications, if applicable, and contract reference.  No 

contingency contained on any Purchase Order shall be binding upon Itron.  The terms of this Agreement 

shall apply, regardless of any additional or conflicting terms of any Purchase Order or other 

correspondence or documentation submitted by Customer to Itron, and any such additional or conflicting 

terms are deemed rejected by Itron. 

2. Definitions.  The following defined terms are used throughout this Agreement.  Additional terms may be defined 

in Addenda, Order Documents and Statements of Work. 

Claim means an unaffiliated third-party claim, action, cause of action, or demand for damages, cost or expense 

(including reasonable attorney’s fees) or other relief. 

Confidential Information means any confidential, trade secret or other proprietary information disclosed under this 

Agreement that is designated as “confidential” or which a reasonable person would assume is confidential, but 

excludes information that: (i) is now or becomes generally available to the public through no fault or breach of the 

receiving Party; (ii) is rightfully in the receiving Party's possession, or known by it, prior to its receipt from the 
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disclosing Party; (iii) is rightfully disclosed to the receiving Party by a third-party, free of any obligation of 

confidentiality; or (iv) is developed by the receiving Party independently and without reference to the disclosing 

Party’s Confidential Information.  

Customer Data means all data about Customer’s existing or prospective end users that Itron acquires, develops, or 

derives in connection with performance under this Agreement.  Such customer data may include, without limitation, 

any personally identifying information relating to an existing or prospective customer, or any other information that, 

either individually or when combined with other information could be used to identify a particular Customer end 

user or a prospective Customer end user, which information is not generally available to the public.  

Defended Party means a Party entitled to defense from the Defending Party under Section 7 (“Third-Party Claims”) 

of these General Terms and Conditions. 

Defending Party means a Party obligated to provide defense to the Defended Party under Section 7 (“Third Party 

Claims”) of these General Terms and Conditions.  

Documentation means user manuals, training materials, product descriptions and specifications, technical manuals, 

supporting materials and other information relating to products and services offered by Itron, which Itron 

customarily makes available to its customers. 

Fees means all amounts payable to Itron by Customer for products and services provided under this Agreement, as 

set forth in an Order Document or Statement of Work. 

Force Majeure means any cause that is beyond a Party’s reasonable control and without a Party’s fault or negligence, 

including, but not limited to, accidents, riots, insurrections, acts of terrorists or any public enemy, acts of civil or 

military authorities, war, epidemics, fires, floods, earthquakes, severe weather, lightening, power outages, denial of 

service/virus/hacking attacks, disruptions in the flow of data to or from carrier networks, embargoes, strikes, the 

inability to obtain required materials, qualified labor, or transportation, or the denial of or delays in processing of 

export licenses. 

Intellectual Property and Intellectual Property Rights mean all industrial and intellectual property, including, 

without limitation, all U.S. and non-U.S. patents, patent applications, patent rights, trademarks, trademark 

applications, common law trademarks, Internet domain names, trade names, service marks, service mark 

applications, common law service marks, and the goodwill associated therewith, copyrights, in both published and 

unpublished works, whether registered or unregistered, copyright applications, franchises, licenses, know-how, 

trade secrets, technical data, designs, customer lists, confidential and proprietary information, processes and 

formulae, all computer software programs or applications, layouts, inventions, development tools and all 

documentation and media constituting, describing or relating to the above, including manuals, memoranda, and 

records, whether such intellectual property has been created, applied for or obtained anywhere throughout the 

world. 

Order Document means (i) any document attached hereto and identified as an Order Document or SOW on the 

Attachment Schedule on the Effective Date, and (ii) any other document identified as an Order Document or SOW 

that contains Fees and any related Statement of Work and supplemental terms and conditions applicable to specific 

products and/or services, references this Agreement, and is executed by the Parties after the Effective Date.  

Public Records means any writing provided by a Party to the other Party with respect to this Agreement containing 

information relating to the conduct of government or the performance of any governmental or proprietary function 
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and which is prepared, owned, used, or retained by Customer regardless of physical form or characteristics, and 

includes, but is not limited to, all contract documents comprising this Agreement or information that  is provided in 

writing by Itron to Customer related to its Equipment installation services subcontractors pursuant to this 

Agreement. 

Statement of Work or SOW means any document describing services to be provided by Itron that is (i) attached 

hereto and identified as a Statement of Work on the Attachment Schedule, or attached to an Order Document, on 

the Effective Date, or (ii) any other document identified as a Statement of Work that references this Agreement and 

is executed by the Parties, or is attached to an Order Document that is executed by the Parties, after the Effective 

Date.   

Territory means the country in which Itron delivers products and services to Customer. 

3. Term. The initial term of this Agreement begins on the Effective Date and expires five (5) years following the 

Effective Date; provided, however, Itron’s obligations to provide certain products or services shall expire in 

accordance with the applicable Addendum or Order Document to the extent set forth therein.  Thereafter, the 

term of this Agreement will automatically renew for successive one-year periods, unless either Party provides 

the other with written notice of its intent not to renew at least ninety (90) days prior to commencement of the 

next renewal period.  Any in-process Statements of Work and any accepted Purchase Orders as of the expiration 

date of this Agreement shall be completed by the Parties and the term of this Agreement will be extended solely 

for that purpose until completion. This section is subject to Section 11 (“Termination”) of these General Terms 

and Conditions.  

4. Warranties and Disclaimer.   

4.1. Warranties. All warranties relating to products and services provided by Itron under this Agreement are 

set forth in the applicable Addendum or Order Document. 

4.2. Disclaimer. EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES PROVIDED BY ITRON UNDER SECTION 4.1 

(WARRANTIES”) OF THESE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS, ITRON MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND 

RELATING TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT 

LIMITATION, (I) IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 

(II) WARRANTIES OF TITLE AND AGAINST INFRINGEMENT, AND (III) WARRANTIES ARISING FROM A COURSE 

OF DEALING, USAGE OR TRADE PRACTICE.  TO THE EXTENT ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY CANNOT BE 

EXCLUDED, SUCH WARRANTY IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE EXPRESS WARRANTY PERIOD. ITRON AND 

ITS SUPPLIERS DO NOT WARRANT OR REPRESENT THAT PRODUCTS OR SERVICES WILL BE FREE FROM 

BUGS, ERRORS OR THAT THEIR USE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE.  ITRON ASSUMES NO 

LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INTERRUPTION OR CESSATION OF TRANSMISSION TO OR FROM ITS 

DATA CENTERS OR DATA CENTERS OF ITS VENDORS VIA WAN, CELLULAR OR OTHER PUBLIC 

COMMUNICATIONS OR BROADBAND SYSTEMS (INCLUDING OUTAGES, DEVICE NON-REACHABILITY, LOSS 

OR INACCURATE READING) OR FOR ANY CONSEQUENCES, LOSSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING FROM CHANGES 

MADE BY CUSTOMER TO THE CONTENT OR PROGRAMMING OF EQUIPMENT (UNLESS CAUSED BY A 

DEFECTIVE PRODUCT). THESE DISCLAIMERS WILL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF THE 

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.   

5. Intellectual Property.   

5.1. Reservation of Intellectual Property.  Subject to the limited rights expressly granted by Itron to Customer 

under this Agreement: (i) Itron reserves all rights, title and interest in and to all of its Intellectual Property, 

and (ii) as between the Parties, Itron owns all rights, title and interest in and to its Confidential Information 

and the products, services and related deliverables provided by Itron under this Agreement.  Subject to 

the limited rights expressly granted by Customer to Itron under this Agreement, Customer reserves all 

rights, title and interest in and to all of its Intellectual Property, and (ii) as between the Parties, Customer 
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owns all right, title and interest in and to its Confidential Information and Customer Data.  All rights, titles, 

and interests not specifically and expressly granted by either Party hereunder are hereby reserved. Nothing 

in this Agreement will be understood to preclude or limit Itron from providing software, materials, or 

services for itself or other clients, irrespective of the possible similarity of such software, materials or 

services to those delivered to Customer. 

5.2. Customer Suggestions.   Itron shall have a royalty-free, worldwide, irrevocable, perpetual license to use 

and incorporate into any products and services any suggestions, enhancement requests, 

recommendations or other feedback provided by Customer.  

6. Fees, Invoicing, Payment, and Taxes.  

6.1. Fees. Fees for products and services are set forth in the applicable Order Document or Statement of Work.  

Unless otherwise provided in an applicable Addendum, Order Document, or Statement of Work, Fees for 

products and services are valid for one (1) year from the effective date of the Order Document or 

Statement of Work.    

6.2. Invoicing. Itron will invoice Customer for products and services in accordance with the applicable 

Addendum, Order Document or Statement of Work. Customer will reimburse Itron for all reasonable travel 

costs and related expenses incurred by Itron in connection with performing services for Customer. 

6.3. Payment of Invoices.  Customer must pay each invoice without setoff within thirty (30) days of the invoice 

date.  Payment must be made in USD.  Itron may charge a late payment fee on any unpaid overdue Fees 

in an amount equal to the lesser of: (a) one percent (1%) of such Fees per month, or (b) the maximum rate 

allowed by applicable law.  

6.4. Freight and Taxes.  All prices are exclusive of any freight, handling and shipping insurance charges, taxes, 

fees and duties or other similar amounts, however designated, including without limitation value added, 

sales and withholding taxes which are levied or based upon the prices, charge or upon this Agreement.  

Customer shall pay any taxes related to products and services provided pursuant to this Agreement (except 

for taxes based on Itron’s net income) or shall present an exception certificate acceptable to all relevant 

taxing authorities.  Applicable taxes shall, to the extent practical, be billed as a separate item on the invoice. 

7. Third-Party Claims.  

7.1. General Claims. The Defending Party will defend the Defended Party from and against Claims arising from 

personal bodily injury, death, or damage to tangible personal property or real property to the extent 

caused by the negligence of the Defending Party or its employees, agents, or contractors under this 

Agreement. 

7.2. Infringement Claims. Itron will defend, or at its option settle, any Claim against Customer alleging that any 

Itron-branded products or services, as delivered to Customer, infringe upon any third party’s Intellectual 

Property Rights within the Territory.  If Itron receives notice of an alleged infringement by any products or 

services, or if Itron reasonably believes that an infringement Claim is likely, Itron may stop delivery of the 

affected products or services without liability for failure to deliver them.  Itron will have the right, at its 

sole option, to obtain the right for Customer to continue use of the affected products or services, or to 

replace or modify the affected products or services so that they are no longer alleged or believed to 

infringe, if it can be done without significant loss of functionality. If neither of the foregoing options are 

available to Itron on commercially reasonable terms, Itron may terminate Customer’s use of the affected 

products or Services without further liability under this section, in which case Itron will refund to Customer 

the depreciated value of the affected product and any prepaid unused portion of the service. 

7.3. Conditions to Defense.  As a condition to the Defending Party’s obligations under Section 7.1 or Section 

7.2 above, the Defended Party must: (i) promptly notify the Defending Party in writing of the Claim; (ii) 

give the Defending Party reasonable information and assistance in connection with the Claim in a timely 

manner; and (iii) give the Defending Party the sole right to control the defense and settle of the Claim.  The 

Defending Party shall not enter into any settlement of a Claim against a Defended Party without the 

Defended Party’s prior written consent unless: (a) there is no admission of fault of the Defended Party; (b) 

there is no injunctive or other non-monetary relief against the Defended Party; and, (c) the settlement 

includes the claimant’s or plaintiff’s release of the Defended Party from all liability in respect of the Claim.  
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7.4. Exclusions to Infringement Claim Defense.  Itron will have no obligation under Section 7.2 above for any 

infringement Claim to the extent that the Claim results from (i) the combination, operation or use of any 

product or service provided by Itron with any product or service (including third-party software and 

equipment) not provided by Itron, (ii) any modification to products or services made without Itron’s prior 

written consent, (iii) failure to use updated or modified products or services as provided by Itron, (iv) use 

of any release of Itron software or any firmware other than the most current release made available to 

Customer, or (v) use of products or services not in accordance with this Agreement and applicable 

Documentation, (vi) any modification to products or services by a person other than Itron or an authorized 

representative of Itron, or (vii) Itron’s compliance with any designs, specifications, or instructions provided 

by Customer.  In addition, Itron shall not be liable for enhanced or punitive damages that could have been 

avoided or reduced by actions within the control of Customer. 

7.5. EXCLUSIVE REMEDY.  THIS SECTION 7 CONSTITUTES CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY WITH 

RESPECT TO THIRD PARTY CLAIMS BROUGHT AGAINST CUSTOMER. 

8. Insurance.  

Itron will maintain the following minimum levels of insurance (i) workers’ compensation insurance for Itron 

employees equal to applicable statutory limits and an employer’s liability policy in an amount not less than 

$1,000,000.00; (ii) an occurrence form commercial general liability policy or policies in an amount not less than 

$1,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000.00 aggregate; (iii) an automobile liability policy or policies in an amount 

not less than $1,000,000.00 combined single limit; and (iv) a professional liability policy or policies insuring against 

liability for errors and omissions covering professional activities contemplated under this Agreement in an amount 

not less than $1,000,000.00.  Upon written request, Itron will provide Certificates of Insurance evidencing the 

coverage described, so long as Itron is providing products or services under this Agreement. 

9. Data Protection.  

The Parties must implement and establish reasonable security protocols for the protection and retention of 

Customer Data.  As between Customer and Itron, Customer will retain its rights in Customer Data; provided, 

however, Customer hereby grants Itron a non-exclusive, royalty-free, perpetual, worldwide license to copy, modify, 

use, sublicense, distribute, display, create derivative works of all Customer Data  for the purposes of (i) providing 

products and services to Customer, (ii) testing, troubleshooting, and optimizing performance and quality of Itron’s 

products and services, and (iii) so long as Customer is not identifiable and all personally identifiable information is 

either removed or anonymized, developing new products and services. Itron assumes no responsibility for Customer 

or third-party content carried on Customer’s or Itron’s systems. Customer warrants and represents that, during the 

term of this Agreement, (a) it has the legal right and authority to grant Itron access to view, store, and use the 

Customer Data to provide products and services, and (b) Itron’s transmission, use and storage of any such Customer 

Data in accordance with this Agreement will not violate any applicable laws or regulations or cause a breach of any 

agreement or obligation between Customer and any third-party.   

10. Confidentiality.   

Each Party receiving, possessing, accessing or otherwise acquiring Confidential Information of the other Party 

acknowledges that the disclosing Party's Confidential Information is the property of and confidential to, or a trade 

secret of, the disclosing Party. The receiving Party: (a) must keep the disclosing Party's Confidential Information 

confidential and may not directly or indirectly disclose, divulge or communicate that Confidential Information to, or 

otherwise place that Confidential Information at the disposal of, any other person without the disclosing Party’s 

prior written approval; (b) must take all reasonable steps to secure and keep secure all disclosing Party's Confidential 

Information coming into its possession or control; (c) may not disclose any Confidential Information to anyone other 

than the receiving Party’s employees, agents, contractors or subcontractors and professional advisors who need to 
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know such Confidential Information; and (d) must ensure that any person to whom it discloses Confidential 

Information in accordance with this provision is subject to binding confidentiality obligations that are at least as 

restrictive as those set forth in this Agreement. These obligations of confidentiality do not apply to any information 

that is required to be disclosed by any applicable law or regulation (including, Public Records); provided, however, 

that the receiving Party must provide prior written notice of a request for such disclosure to the disclosing Party with 

as much notice as reasonably possible under the circumstances.  Customer acknowledges that under Itron’s 

obligations to comply with the U.S. Securities laws, Itron may be required to disclose the execution of this Agreement 

as part of its reporting requirements to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and hereby consents to such 

disclosure. 

Itron agrees to maintain and retain all Public Records for a term of no less than six (6) years following termination or 

expiration of (a) the applicable Order Document to which such Public Records relate or (b) the Agreement, whichever 

occurs first.  Itron shall provide copies of any Public Records requested by Customer within thirty (30) days of 

Customer’s request.  If Customer requests that copies of Public Records be provided to Customer in an electronic 

format, such Public Records shall be provided at no cost to Customer.  If paper copies are requested by Customer, 

Customer shall pay $.10 per page.  Payment for paper copies shall be rendered to Itron within twenty (20) days of 

Customer’s receipt of such paper copies. 

All Public Records subject to a public disclosure request will be provided to a requester in accordance with this 

Section 10 (Confidentiality) unless exempted from disclosure by law.  The Customer’s decision to exempt or redact 

any Public Record shall be based only upon valid exemptions that apply to the Customer. Customer will not refrain 

from disclosing any Public Record under an exemption that may be available to Itron; provided, however, Itron shall 

be afforded as much notice as reasonably possible under the circumstances pursuant to this Section 10 

(Confidentiality) prior to any such disclosure.  In the event Itron objects to the release of any Public Record under 

this Agreement, Itron may seek judicial approval to prevent such disclosure at its sole expense.  Customer shall 

neither aid nor interfere with Itron’s request for an injunction (or other relief or protections) to prevent disclosure 

of any Public Record under this Agreement.    

Itron shall insert the second and third paragraphs of this Section 10 (Confidentiality) in all contracts with 

subcontractors that perform Equipment installation services under a Statement of Work. 

11. Termination. 

Either Party may terminate this Agreement by providing the other Party with written notice if the other Party (i) 

becomes insolvent, executes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors or becomes subject to bankruptcy or 

receivership proceedings, or (ii) commits a material breach of this Agreement that remains uncured for thirty (30) 

days following delivery of written notice of such breach; provided, that, Customer’s right to terminate for Itron’s 

breach of this Agreement with respect to any third-party products or services shall be limited by the applicable Order 

Document.  Any notice of breach must specify (a) the nature of the breach, and (b) the specific act or acts that the 

non-breaching Party contends would correct such breach. For the avoidance of doubt, Customer’s failure to pay 

invoices timely will be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. 

12. Survival. 

The following sections of these General Terms & Conditions shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement 

or any Order Document or Statement of Work: 1 (Introduction), 3 (Term), 4.2 (Itron Warranty Disclaimer), 5 

(Intellectual Property), 6 (Fees), Invoicing, Payment and Taxes), 9 (Data Protection), 10 (Confidentiality), 11 

(Termination), 12 (Survival), 13 (Limitation of Liability), 14 (Disputes), 15 (Governing Law and Venue), 16 (Jury Trial 
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Waiver), 17 (Legal Compliance), 18 (Publicity), 20 (Sub-contractor and Outsourcer), 21 (Independent Contractor), 

and 22 (Miscellaneous).  An Addendum or Order Document may also contain provisions that expressly survive 

termination or expiration of this Agreement or any Order Document or Statement of Work. 

13. Limitation of Liability.  

Except for Customer’s violation of Itron’s Intellectual Property Rights, neither Party will be liable to the other Party 

for any consequential, indirect, special, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages arising out of this Agreement or 

products or services provided hereunder (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of data, goodwill, profits 

other than amounts payable by Customer to Itron hereunder, investments, use of money or facilities; interruption 

in use or availability of data; stoppage of other work or impairment of other assets), whether or not foreseeable and 

even if such Party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.   Except for Customer’s payment obligations 

hereunder or violation of Itron’s Intellectual Property Rights, neither Party’s liability to the other Party arising out of 

or related to this Agreement or any products or services provided hereunder shall exceed the amounts paid and 

payable by Customer under the applicable Order Document or Statement of Work during the twelve month period 

immediately preceding the date upon which the liability arose, regardless of whether any action or claim is based 

on contract, warranty, indemnity, negligence, strict liability or other tort or otherwise.   

14. Disputes.  

Any dispute arising under this Agreement or relating to Itron products and services will be escalated to each Party’s 

applicable project or business manager (each a “Manager”). The appropriate Manager will then notify the other 

Party’s Manager of the issue and meet as soon as reasonable considering the nature and impact of the issue. If a 

dispute cannot be resolved by the Managers within a time period that is satisfactory to the Party raising the issue 

and, in any event, within fifteen (15) days after the initial referral, the Managers will refer the dispute to their 

respective vice presidents or equivalent. If such vice presidents cannot resolve the dispute within a time period that 

is satisfactory to the Party raising the issue and, in any event, within ten (10) days after such referral, either Party 

may pursue any other remedy available to it in law or equity. These dispute resolution procedures are not intended 

to be used for disputes concerning actual, alleged or threatened violations of a Party’s Confidential Information or 

other Intellectual Property Rights, for which the Parties may immediately bring an action, including one seeking 

injunctive relief without posting a bond.   

15. Governing Law and Venue.  

In the event of any matter or dispute arising out of or related to this Agreement, it is agreed between the Parties 

that this Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the substantive and procedural laws of the jurisdiction 

of the principal business address of Itron.  The laws of such jurisdiction will govern the interpretation, validity and 

effect of this Agreement without regard to the place of execution, place of performance thereof, or any conflicts of 

law provisions.  Any litigation between the Parties arising out of or relating to this Agreement will be conducted 

exclusively in the appropriate courts of Benton County, Washington, and Customer consents to jurisdiction by such 

courts. 

16. JURY TRIAL WAIVER.   

EACH PARTY IRREVOCABLY WAIVES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY RIGHT IT MAY 

HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LEGAL PROCEEDING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO 

THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER THEORY. 

17. Legal Compliance.  

Each Party must comply with all applicable laws. Itron’s products and services delivered under this Agreement are 

subject to the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”; 15 CFR part 730 et seq.) and any applicable laws and 
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regulations of the particular country to which such items are shipped or received. Customer shall comply with all 

applicable export control laws and shall not cause, directly or indirectly, the export, re-export, or transfer of any such 

items or services to destinations or persons without obtaining any required prior authorization from the U.S. 

Government and any other applicable local authorities. Customer shall not do anything to cause Itron to violate such 

export control laws, including, but not limited to, requesting support for a product that has been unlawfully re-

exported or requesting delivery of a product or service intended for a U.S. sanctioned region or person.   Each party 

represents that it is not listed on a U.S. Government restricted party list for export control or trade sanctions 

purposes, and is not 50% or more owned, in the aggregate, by one or more restricted parties. Customer shall 

maintain any required export records related to Itron’s products or services and make such records available to Itron 

upon request. The Parties must comply with all anti-bribery laws and may not make any payments or transfer any 

item of any value for the purpose of bribing any individual or group, or accepting or participating in any extortion, 

kickbacks, or other unlawful or improper means to obtain business related to this Agreement or products and 

services orderable under this Agreement. 

18. Publicity.  

Neither Party may issue a press release related to this Agreement or their relationship without the other Parties’ 

prior written consent.  Upon execution of this Agreement, the Parties may collaboratively create and approve for 

publication a press release announcing their newly formed relationship under this Agreement.  Itron may use 

Customer’s name and logo as a part of Itron’s normal marketing materials.   

19. Nuclear Applications.   

Customer acknowledges that products and services orderable under this Agreement are not designed or intended 

for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility. 

20. Sub-contractor and Outsourcer.  

Itron may hire, engage, or retain the services of one or more subcontractors and/or outsourcing providers to perform 

any or all of its obligations related to its product development, network operations, and/or any portion of services 

provided under this Agreement.  Subcontractors and outsourcing providers that have access to Customer Data will 

be bound by written obligations of confidentiality and data security requirements as restrictive as those required 

under this Agreement. 

21. Independent Contractor.   

This Agreement does not create a partnership, franchise, joint venture, agency, fiduciary, or employment 

relationship between the Parties.  The Parties are independent contractors. Neither Party has any authority to act 

on behalf of, or to bind the other to any obligation. 

22. Miscellaneous.  

(a) Neither Party will be responsible for any failure to perform due to any Force Majeure event. (b) If any 

provision of this Agreement is found to be unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction or arbitration panel, 

such provision will be deleted and the remaining terms will be construed so as to give maximum lawful effect to any 

such deleted terms. (c) Section numbers and captions are provided for convenience of reference and do not 

constitute a part of this Agreement.  Any references to a particular section of this Agreement will be deemed to 

include reference to any and all subsections thereof. (d) The Parties agree that neither of them will be deemed the 

drafter of this Agreement and that no provision will be construed in favor of one Party on the ground that such 

provision was drafted by the other. (e) No waiver by either Party of any breach under this Agreement will constitute 

a waiver of any other breach. (f) This Agreement is not made for the benefit of any third parties. (g) All notices under 
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this Agreement must be sent in writing to the addresses identified in this Agreement or to such other address as 

such Party has notified the other in writing, will be effective on the date received (unless the notice specifies a later 

date) and must be sent by a courier service that confirms delivery in writing, or by certified or registered mail, 

postage prepaid, return receipt requested. (h) This Agreement is in the English language only, which will be the 

governing language and controlling in all respects.  All versions of this Agreement in any other language will be for 

accommodation only and are not binding upon the Parties.  All communications and notices to be made or given 

pursuant to this Agreement must be in English. (i) Neither party may assign this Agreement or any of its rights 

hereunder without the other Party’s prior written consent, except in connection with an acquisition of all or 

substantially all the stock or assets of such Party.  Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will bind and inure to the 

benefit of the Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns, but any assignment in violation of this 

provision will be void. (j) This Agreement may be executed and delivered in counterparts, including by a facsimile or 

by scan and electronic transmission, each of which will be deemed an original. Any document generated by the 

Parties related to this Agreement may be imaged and stored electronically and introduced as evidence in any 

proceeding as if original business records. (k) This Agreement contains the complete and entire agreement between 

the Parties as to its subject matter, and replaces and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous communications, 

representations, or agreements, whether oral or written with respect to such subject matter. (l) This Agreement may 

not be modified except by mutual written agreement signed by the Parties’ authorized representatives expressly 

modifying this Agreement.  Electronic communications do not constitute a “written agreement” under this provision.  

 

AGREED:  

Itron, Inc.  City of Richland, WA 

\si2\  \si1\ 

Signature  Signature 

\na2\  \na1\ 

Printed Name  Printed Name 

\ti2\  \ti1\ 

Title  Title 

\ds2\  \ds1\ 

Date  Date 
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 Itron Equipment Addendum 

 Itron Professional Services Addendum 

 Itron SaaS-Hybrid SaaS-Managed Services Addendum 

 Itron Maintenance and Support Addendum 

 Itron Order Document 
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EQUIPMENT ADDENDUM 

 

1. Relationship to General Terms and Conditions. This Addendum is governed by the General 
Terms and Conditions and applicable Order Documents. 

2. Additional Definitions. The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the General 
Terms and Conditions: 

Equipment means Itron Equipment and Third-Party Equipment. 

Firmware means the object code version of software embedded in Equipment. 

Itron Equipment means equipment listed on an Order Document for sale to Customer under this 

Agreement that is manufactured by or on behalf of Itron. 

Third-Party Equipment means equipment listed on an Order Document for sale to Customer under this 

Agreement that is not manufactured by or on behalf of Itron.   

Warranty Period means the Itron Equipment warranty period specified on the attached Itron Equipment 

Warranty Table, if no other applicable Warranty Period is specified in the Order Document, or the Warranty 

Period set forth in the Order Document, if the Order Document specifies the applicable Warranty Period. 

3. Ordering Equipment.  Customer shall order Equipment by issuing a Purchase Order to Itron in 
accordance with this Agreement.   

4. Invoicing.  Itron will invoice Customer for Equipment upon the date of shipment. 

5. Ordering, Lead Time & Ship Date.  Scheduled shipping dates will be assigned by Itron as close as 
possible to Customer’s requested date based on Itron’s then-current lead times for the Equipment.  
Upon Customer’s request, Itron will communicate current lead times.  Itron will also communicate 
scheduled shipping dates in the order acknowledgment or on Itron’s customer portal. 

6. Order Cancellation & Rescheduling.  Purchase Orders for Equipment may not be canceled or 
rescheduled by Customer, unless agreed to by Itron. 

7. Forecasts.  Each month Customer will provide Itron with a rolling, nonbinding, minimum 12-month 
forecast of Customer’s anticipated Equipment demand. 

8. Shipment, Title & Risk of Loss.  For shipments within the United States, Itron will ship Equipment 
FOB Origin, production facility.  Customer must pay for all costs associated with delivery of 
Equipment to the final destination.  Title and risk of loss of Equipment will pass to Customer upon 
tender to the carrier at the production facility.  For shipments outside the United States, Itron will ship 
Equipment FCA Origin (Incoterms 2010).  Equipment will be delivered export cleared to Customer at 
the production facility.  Customer will act as the Importer of Record (IOR) for Equipment and assumes 
all costs associated with delivery of Equipment to the final destination, including transportation after 
delivery to carrier and any licensing, certifications, permits, customs fees, import/local taxes, 
provincial/national tax, and value added tax related to importation of Equipment.  Itron will provide all 
necessary information required for Customer to import Equipment. Title to and risk of loss for 
Equipment passes to Customer upon tender to the carrier at the production facility. 

9. Documentation.  Itron will make its standard Documentation for Itron Equipment available via 
download.  Itron will provide Customer with download instructions. 

10. Equipment Firmware.  The purchase of Itron Equipment includes a nonexclusive license under Itron 
copyrights to use Firmware in Itron Equipment.  The license to any Firmware in Third-Party Equipment 
purchased by Customer through Itron shall be between Customer and the manufacturer of the Third-
Party Equipment. 
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11. Returns.   Except as provided in Section 12 below, Itron does not accept returns unless: (i) Itron 
shipped a product other than as specified in the Purchase Order, (ii) such product is unopened, and 
(ii) the product is returned in accordance with Itron’s then current RMA policy and procedures. 

12. Itron Equipment Warranty. Itron warrants solely to Customer that, during the Warranty Period, Itron 
Equipment will be free from defects in materials and workmanship and will conform in all material 
respects to the applicable Itron published specifications.  As Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy 
for a breach of the foregoing warranty, Itron will, at its option and expense: (i) repair or replace faulty 
Itron Equipment under warranty after it has been returned to an Itron-designated repair facility during 
the Warranty Period in accordance with Itron’s then current RMA policy and procedures, (ii) provide 
Customer with a Firmware or software fix to correct the nonconformity, or (iii) if Itron determines (in 
its reasonable judgment) that it is unable to provide a remedy specified in item (i) or (ii) of this section, 
Itron will provide Customer with a depreciated refund of the purchase price for the applicable Itron 
Equipment.  Customer will pay the cost of returning Itron Equipment to the Itron designated repair 
facility and Itron will pay the cost of returned repaired or replacement Itron Equipment to Customer.  
Customer is responsible for any labor costs associated with removal or reinstallation of Itron 
Equipment.  Repaired and replacement Itron Equipment will be warranted for the remainder of the 
Warranty Period, or sixty (60) days from the ship date of the repaired or replaced Itron Equipment, 
whichever is longer.  Additional warranty terms for specific Itron Equipment may be specified in the 
attached Itron Equipment Warranty Table.  

13. Itron Equipment Warranty Exclusions. The above warranty and additional warranty terms in the 
attached Itron Equipment Warranty Table do not cover Itron Equipment in poor operating condition 
due to:  (a) changes made to Itron Equipment without Itron’s prior written consent; (b) use with cables, 
mounting kits, antennas, battery backups and other devices, third party software or firmware that 
Itron has not provided to Customer or approved in writing for use with Itron Equipment; (c) Customer’s 
or a third party’s misuse, abuse, negligence, or failure to install, test, handle or operate Itron 
Equipment in accordance with its Documentation; (d) a Force Majeure event; or (e) incorrect data, or 
data entry or output by Customer or a third party not under Itron’s control. Additional warranty 
exclusions for specific Itron Equipment may be specified in the attached Itron Equipment Warranty 
Table.  Customer may request that Itron repair Itron Equipment damaged by any of the foregoing; if 
Itron agrees to make such repairs, Customer may be charged additional Fees. 

14. Integration of Itron Equipment.  If Customer purchases Itron Equipment for integration into third-
party devices or other third-party hardware, Customer must obtain warranty service for the Itron 
Equipment from the third-party integrated device provider.  

15. Third-Party Equipment Warranty.  Itron is not the manufacturer of the Third-Party Equipment and 
makes no representations or warranties whatsoever, directly or indirectly, express or implied, as to 
the suitability, durability, fitness for use, merchantability, condition, quality, performance or non-
infringement of Third-Party Equipment.  Third Party Equipment shall be subject to any warranties 
provided by the Third-Party Equipment manufacturer.  Itron will pass through to Customer, or make 
commercially reasonable efforts to enforce on Customer’s behalf, any warranties and remedies 
received from the Third-Party Equipment manufacturer.   

16. Survival. The following sections of this Addendum shall survive termination or expiration of this 
Agreement or any Order Document or Statement of Work: 1 (Relationship to General Terms and 
Conditions), 2 (Additional Definitions), 4 (Invoicing), 6 (Order Cancellation & Rescheduling), 8 
(Shipment, Title & Risk of Loss), 10 (Equipment Firmware), 11 (All Sales are Final), 12 (Limited Itron 
Equipment Warranty), 13 (Itron Equipment Warranty Exclusions), 14 (Integration of Itron Equipment), 
15 (Third-Party Equipment) and 16 (Survival).   
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Itron Equipment Warranty Table 

Product or Repair Service Warranty Period and Additional Warranty Terms 

CAM Warranty Period: 5 years from date of shipment 

CENTRON and SENTINEL 
electricity meters 

Warranty Period: 3 years from date of shipment 

Intelis Gas Meter Warranty Period: 3 years from date of shipment 

OpenWay Riva Leak 
Sensor 

Warranty Period: 5 years from date of shipment 

OpenWay Riva Water 
Module (including battery) 

Each OpenWay Riva Water Module (including battery) receives a 
20-year warranty consisting of 10 years of warranty coverage 
under Section 12 (Itron Equipment Warranty) followed by 10 
years of discounts against replacement products, as described 
below: 

Warranty Period: 10 years from date of shipment 

Discount Period: If a OpenWay Riva Water Module (including 

battery) fails during the ten-year period following expiration of the 

applicable Warranty Period (the “Discount Period”), subject to 

applicable warranty exclusions under Section 13 (Itron Equipment 

Warranty Exclusions), Itron will provide Customer with a discount 

off Itron’s then-current list price for any available Itron water 

module to replace the failed OpenWay Riva Water Module per the 

discounts set forth below: 

Discount Period Discount 

Years 1 through 5 50% 

Years 6 through 10 25% 

Itron does not guarantee that replacement water modules will be 
backwards compatible.  

 

Warranties on OpenWay Riva Water Module shall be void if the 
module (1) is used in connection with a third-party reading system 
that has not been approved by Itron in writing, (2) is configured to 
other than factory default network settings of 60 minutes of 
interval data, three network transmissions per day, or (3) exceeds 
5 firmware downloads over the life of the product. 

 

Repairs or updates for out-
of-warranty electricity 
meters 

Additional Warranty Terms: Itron shall perform the repairs or 
updates with reasonable care and in a diligent and competent 
manner.  Itron's sole obligation in connection with repair or update 
failures shall be, at its option, to correct or re-perform 
repairs/updates or refund to Customer the amount paid for the 
repairs/updates.  Customer must report any deficiencies in repair 
work to Itron in writing within 90 days of shipment to receive the 
remedies described herein. 
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Product or Repair Service Warranty Period and Additional Warranty Terms 

Socket Based Router, Pole 
Mounted Router, and 
Routing Node 

Warranty Period: 3 years from date of shipment 

Repairs or upgrades for out-
of-warranty handhelds or 
Mobile Collectors 

Additional Warranty Terms: Itron shall perform the repairs or 
updates with reasonable care and in a diligent and competent 
manner.  Itron's sole obligation in connection with repair or update 
failures shall be, at its option, to correct or re-perform 
repairs/updates or refund to Customer the amount paid for the 
repairs/updates.  Customer must report any deficiencies in repair 
work to Itron in writing within 90 days of shipment to receive the 
remedies described herein. 

All other Itron Equipment 
not listed above  

Warranty Period: 1 year from date of shipment 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ADDENDUM 

 

1. Relationship to General Terms and Conditions. This Addendum is subject to the General Terms 
and Conditions and applicable Order Documents.  

2. Additional Definitions. The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the General 
Terms and Conditions: 

Change means a change to the scope of Professional Services or related deliverables to be provided by 

Itron under a Statement of Work. 

Change Request means a request made by Itron or by Customer for a Change. 

Change Order means a written document describing a Change agreed to by Itron and Customer that is 

signed by both Parties. 

Professional Services means professional services such as installation services, implementation 

services, consulting services and project management services and other similar services described in a 

Statement of Work, but excluding cloud services, managed services and support and maintenance 

services.    

3. Statement of Work Requirement.  Itron has no obligation to provide Professional Services in the 
absence of a Statement of Work agreed to by Itron and the Customer and a Purchase Order issued by 
Customer to purchase Professional Services under that Statement of Work.  Customer shall order 
Professional Services by issuing a Purchase Order to Itron in accordance with this Agreement.   

4. Expenses. Customer will reimburse Itron for reasonable out-of-pocket travel-related expenses incurred 
by Itron relating to the provision of Professional Services.     

5. Invoicing.  Itron will invoice Customer for Professional Services as set forth in the applicable Order 
Document or Statement of Work. Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Order Document or 
Statement of Work, Itron will invoice Customer for Professional Services at the end of the month in 
which Services are performed and for expenses as incurred.   

6. Customer Responsibilities.  Customer shall timely perform all its assigned roles, responsibilities and 
tasks under each Statement of Work using qualified personnel.  Customer shall also provide Itron with 
reasonable cooperation with respect to the Professional Services, including for example, by providing 
Itron with reasonable access to Customer’s facilities, service territory, personnel, systems, and 
information. 

7. Reference Information.  If Customer provides Itron any designs, technical information, or other 
information required by Itron to provide Professional Services and/or related deliverables (collectively, 
“Reference Information”), Itron shall be entitled to rely on the accuracy of such information and 
documents. To the extent Customer’s failure to provide accurate and complete Reference Information 
results in any delay or increases Itron’s cost of performing Professional Services, the delay shall be 
excused, and Itron shall have the right to increase its Fees as necessary to offset its increased costs 
of performing Professional Services.  Itron will provide Customer with reasonable evidence of its 
increases costs of performing the Professional Services and will make commercially reasonable efforts 
to minimize such costs to the extent practicable under the circumstances. 

8. Delays.  To the extent Customer’s failure to adhere to Customer’s responsibilities and requirements 
under an Order Document or Statements of Work results in any delay or increases Itron’s cost of 
performing Professional Services, the delay shall be excused, and Itron shall have the right to increase 
its Fees as necessary to offset its increased costs of performing Professional Services.  Itron will 
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provide Customer with reasonable evidence of its increases costs of performing the Professional 
Services and will make commercially reasonable efforts to minimize such costs to the extent practicable 
under the circumstances. 

9. Express Warranties for Professional Services.  Itron warrants to Customer that Professional 
Services will be provided by personnel with the requisite experience, skills, knowledge, training and 
education and in a timely, professional, and workmanlike manner in accordance with the applicable 
Statement of Work. 

10. Remedies.  As Customer’s exclusive remedy for any material noncompliance by Itron with the express 
warranties provided above for Professional Services, Itron shall correct the noncompliance within a 
reasonable period of time under the circumstances, if Customer gives Itron written notice (which notice 
must describe the noncompliance in sufficient detail to enable Itron to provide the required corrective 
action) within ninety (90) days of performance of the applicable noncompliant Professional Services.  If 
Itron, in its sole discretion, is unable to correct the noncompliance, its sole obligation will be to refund 
to Customer a pro-rata amount paid for the nonconforming Professional Services. 

11. Change Requests & Change Orders.  Either Party may propose a Change Request.  All Changes 
must be approved pursuant to the Change Order.  The Parties will adhere to any Change Request 
procedures set forth in the applicable Order Document or Statement of Work.  If Itron receives a Change 
Request from Customer, Itron will prepare and submit a proposed Change Order to Customer 
describing the Change and associated fees.  No Change Order will be binding upon Customer or Itron 
unless signed by authorized representatives of both Parties.  All Change Orders will be governed by 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

12. Project Deliverables.  Itron shall provide Customer with project-related documentation and other 
deliverables identified in the applicable Statement of Work.  Customer shall have a non-exclusive, non-
transferable license to use such documentation and other deliverables for Customer’s internal business 
in furtherance of the purpose for which they were provided by Itron.  For clarity, the foregoing license 
does not apply to software or firmware licensed by Customer under other Addenda to this Agreement.   

13. Survival. The following sections of this Addendum shall survive termination or expiration of this 
Agreement or any Order Document or Statement of Work: 1 (Relationship to General Terms and 
Conditions), 2 (Additional Definitions), 3 (Statement of Work Requirement), 4 (Expenses), 5 (Invoicing), 
7 (Reference Information), 8 (Delays), 9 (Express Warranties for Professional Services), 10 
(Remedies), 11 (Change Requests & Change Orders), 12 (Project Deliverables) only with respect to 
licensing, and 13 (Survival).   
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Agreement Start Date 

HYBRID SAAS AND SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE ADDENDUM 

1. Relationship to General Terms and Conditions. This Addendum is governed by the General Terms and 

Conditions and applicable Order Documents (collectively, “the Agreement”). 

2. Definitions. The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the General Terms and Conditions: 

“Application Availability” means the total number of minutes in a calendar month that the Software is available 

via (a) a web browser client and (b) web services interface. A determination of availability will be based on 24x7 

accessibility, less any exclusions set forth in the Addendum. This metric will be measured by simulating a login 

to the Software with a valid username/password. This measures the availability of the hosted environment by 

exercising all three tiers of the application (i.e., “Presentation Layer”, “Application Tier”, and “Database”). 

“Commencement Date” means acceptance fourteen (14) days after successful installation in the SaaS 

environment and successful configuration and testing so that the Software application is available and accessible 

by the City and Itron project team. 

“Documentation” means an electronic version of the then-current Software user manuals Itron customarily 

provides to its customers and any training materials provided under this Addendum. 

“Minimum Subscription Term” means the minimum number of annual Subscription Terms that Customer is 

required to subscribe to, which shall be five (5) years from the Commencement Date unless otherwise stated in 

the applicable Order Document or Pricing Summary.  

“One-Time Setup Fee” means the one-time setup fee for Software-as-a-Service identified in the applicable 

Order Document or Pricing Summary for each Software application. 

“Recovery Point Objective” or “RPO” means the maximum tolerable time period which data might be lost from 

production Software applications due to a service interruption event.   

“Recovery Time Objective” or “RTO” means the duration of time allowing for the execution of all failover 

processes required to return access, connectivity, functionality, and operation of production Software 

applications to Customer following declaration of a disaster event. 

“Subscription Fee” means the annual fee for Software-as-a-Service identified in the applicable Order Document 

or Pricing Summary for each Software application. 

“Subscription Term” means an annual subscription to Software-as-a-Service. 

“Server(s)” means the physical machine or computer on which Software will be installed. 

“Software” means the object code versions of Itron’s proprietary software and third party software provided 

under this Addendum and identified in an Order Document.  Software includes any third party software 

embedded in Itron’s proprietary software.  Software is only provided in electronic form. 

“Software-as-a-Service” or “SaaS” means the service where Itron hosts or provides access to Software on Itron 

Servers at an Itron data center. 

3. Software.  

3.1. Software-as-a-Service. Subject to Customer’s compliance with the Agreement and payment of all 

applicable fees, Itron hereby grants to Customer, for the term purchased, a non-exclusive, non-

transferable, non-assignable, limited right to access and use, for its internal business purposes, the 

Software,  and any related Documentation.    

3.2. Restrictions on Use.  Customer and its authorized users may not:  (a) modify, translate or create derivative 

works of any Software; (b) copy, reproduce, distribute, republish, download, display, post or transmit any 
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portion of the Software in any form or by any means; (c) sell, assign, transfer, lease or sublicense any 

Software or Software-as-a-Service; (d) allow any third party, other than authorized users, to access any 

Software or Service without Itron’s prior written consent; (e) use any Software or Service to provide 

processing services to third parties, or otherwise use any Software or Service on a “service bureau” or 

“timesharing” or subscription basis; (f) reverse engineer, disassemble, decrypt, extract or otherwise reduce 

any Software or Service to a human perceivable form or otherwise attempt to determine the source code 

or algorithms of any Software or Service (except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly 

prohibited by applicable law); (g) infringe any of Itron’s intellectual property rights; (h) publicly publish the 

results of any benchmark tests run on any Software or Service; (i) use any Software or Service to engage in 

any fraudulent, illegal or unauthorized act; (j) introduce into or transmit through any Software or Service 

any material containing software viruses, worms, trap doors, back doors, Trojan horses or other harmful 

or malicious computer code, files, scripts, agents or programs; (k) remove, alter or obscure any titles, 

product logo or brand name, trademarks, copyright notices, proprietary notices or other indications of 

Itron’s intellectual property rights, whether such notice or indications are affixed on, contained in or 

otherwise connected to the Software or Services; (l) attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Services 

or Itron’s systems or networks; (m) merge any Software or Service with any other product or service 

without Itron’s prior written consent and the payment of any additional Fees; or (n) access or use the 

Software-as-a-Service in order to build or support, and/or assist a third-party in building or supporting, 

products or services competitive to Itron. 

3.3. Content Restrictions. Customer may not distribute, download, or place on any Itron website or Server or 

use with Software or any Service, any content that:  (a) Customer knows or has reason to believe infringes 

the intellectual property rights of any third party or violates any rights of publicity or privacy; (b) violates 

any applicable law, statute, ordinance; (c) is defamatory, trade libelous, unlawfully threatening or 

unlawfully harassing; or (d) is obscene, pornographic or indecent (items (a) – (d) are collectively referred 

to as “Prohibited Content”).  Itron reserves the right to remove any Prohibited Content from the Server 

without prior notice to Customer.  Customer will indemnify, defend and hold Itron harmless for any claims, 

liabilities, losses, causes of action, damages, settlements, and costs and expenses (including, without 

limitation attorneys’ fees and costs) arising from any third party claims related to or generated by any 

Prohibited Content distributed, downloaded, or placed on any Itron website or Server or used with 

Software or any Service by Customer. 

4. Fees and Term. 

4.1. Invoicing and Payment.  Software-as-a-Service is offered as an annual subscription.  Itron will invoice 

Customer for the One-Time Setup Fee and initial Subscription Fee upon the Commencement Date.  Itron 

will invoice the Subscription Fee annually thereafter upon the anniversary of the Commencement Date.  

Subscription Fees are payable in advance.  

4.2. Subscription Term.  The initial Subscription Term for each Software application begins upon the applicable 

Commencement Date and will renew automatically for successive one-year terms, unless either Party 

provides the other Party with notice of its intent not to renew at least ninety (90) days prior to the 

expiration the then-current Subscription Term. If Customer does not satisfy the Minimum Subscription 

Term, Itron will invoice Customer for any unpaid One-time Setup Fee and Subscription Fees through the 

end of the Minimum Subscription Term (“Unpaid Fees”). Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Customer’s 

failure to satisfy the Minimum Subscription Term is due to Itron’s election not to renew, Itron will not 

invoice Customer for Unpaid Fees. 

5. Monthly Application Availability Service Level. 

5.1. Service Level.  Provided Customer has paid all applicable Subscription Fees, Application Availability will be 

at least 99.5%, measured and reported monthly beginning in the first full calendar month following the 
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Commencement Date. Monthly Application Availability will be measured and calculated separately for 

each Software application for which Customer has paid the Subscription Fee. Itron records and data will 

be the sole basis for all Application Availability measurements and calculations.  

5.2. Service Level Credits.  Customer will be entitled to credits for Itron’s failure to meet the foregoing target 

for the production environment only, as follows:  

 
Application Availability 

(Production Environments Only) 

Monthly Availability Performance Credit 

(% of monthly Subscription Fee) 

≥99.0% and <99.5% 2% 

≥98.0% and <99.0% 4% 

≥96.5% and <98.0% 10% 

≥95.0% and <96.5% 12.5% 

<95.0% 30% 

 

5.3. Service Level Report.  Itron will deliver a monthly service level report that identifies daily performance and 

monthly average.  Upon customer request, if Itron does not meet the Application Availability service level, 

the report will give the reason the service level was not achieved and describe the corrective actions taken.  

5.4. Exclusions.  Itron shall not be liable for failing to meet a service level commitment to the extent such failure 

is attributable to any one or more of the following: (a) planned maintenance, unplanned maintenance, or 

scheduled upgrades; (b) an event triggering a disaster recovery and for a twenty-four (24) hour period 

after the resumption of service following such an event to allow the system to return to normal operating 

ranges; (c) suspension or restriction of service under Section 9 of this Addendum; and (d) conditions 

beyond Itron’s reasonable control, such as (i) failure of any backhaul between the Software-as-a-Service 

and the meters, endpoints, or other devices; (iii) failures in external Internet or VPN configurations not 

managed by Itron; (iv) a Force Majeure event; (v) false reports of unavailability as a result of outages or 

errors of any Itron measurement system; (vi) an act or omission of Customer or third parties (other than 

Itron’s contractors, subcontractors or suppliers), including security incidents caused by such act or 

omission; (vii) incident investigation or computer failures that could not reasonable have been prevented 

by Itron; (viii) failures of third-party equipment, hardware, software, or services not provided by Itron; and 

(ix) Customer’s delay in performing tasks designated as its responsibility in this Agreement. 

6. File Delivery Service Level.  File Delivery is a measure of the performance of Itron’s systems to deliver register 

read and interval read consumption data collected from Available Endpoints to Customer in agreed-upon 

formats, at an agreed-upon intervals.  The Monthly File Delivery Percentage service level will meet or exceed 

99% each month, for ease of understanding, this means the file is successfully delivered every day of the month.  

Itron records and data will be the sole basis for all File Delivery performance measurements and calculations. 

7. Sizing of Software-as-a-Service.  Itron will size Software, Servers, and systems for Customer’s specific 

deployment.  System sizing depends upon the Software and types of devices and sensors and may be a factor 

in determining Subscription Fees.  Sizing criteria may include: number of system endpoints, number of network 

devices, residential meter configuration, commercial and industrial meter configuration, desired data collection 

intervals, storage duration for historical data, and the number of concurrent and total users of the application.  
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Any sizing changes during a Subscription Term will require a Change Order and may result in a change in 

Subscription Fees. 

8. Application Upgrade and Fixes. Itron typically releases application upgrades annually, if available, containing 

new features and functions to the latest general release.  Application hot fixes will be performed as needed, at 

Itron’s sole discretion.  

9. Conditions on Use of Service. Customer will use of the Software-as-a-Service only in accordance with Itron user 

guides, this Software-as-a-Service Addendum, the General Terms and Conditions, applicable Order Documents, 

and laws and government regulations.  The rights of any user to access and use the Software-as-a-Service cannot 

be shared or used by more than one individual (unless such license is reassigned in its entirety to another 

authorized user), and Customer shall make every reasonable effort to prevent unauthorized third-parties from 

accessing the Software-as-a-Service.  

10. Suspension or Restriction of Service. Itron may suspend or restrict all or part of the Software-as-a-Service at 

any time in order to protect the integrity and functionality of Software-as-a-Service applications, Servers, 

platform, and systems, or for a breach of Section 3.2 (Restrictions on Use), Section 3.3 (Content Restrictions) or 

Section 8 (Conditions on Use of Service), until such breach is cured sections that is not promptly cured. 

11. Incident Management.  Itron will provide customer support and incident and problem management services, 

which include responding to alerts, tracking the issue, troubleshooting the problem and escalating to Itron 

subject matter experts or third-party vendors, in accordance with the Maintenance and Support Addendum. 

12. Customer Technical Responsibilities. Customer is responsible for selecting, acquiring, securing and maintaining 

all equipment and ancillary services needed to connect to, access, or otherwise use and maintain compatibility 

with the Software-as-a-Service, at Customer’s sole expense.   

13. User IDs & Passwords. Itron shall provide Customer with user identifications and passwords (“User IDs”) to 

access the hosted Software applications. Customer shall be solely responsible for all use of Customer’s 

subscriptions and accounts.  Customer shall maintain the confidentiality of all User IDs assigned to Customer.  

User IDs may not be shared or used by more than one user.   

14. Planned Maintenance. Planned maintenance whenever reasonably practicable will be performed during off-

business hours between 6:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. Customer’s local time, with as little disruption to Customer’s 

use of the Software-as-a-Service as possible, and unplanned maintenance, whenever reasonably practicable, 

shall also be performed during off-business hours between 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m., Customer’s local time. 

15. Unplanned Maintenance.  Itron will provide Customer with notice of unplanned maintenance as soon as 

reasonably practical. Itron will minimize Software-as-a-Service disruptions. 

16. Business Continuity.    Itron has architected and operates a high availability and scalable infrastructure to 

facilitate virtualized customer environments with various fault tolerant components. Fault tolerance and 

failover methodologies allow Itron to maximize system availability and confidently uphold our uptime SLAs. 

Itron will conduct daily backups of back office application configuration files and associated data. These backups 

are for operational purposes only and are not a disaster recovery solution or a solution to be used by the 

Customer for testing or analysis purposes. Itron will periodically test the restore capability of its business 

continuity solution. System and database backups are performed via a schedule to provide for a full weekly 

backup and daily differential backups. System backups and snapshots are also taken prior to any system change 

that has been approved via the Itron Global Managed Services Change Control Board. The system can be 

recovered from the backup in an event of a failure. Business Continuity is designed to provide recovery for 

component failures within a datacenter, this does not provide coverage for the loss or connectivity to a 

datacenter. If a more robust mitigation solution is required by Customer, geo-diverse disaster recovery options 

can be discussed and priced as a more fault tolerant solution.  All incidents requiring system recovery will be 

required to adhere to Itron’s incident management policy and related standard operating procedures.  BUSINESS 

CONTINUITY: RPO = 72 hours; RTO = 5 business days hours.     
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17.  Roles & Responsibilities. The table below lists the respective responsibilities of Customer and Itron to ensure 

reliable operation of the Software-as-a-Service. 

P=Primary responsibility 

S=Support responsibility 

Description of service or deliverable Itron Customer 

Submit user access requests for new users and deletion notifications for users 

no longer involved with the Software-as-a-Service. 

 P 

Provide immediate notification in the event of an employee termination for 

those with access to the Software-as-a-Service .  

 P 

Maintain skill sets necessary to properly support the Software-as-a-Service.  P  

Administer and monitor servers including but not limited to utilization of CPU, 

memory, IOPs, and disk space. 

P  

Manage and troubleshoot the secure Software-as-a-Service components and 

processes (if applicable). 

P  

Administer associated Linux, Unix, and Windows operating systems. P  

Apply Operating System and other third-party security patches and critical 

updates as appropriate. 

P  

Maintain and troubleshoot third party software issues required for Software-as-

a-Service operations, work with third party to troubleshoot as required. 

P  

Maintain anti-virus on all windows-based servers. P  

Monitor communications and support communications troubleshooting 

activities for the Software-as-a-Service. 

P  

Support Software upgrade activities if required. P  

Maintain and administer the Software-as-a-Service server databases. P  

Manage Software-as-a-Service interfaces; work with Itron when problems are 

identified.  

 P 

Provide and maintain a Secure FTP or equivalent. P  

Perform regular system, database, and custom component backups in 

accordance with selected service level. 

P  

Develop and Maintain related Standard Operating Procedures. P  
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MAINTENANCE & SUPPORT SERVICES ADDENDUM 

 

 

1. Relationship to General Terms and Conditions. This Addendum is governed by the General Terms and 

Conditions and applicable Order Documents. 

 

2. Additional Definitions. The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the General Terms 

and Conditions: 

Annual Adjustment means Itron’s annual price increase.   

Annual Fees means the annual fees identified in an Order Document for each category of Covered 

Product, plus the Annual Adjustment, if any.   

Client Services Guidelines Documents means the following documents as they may be updated by Itron 

from time to time: “Product Contact Information Sheet”, “After Hours Support”, “Itron Equipment Repair 

Center Locations”, and “Working Effectively with Itron Global Services”.  Copies of the Client Services 

Guidelines Documents may be obtained by calling (877) 487-6602 or such other number or process 

provided by Itron to Customer.  

Covered Equipment means Itron equipment identified as “Covered Equipment” in an Order Document. 

Covered Products mean Covered Software, Covered Equipment and Third Party Covered Products.  

Covered Software means Itron software identified as “Covered Software” in an Order Document.  

Error means a material failure of Covered Software to comply with applicable published Itron specifications. 

Fix means a correction or workaround for an Error. 

Global Support Services means those support services provided by Itron technical representatives via 

telephone, email, website or other means to assist Customer’s Primary Service Contacts with questions or 

issues related to the operation of Covered Products. 

Improvement means an update, modification, enhancement and/or extension to Covered Software 

functionality that is included in a Software Release. 

M&S Commencement Date means the date upon and after which a Covered Product will be entitled to 

receive Maintenance Services, which unless otherwise provided in the applicable Order Document, will be 

as follows: on premise Covered Software: first day of month following date Covered Software is made 

available to Customer; Covered Software provided as Software-as-a-Service or Hybrid SaaS  subscription: 

the earlier of (1) validation of Software-as-a-Service implementation by Itron pursuant to the applicable 

Statement of Work, or (2) sixty (60) days after completing application system setup; Covered Equipment: 

end of warranty period; and Third Party Covered Equipment: per applicable third-party terms and 

conditions.  

Maintenance Billing Cycle means a period of one year beginning on the Effective Date or any anniversary 

thereof. 

Maintenance Services means services provided under this Addendum.   

Operating Condition means performance in accordance with applicable published Itron specifications. 

Primary Services Contacts means Customer’s primary support staff who provides internal support to 

Customer’s operations personnel and who are key interface to Itron for all Maintenance Services. 
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Service Levels means the defined level of impact and associated response time, effort level, and 

escalation path procedures and guidelines described in Attachment A-1 to this Addendum. 

Software Release means a collection of Fixes and / or Improvements made available by Itron to Customer. 

Service Request means an Itron tracked Customer request for Global Support Services. 

Third Party Covered Products means third-party equipment and third-party software identified as “Third 

Party Covered Products” in an Order Document. 

3. End of Support.   

Itron may discontinue Maintenance Services for any Covered Equipment or Covered Software, effective as 

of the end of the applicable Maintenance Billing Cycle, by giving Customer written notice of such 

discontinuance no less than one hundred eighty (180) days prior to the end of such Maintenance Billing 

Cycle.  The end of support date for a Third Party Covered Product shall be the date specified by the 

applicable third-party service provider, which date will be promptly communicated by Itron to Customer 

following the date of receipt.   

 

If the end of support date is scheduled within a subsequent Maintenance Billing Cycle, Annual Fees for that 

subsequent Maintenance Billing Cycle will be pro-rated through the end of support date.  At Customer’s 

request, or as defined in a related SaaS addendum / Order Document, Itron may elect to provide custom 

support for products for which Maintenance Services have been discontinued at Itron’s then-current rates.  

Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties in accordance with the foregoing sentence, Itron shall have no 

obligation to provide Maintenance Services with respect to Covered Products for which Itron has 

discontinued Maintenance Services.  

 

Periodically, Itron will make available product plan publications, including product information letters (PIL), 

product newsletters or written technology roadmaps which outline Itron’s general plans for continued 

support and end of support of applicable Covered Products.  Product publications are used as general 

guidelines for Customer communications and planning, which may be updated from time to time. 

4. Primary Services Contacts. 

 

4.1 Designation by Customer. Customer shall designate a minimum of one and not more than two 

Primary Services Contacts for each Covered Product line, to serve as administrative liaisons for all 

matters pertaining to Maintenance Services for such Covered Product line and shall provide their 

contact information to Itron’s customer account representative.  Primary Services Contacts shall 

promptly report problems with Covered Products by submitting a Service Request for entry into Itron’s 

support tracking system. Although it is Customer’s sole right to choose its Primary Services Contacts, 

Customer and Itron acknowledge that each Primary Services Contact must have the appropriate 

technical skills and training for the position.  If Customer replaces a Primary Services Contact, 

Customer will provide updated contact information to Itron’s customer account representative, and the 

new Primary Services Contact will be properly trained prior to interfacing with Itron support personnel. 

4.2 Training of Primary Services Contacts. Before a Primary Services Contact interfaces with Itron 

support personnel, he/she will attend training sessions offered by Itron, an Itron-approved trainer, or 

Customer’s training program approved by Itron to ensure that the Primary Services Contact is 

(i) knowledgeable about operation of the applicable Covered Products, and (ii) qualified to perform 

problem determination and remedial functions with respect to such Covered Products.  Customer may 

perform Itron-approved training or may engage Itron to perform training of Primary Services Contacts 

at Itron’s then current rates.  Itron will make training sessions available by remote video conference or 

training will be made available at a location or in a manner mutually agreed by the Parties.  Customer 

shall be responsible for all Customer’s associated travel-related expenses and, if the Parties agree that 
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training will be provided at a location other than an Itron-designated facility (e.g., at a Customer-

proposed facility), Customer will also reimburse Itron’s travel-related expenses.  The Primary Services 

Contacts must have the skills and capabilities to train other Customer personnel on Covered Products.  

Itron may update Covered Product training from time to time and, upon receiving notice of such updates 

from Itron, Customer shall promptly provide such training to its Primary Services Contacts in 

accordance with this Section.  

 

5. Global Support Services & Service Requests. 

5.1 Global Support Services. Itron will make support representatives available to provide technical 

support during its then current normal business hours as set forth in the Product Contact Information 

Sheet included within the Client Services Guidelines Document.  Global Support Services include 

troubleshooting & problem diagnosis relating to Covered Products; release or system management 

consulting; and recommendations for fully utilizing Covered Products.  Customer acknowledges and 

agrees that Global Support Services are not intended as a substitute for training of Customer personnel, 

field support, or Itron professional services.  Nor will Customer use Global Support Services in lieu of 

having qualified and trained support personnel of its own.  

5.2 Service Request Process. Customer shall submit Service Requests in the manner required by the 

Client Services Guidelines Documents and Service Levels.  Customer may submit Service Requests 

on a 24/7/365 basis and Itron will respond to such Service Requests in accordance with the Service 

Levels.  When Customer submits a Service Request, Customer will reasonably assess its urgency 

according to the appropriate Severity Level in Attachment A-1 to this Addendum.  Itron will designate 

the initial Severity Level and the Parties will resolve any perceived gap regarding the Severity Level 

designation as soon as is reasonably practical. 

5.3 Field Support. At Customer’s request, and Itron’s approval, Itron will dispatch support personnel to 

Customer’s location to provide onsite Global Support Services (“Requested Field Support”) related to 

a reported problem which cannot be addressed remotely.  Requested Field Support will be billed at 

Itron’s then-current rates, and Customer will reimburse Itron’s travel-related expenses, unless the 

cause of the reported problem is found to be the fault of Itron. 

 

6. Itron Software Maintenance. 

6.1 Scope. Software Maintenance Services covers its associated Covered Software sold as any of the 

following: (i) on premise software license, and (ii) Software-as-a-Service or SaaS Hybrid subscription 

for software residing in the Itron cloud.  

6.2 Modifications. Itron may modify or replace Covered Software so long as such modifications or 

replacements do not eliminate key, documented functionality provided by the most current System 

Release.  

6.3 Fixes. Itron shall provide Fixes in accordance with the Service Levels. Itron’s obligations with respect 

to Service Levels are contingent upon Customer (i) devoting the same level of effort to resolving the 

Error as is required of Itron, (ii) responding to requests made by Itron within the applicable Response 

Time, (iii) assigning only qualified personnel to help Itron address the Error, and (iv) providing all 

information, access, and assistance reasonably requested by Itron to address the Error.  

6.4 Improvements. Itron shall provide Improvements, if any, at no charge to Customer if such 

Improvements are made within the current product specifications and are made available to Itron 

customers generally at no charge.  Improvements released as new add-on modules and not part of the 

products original specifications, may require additional licensing and support fees and will be made 

available at Itron’s then current rates. 

6.5 Software Releases. 

6.5.1 Release Numbering Convention.  Upgrades, Fixes and/or Improvements are made available 

to customers through periodic Software Releases. For informational purposes, Itron’s current 

practice (which may be changed by product, at any time in Itron’s discretion) is to provide 

Software Releases using the numbering guideline, "X.X.X.X" 
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6.5.2 The first place, "X.X.X.X", in Itron’s numbering convention refers to a "Major Release”, or 

“System Release", which consists of a new version of Covered Software. A Major Release may 

include architectural changes, Improvements, Fixes and / or interfaces to new functional 

modules or platforms. A Major release may require infrastructure or component updates which 

affect compatibility with previous release versions. 

6.5.3 The second place, "X.X.X.X", in Itron’s numbering convention refers to a "Minor Release, 

which is an update to a current Major Release. A Minor Release may include consolidation of 

previous Service Packs, Improvements, Fixes, platform / 3rd party updates.  Minor Release are 

provided to Itron customers on a regularly scheduled basis. 

6.5.4 The third place "X.X.X.X", in Itron’s numbering convention refers to a "Service Pack, which is 

an update to specific modules found in a current Major Release. A Service Pack may include 

Fixes to Severity 1 - Severity 4 issues for a specified Minor or Major Release. 

6.5.5 The fourth place, "X.X.X.X", in Itron’s numbering convention refers to a "Hot Fix," which is an 

un-scheduled release provided to one or more customers as a short-term, temporary fix to a 

critical Severity Level 1 Error. While not utilized by all Itron software product lines, Hot Fix 

releases are not made available to Itron customers generally but may be included in the next 

scheduled Minor Release or Service Pack for general release. 

6.6 Support for On Premise Itron Enterprise Edition and OpenWay Software. Itron will only provide 

Maintenance Services for on premise Itron Enterprise Edition and OpenWay software if Customer: (i) 

pays the applicable fees for such Maintenance Services, (ii) tests and installs Service Pack Releases 

associated with the Major or Minor Release in use by Customer within twelve (12) months of such 

Service Pack Releases being made available to Customer, and (iii) tests and installs the latest Major 

or Minor Releases within twenty-four (24) months to thirty-six (36) months of such Software Release 

being made available by Itron. 

6.7 Support for Other On-Premise Covered Software.  Itron will only provide Maintenance Services for 

other on premise Covered Software if Customer: (i) pays the applicable fees for such Maintenance 

Services, and (ii) tests and installs Major, Minor and Service Pack Releases within twelve (12) months 

of such Software Releases being made available by Itron.   

6.8 Support for SaaS or IaaS. Itron will only provide Maintenance Services for Covered Software sold as 

a Software-as-a-Service or  Hybrid SaaS subscription if Customer: (i) is current on all applicable fees 

for such Software-as-a-Service or SaaS Hybrid subscription and related Maintenance Services, and (ii) 

tests a Release as installed by Itron either in Customer’s production Software-as-a-Service or Hybrid 

SaaS environment, or in Customer’s funded non-production Software-as-a-Service or Hybrid SaaS 

environment, prior to Customer’s full production use of the Release.   

6.9 Support for Unsupported Itron Software. At Customer’s request, Itron may elect to provide 

Maintenance Services for an unsupported Software Release at its then-current rates. 

6.10 Mandatory Revisions. Customer must install all on premise Mandatory Revisions.  “Mandatory 

Revisions” are releases intended to address an Error, a material security breach, or a third-party 

infringement claim or suit of any kind.   ITRON DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY RELATED TO OR ARISING 

OUT OF CUSTOMER’S FAILURE TO INSTALL AN ON PREMISE MANDATORY REVISION IN A 

TIMELY FASHION. 

6.11 Installation Services for On Premise Software Releases.  Maintenance Services for on premise 

Covered Software includes the following Software Release installation services: limited, remote 

consulting support, during standard business hours, for Covered Software on Itron-approved server 

configurations for one production server and one non-production server (test, training, or back-up – for 

example) owned / operated by Customer.  At Customer’s request, Itron may provide on premise 

Software Release installation services for System Releases or Service Packs on current certified 

production servers, additional production servers or nonproduction servers, at its then-current rates.  

Itron will install Releases to Covered Software sold as a Software-as-a-Service or Infrastructure-as-

Service subscription in accordance with the applicable terms and conditions for such services. 
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6.12 Restoring Software to Maintenance Services. If Customer declines or discontinues Maintenance 

Services and thereafter wishes to resume such Maintenance Services for the most recent Software 

Release of that Covered Software, Customer shall, prior to receiving Maintenance Services, notify Itron 

in writing of its request for Maintenance Services and pay Itron’s then-current re-initiation fee, which 

shall not exceed an amount equal to all Annual Fees that would have been invoiced for the applicable 

Covered Software if Customer had not elected to decline or discontinue Maintenance Services for that 

Covered Software, plus a five percent (5%) markup, in addition to prorated Annual Fees for the then-

current Maintenance Billing Cycle. 

6.13 Exclusions. Itron shall have no obligation to provide Maintenance Services for, or liability to 

Customer for Covered Software adversely affected by (i) use of Covered Software by anyone other 

than Itron in combination with software, equipment, or communications networks not referenced in the 

Documentation as being compatible with the Covered Software; (ii) modification or recompiling of  

Covered Software or Covered Software installation instructions / installation scripts or database 

schema scripts, or improper installation of a Release, by anyone other than Itron, (iii) failure to perform 

customer responsibilities describe in this Addendum, (iv) use of an unsupported version of Covered 

Software by anyone other than Itron; (v) Customer’s failure to implement an on premise Mandatory 

Revision; (vi) maintenance and/or support of Covered Products other than by Itron; or (vii) viruses 

introduced through no fault of Itron.  

6.14 Documentation and Backup. Itron will make an electronic copy of the Documentation available 

to Customer at no additional charge via physical media or download access.  Itron will also maintain a 

copy of its most recent supported version of executable on premise Covered Software to be made 

available to Customer or installed by Itron as necessary in the event of corrupted or inoperative on 

premise Covered Software. Said copy of executable on premise Covered Software or Third-Party 

software does not relieve Customer of its responsibility to backup and managed its on-premise software 

installation as part of ongoing system operation. 

6.15 Customer Responsibilities. The provision of Maintenance Services for Covered Software by Itron 

assumes that Customer will facilitate such services as follows: 

6.15.1 Service Requests. Customer will support Itron investigation and restoration efforts as 

defined in the Service Level table and will act upon / implement support solutions and 

workarounds recommended by Itron in a timely fashion. When escalating a Service 

Request with Itron, Customer’s Primary Service Contact shall collect and provide all data 

logs, findings, analysis, and any relevant forensic information pertaining to the issue as 

outlined in Client Services Guideline Documents. 

6.15.2 Data Review. If Itron determines that it is necessary to evaluate Customer data to 

reproduce error conditions not reproducible with Itron’s standard test data sets, Customer 

will provide Itron with reasonable access to such data.  Itron shall not be liable for any delay 

or failure to resolve the problem if access to such Customer data is denied to Itron.   

6.15.3 Installation and Upgrades. Customer will engage Itron Global Support Services or their 

Itron account team for any on premise Covered Software installations and upgrades which 

require support beyond that provided herein.    

6.15.4 Remote Access. Customer is responsible for supporting necessary remote access to on 

premise Covered Software by Itron support personnel assigned to provide Maintenance 

Services for purposes of remote diagnosis and troubleshooting of on premise Covered 

Software.  Itron shall not be liable for any delay or failure to resolve a problem if remote 

access to on premise Covered Software is denied to Itron. 

6.15.5 System Configuration, Operation and Maintenance. Customer is responsible for the 

configuration, operation, and maintenance of equipment, system peripherals, operating 

system, and data communications environment associated with on premise Covered 

Software.  These activities include but are not limited to checking audit logs, clearing 

discovered exceptions, and performing daily, weekly, and monthly operational tasks and 

systems responsibilities.  Customer is responsible for any change made to Customer’s 
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software system, operating system, database or network configuration or any change to 

installation procedures, scripts, or any other provisions that materially affect the usability 

or operation of on premise Covered Software.  Customer will consult with Itron prior to 

making any material changes that may affect the installation or operation of on premise 

Covered Software.   

6.15.6 Network Administration. Customer is responsible to monitor and maintain, repair, replace 

and upgrade its local, and wide area network components (if any)—including network 

servers, network clients, network hubs, routers, modems, and other software components 

necessary for efficient and reliable network operations associated with on premise Covered 

Software—to ensure continued conformance with the applicable published Itron 

specifications.  In addition, Customer is responsible to administer related host names, 

Internet Protocol addresses, network interfaces, access, security, communications, and 

equipment and software version control. 

6.15.7 Database Administration. Customer is responsible to administer the agreed upon 

database(s) associated with on premise Covered Software, including hardware and 

software components, in accordance with the Documentation, which administration shall 

include, monitoring the database server, backing up electrical power sources, and 

configuring and administering of database schema, application interfaces, networking 

operating system, communications, and file transfer software.  Customer is responsible to 

maintain database files (e.g., truncate, cleanup, and delete files consistent with industry 

standard practices) and perform regular data backup and data archiving.  

7. Itron Equipment Maintenance. 

7.1 Preventive and Corrective Maintenance. Upon receipt of an item of Covered Equipment, Itron shall 

(i) perform preventative Maintenance Services necessary to maintain the Covered Equipment in 

Operating Condition, and (ii) diagnose and correct any failure in the Covered Equipment as necessary 

to meet Operating Condition, excluding minor cosmetic deficiencies such as blemishes, dents or 

scratches. 

7.2 Maintenance Procedures. Customer shall initiate a request for Maintenance Services for Covered 

Equipment by delivering the Covered Equipment to the applicable Itron Certified Repair Center 

identified on the Itron Equipment Repair Table.  Return of Covered Equipment shall be at Customer’s 

expense and in accordance with Itron’s then-current Return Material Authorization (“RMA”) procedures.  

Upon receipt of Covered Equipment (with the required information) under Itron’s RMA procedures, Itron 

shall assess the item to determine (a) whether it is in fact Covered Equipment and (b) whether the 

maintenance requested is included within the Maintenance Services ordered by Customer and not 

otherwise excluded from coverage.  If the returned equipment is determined to be Covered Equipment 

and the maintenance requested is included in the Maintenance Services ordered by Customer, Itron 

shall provide the applicable Maintenance Services and return the item of Covered Itron Equipment to 

Customer at Itron’s expense within the applicable turnaround time identified on the Itron Equipment 

Repair Table.  If Itron determines that returned equipment is not Covered Equipment or is excluded 

from the Maintenance Services ordered by Customer, then Itron will proceed in accordance with the 

estimation fees section below. 

7.3 Exclusions. Covered Equipment Maintenance Services do not include repairs related to: (i) damage 

due to accident, abuse, misuse, inadequate maintenance, problems caused by electrical power surges 

or acts of God outside of the tolerances set forth in the applicable published Itron specifications; 

(ii) service or repair processes (including installation or de-installation of equipment, parts, or 

firmware/software) not performed or authorized by Itron; (iii) use of parts, configurations or repair 

depots not certified or authorized by Itron; or (iv) Customer’s failure to perform material Customer 

responsibilities in accordance with this Addendum, including caring for Covered Equipment in 

accordance with applicable Documentation. 

7.4 Estimation Fees. Itron will provide Customer with a price quote for the estimated cost (including current 

inspection fees), including labor, materials and shipping, for any repairs to equipment that are 
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requested, which Itron determines are excluded from or not included within the Maintenance Services 

ordered by Customer.  If Customer elects not to proceed with the requested repair, Itron will return the 

item of equipment at Customer’s expense and Itron may charge Customer its then-current inspection 

fee. 

7.5 Adding/Restoring Equipment to Maintenance Services. Following the Effective Date, additional 

Covered Equipment purchased by Customer, of a similar type and model already covered under this 

Addendum, shall automatically be deemed to be Covered Equipment following the M&S 

Commencement Date.  If Customer declines or discontinues Maintenance Services for any Covered 

Equipment and thereafter wishes to add or restore such equipment as Covered Equipment, Itron may, 

prior to such equipment being included as Covered Equipment, inspect such equipment at Itron’s then 

current rates to determine whether it is in Operating Condition and/or charge Itron’s then current re-

certification fee, in addition to prorated Annual Fees for the then-current Maintenance Billing Cycle (the 

“Re-initiation Costs”).  At Customer’s request, Itron will provide Customer with a quote for estimated 

Re-initiation Costs for equipment that Customer wishes to add or restore as Covered Equipment under 

this section.   

7.6 Equipment Responsibilities. Itron shall make available, and Customer shall obtain, a copy of the 

Documentation for Covered Equipment and Customer will be responsible to perform preventive 

maintenance for each such item in accordance with such Documentation.  Customer shall also keep 

accurate records of Covered Equipment serial numbers and locations to assist Itron with performing 

Maintenance Services. 

8. Fees and Invoicing.  As compensation for the Maintenance Services, Customer shall, in advance, pay to 

Itron Annual Fees for each Maintenance Billing Cycle in which it receives Maintenance Services.  Itron shall 

invoice Customer for Maintenance Services to be provided during the first Maintenance Billing Cycle as 

soon as practicable following the Effective Date.  For Maintenance Services provided during any 

subsequent Maintenance Billing Cycle, including Maintenance Services for newly purchased or licensed 

Covered Products, Itron shall provide Customer with a renewal notice at least 120 days prior to the 

commencement of each Maintenance Billing Cycle.  Customer may discontinue Maintenance Services for 

any Covered Product(s) by providing Itron with written notice of non-renewal for such Covered Product(s) 

no less than 90 days prior to the commencement of any subsequent Maintenance Billing Cycle. Otherwise, 

approximately 20 days prior to the commencement of each subsequent Maintenance Billing Cycle, Itron 

shall provide Customer with an invoice for Annual Fees payable by Customer for the forthcoming 

Maintenance Billing Cycle.  Itron may, in its discretion, invoice Customer for Maintenance Services for a 

Covered Product that is added during any Maintenance Billing Cycle as soon as such Maintenance Services 

have been added (at a prorated amount) or at the beginning of the next Maintenance Billing Cycle.  The 

Annual Fee for any partial Maintenance Billing Cycle (i.e., for Covered Products with a Maintenance 

Commencement Date or an increase in the applicable Annual Fees that falls after the beginning of the 

Maintenance Billing Cycle) shall be prorated based on the applicable M&S Commencement Date or Annual 

Fee increase date and the remaining number of months Customer is to receive Maintenance Services 

during such Maintenance Billing Cycle. 

 

9. Support for Third Party Products.  Itron shall provide first tier Global Support Services for Third Party 

Covered Products by handling all Customer inquiries, attempting to identify the component involved in the 

problem and obtaining appropriate documentation of such inquiry or problem.  In addition, Itron shall make 

commercially reasonable efforts to facilitate Customer’s receipt of maintenance and support for such Third-

Party Covered Products consistent with the third-party maintenance terms identified on the applicable Order 

Document.   Notwithstanding anything else to the contrary, Itron’s sole obligation under this Addendum with 

respect to Third Party Covered Products shall be as set forth in this section.  

 

10. Survival. The following sections of this Addendum shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement 

or any Order Document or Statement of Work: Section 3 (End of Support), 6.7 (Exclusions), 7.4 

(Exclusions), Section 8 (Fees and Invoicing) and 10 (Survival).  
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 Attachment 1 to Maintenance & Support Services Addendum 

–Service Levels –  

Severity Level Response Times  Effort Level and 

Restoration 

Escalation 

Severity Level 1* 

Business Impact: 

Critical Impact / 

System Down.  A 

Production System 

Error for which there is 

no work-around, which 

causes Covered 

Software Product or a 

critical business 

function / process of 

said product to be 

unavailable such that 

system operation 

cannot continue. 

Example: a) Billing 

cannot be completed, 

b) Major documented 

function not working   

c) System hung or 

completely down 

 

During regular business-

hours Itron will begin the 

Service Request process 

during Customer’s initial 

call. 

During after-hour 

periods, Itron will 

respond to a critical 

support voice messages 

within 15 minutes by a 

return call to Customer, 

to validate receipt of the 

critical support call and 

begin the Service 

Request process.  

Following the start of the 

Service Request process 

Itron will respond to 

Customer’s Service 

Request within two (2) 

business hours with an 

investigation response. 

Itron will update 

Customer at three (3) 

hour intervals during 

each day the Service 

Request remains 

unresolved, or as 

otherwise agreed by the 

Parties. 

Customer will respond to 

an Itron inquiry or 

request within three (3) 

hours. 

Itron will make diligent 

efforts on a 24x7 basis, or 

as otherwise agreed by 

the Parties, to: 

 i) restore Covered 

Software with a change to 

eliminate root cause, ii) 

provide a workaround 

which restores Covered 

Software and downgrades 

the Severity Level to S2, 

S3, S4.  

Customer Support Staff 

must be available 24x7 to 

work cooperatively with 

Itron continuously until 

such time restoration is 

achieved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An unresolved Service 

Request shall be 

escalated to Itron 

management as follows: 

After 30 minutes: 

Technical Customer 

Support Team Lead 

After 8 hours: 

Manager, Technical 

Client Services 

After 16 hours: 

Director, Global Support 

Services 

After 48 hours: 

Service Request. Vice 

President, Services and 

Delivery 

After 72 hours: 

President, Itron 
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Severity Level Response Times  Effort Level and 

Restoration 

Escalation 

Severity Level 2* 

Business Impact:  

Major impact, 

degraded Operation. 

An Error other than a 

Severity Level 1 Error, 

for which there is no 

work-around, which 

degrades or limits 

operation of major 

system functions 

causing Covered 

Software to miss 

required business 

interface or deadlines.   

Covered Software 

remains available for 

operation but in a 

highly restricted 

fashion. 

Example: a) Billing 

cannot be complete on 

time, b) Major function 

is operating outside 

documented timing / 

term c) Covered 

Software operating 

slow, missing data, 

data delivery, daily 

mission. 

 

 

During regular business-

hours Itron will respond 

to Customer regarding 

Service Request within 

one (1) business day. 

While Service Request 

remains unresolved, Itron 

will update the Customer 

and the Service Request 

at least every other 

business day, or as 

otherwise agreed by the 

parties.   

Customer will respond to 

an Itron inquiry or 

request within one (1) 

business day. 

Itron will make diligent 

efforts during normal 

business hours to:  

 i) restore Covered 

Software with a change to 

eliminate root cause, ii) a 

workaround which 

restores Covered 

Software and downgrade 

the Severity Level to S3, 

S4.  

 

An unresolved Service 

Request shall be 

escalated to Itron 

management as follows: 

After 1 hours: 

Technical Customer 

Support Team Lead 

After 8 hours: 

Manager, Technical 

Client Services 

After 24 hours: 

Director, Global Support 

Services 

After 30 Days: 

Vice President, Services 

and Delivery 
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Severity Level Response Times  Effort Level and 

Restoration 

Escalation 

Severity Level 3**  

Business Impact: 

Minor Business 

Impact, compromised 

operations.  An Error 

other than a Severity 

Level 1 or Severity 

Level 2 Error that has 

moderate impact on 

use of or access, with 

low business impact, 

but no preventing 

Customer from 

performing daily 

activities. 

Example: The Service 

Request affects use by 

Covered Software 

users, allowing 

Customer’s functions to 

continue to meet daily 

business needs.   

During regular business-

hours Itron will respond 

to Customer regarding 

Service Request within 

two (2) business days. 

While Service Request 

remains unresolved, Itron 

will update the Service 

Request weekly, or as 

otherwise agreed by the 

parties.   

Customer will respond to 

an Itron inquiry or 

request within two (2) 

business days. 

Itron will work during 

normal business hours to:  

 i) restore Covered 

Software with a change to 

eliminate root cause, ii) a 

workaround which 

restores Covered 

Software and downgrades 

the Severity Level to S4.  

 

 

Severity Level 4 

Business Impact:  

Standard Operations 

intact. A low or no-

impact Error other than 

a Severity Level 1, 

Severity Level 2 or 

Severity Level 3 Error, 

or a request for 

enhancement / new 

functionality 

Example:  

Generally, a cosmetic 

Error or an Error which 

does not degrade 

Customer’s use of the 

product or system. 

During regular business-

hours Itron will respond 

to Customer regarding 

Service Request within 

three (3) business days. 

 

Itron GSS Management 

Team will make 

commercially reasonable 

efforts during normal 

business hours to 

understand the Service 

Request and provide 

applicable 

recommendations as to 

when a Fix may be 

schedule in a future 

release, or how to 

proceed with a formal 

enhancement request to 

Itron’s product and 

delivery teams.  
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* Severity Level 1 and Severity Level 2 must be reported by phone to insure they are addressed under the 
appropriate severity level response process.  Service Requests entered by email or Web access are 
generally addressed as a Severity Level 3. 

** Service Request opened on Non-production servers / environments are entered as a Severity Level 3.    
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ORDER DOCUMENT 

 

 

This Order Document is governed by the Master Sales Agreement between Customer and Itron dated April 
2, 2020, including any amendments thereto (the “Agreement”).  Except as otherwise defined in this Order 
Document, capitalized terms herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Agreement.  

This Order Document applies only to the products and services described in the pricing summary attached 
hereto as Attachment A (“Pricing Summary”) and the Statement of Work attached hereto as Attachment 
B.   

 
1. ORDER DOCUMENT ATTACHMENTS AND ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS 

1.1. The following documents are attached to and made a part of this Order Document: 

 

1.1.1.   Attachment A, Pricing Summary;  

1.1.2.   Attachment B, Statement of Work;  

1.1.3.   Attachment C, Reserved;  

1.1.4.   Attachment D, Third Party License Terms; 

1.1.4.1. Attachment D-1, Cisco EULA; 

1.1.5.   Attachment E, Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms; 

1.1.5.1. Attachment E-1 Cisco Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms;   

1.1.6.   Attachment F, Third Party Equipment Warranty Terms;    

1.1.6.1. Attachment F-1, Reserved; 

1.1.7. Attachment G, Third Party SaaS Terms; 

1.1.7.1.   Attachment G-1, HCI Third Party SaaS Applications; and 

1.1.8. Attachment H, Prevailing Wages and Hours of Labor. 

 

1.2. The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the General Terms and Conditions 

and the Addenda: 

  

1.2.1.  “Available Endpoint” has the meaning set forth in Section C (“Statement of Work (SOW) 

Definitions) of the SOW. 

 

1.2.2. “Deliverable” means any item delivered or produced by Itron under this Agreement, which 

may include equipment, hardware, software, products, reports, designs, memoranda, lists, 

diagrams, schedules, analyses, procedures, specifications, programs, computer systems, 

documentation and like items, whether in hard copy or electronic media; provided, that, the 

term “Deliverables” does not include services of any kind that are provided by Itron (or made 

available by Itron) under this Agreement. 

 

1.2.3.   “CGR” means Cisco Connected Grid Router. 

 

1.2.4. “Deployment Period” means the period beginning on the Effective Date through the second 

anniversary of the Effective Date. 

 

1.2.5.  “Endpoint” “has the meaning set forth in Section C (“Statement of Work (SOW) Definitions) 

of the SOW.  
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1.2.6.  “Field Area Network” or “FAN” has the meaning set forth in Section C (“Statement of Work 

(SOW) Definitions) of the SOW.  

 

1.2.7. “FAN Design” has the meaning set forth in Section C (“Statement of Work (SOW) Definitions) 

of the SOW. 

  

1.2.8. “Final FAN Design” means the resulting FAN design based on modifications to the 

Preliminary FAN Design after the Parties complete site surveys using the Planned FAN 

Design procedures where FAN Device locations are agreed to by Itron and Customer as 

provided in the SOW ((including Section L, Workshops) that describes the process and site 

selection by the Parties. 

  

1.2.9.  “FAN Device” has the meaning set forth in Section C (“Statement of Work (SOW) Definitions) 

of the SOW. 

 

1.2.10. “Itron Software-as-a-Service” or “Itron SaaS” or “Itron Cloud Services” means the 

service where Itron hosts or provides access to Software on Itron Servers at an Itron data 

center pursuant to the Hybrid SaaS and Software-as-a-Service Addendum. 

 

1.2.11.  “Mesh Node Base” means Itron OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node Base. 

 

1.2.12. “Minimum Subscription Term” has meaning set forth in the Hybrid SaaS and Software-

as-a-Service Addendum. 

 

1.2.13. “Order Document Effective Date” means the later of (a) the effective the date of the 

Agreement or (b) the date of the last signature provided on this Order Document below. 

 

1.2.14. “Planned FAN Design” means the network design that has been adjusted based on 

additional inputs from the Customer as outlined in the SOW (including Section L, Workshops 

and Section O, System Performance), which include indoor and outdoor Endpoint locations 

as well as preferred CGR and Mesh Node Base locations and water modules/ERTS deployed 

or operating in “mobile mode.” (the Planned FAN Design is used to perform CGR site 

surveys). 

 

1.2.15. “Preliminary FAN Design” means the preliminary FAN design submitted by Itron to 

Customer that is subject to modification pursuant to the Final FAN Design process set forth 

in the SOW.  Assumptions of the Preliminary Network design are further defined in the SOW 

(including Section L, Workshops and Section O, System Performance) forming the basis of 

the FAN Coverage Guarantee. 

 

1.2.16. “Subscription Fee” has meaning set forth in the Hybrid SaaS and Software-as-a-Service 

Addendum. 

  

1.2.17. “Third Party Software” means the machine readable (object code) version of computer 

programs listed on an Order Document (a) for licensing by Customer that are not developed 

by or on Itron’s behalf or (b) made available to Customer via third-party software-as-a-service 

platforms or systems that are not developed by or on Itron’s behalf or owned or operated by 

Itron. 

 

1.2.18.  “Third Party Products” means Third Party Equipment and Third Party Software. 
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1.2.19. “Third Party SaaS Applications” means the Third Party Software applications provided 

by a third-party via software-as-a-service identified in Section 8.4 (“Third Party Software-as-

a-Service”) of this Order Document. 

 

1.2.20. “Third Party SaaS Provider” means the third-party provider of Third Party Software 

applications identified in Section 8.4 (“Third Party Software-as-a-Service”) of this Order 

Document. 

 

2. TERM 

 

2.1. This Order Document shall begin upon the Order Document Effective Date and expire or terminate 

in accordance with Section 3 (“Term”) of the General Terms and Conditions. 

 

3. PRICING AND CURRENCY 

3.1. Pricing.  Initial pricing for the Deliverables, services and on-going work shall be set forth in the 

Pricing Summary (subject to the Notes and Assumptions included therein) and Section S1 

(“Services Fees”) of the SOW, as applicable.  Except for Third Party SaaS Applications pursuant 

to the expiration of the applicable Third Party SaaS Term, Customer may purchase Deliverables 

and services at the fees and rates set forth in the Pricing Summary and Section S1 (“Services 

Fees”) of the SOW, as applicable, during the five (5) year period following the Effective Date (the 

“Pricing Period”), subject to the following provisions:  

 

3.1.1.  Fixed Pricing Period. Fees and rates on the Pricing Summary shall be held constant during 

the Deployment Period (the “Fixed Pricing Period”), unless the Pricing Period expires earlier 

pursuant to Section 3.1.3 (“Expiration of Pricing Period”) of this Order Document, excluding 

Itron SaaS, Third Party Products (including Third Party SaaS Applications) and third-party 

services (the pricing of which will increase or decrease as set forth in Section 3.1 (“Pricing”) 

of this Order Document below). 

 

3.1.2.  Limitation on Annual Adjustments for Itron SaaS.  With respect to Itron SaaS, annual 

adjustments to the Subscription Fee are limited as follows: (i) no adjustment shall be applied 

during the initial two (2) years of the Minimum Subscription Term and (ii) upon the third (3rd) 

anniversary of the Commencement Date set forth in the Hybrid SaaS and Software-as-a-

Service Addendum and for each annual Subscription Term thereafter through the end of the 

Pricing Period, the Subscription Fee shall increase by three percent (3%) over the prior year’s 

Subscription Fee.  The Parties agree that a minimum fee of at least one thousand dollars 

($1,000) per month will be charged to Customer for Itron SaaS.  Annual pricing periods will 

commence on February 1 of each calendar year. Year one (1) will be pro-rated to align with 

the pricing schedule identified herein. 

 

3.1.3.  Expiration of Pricing Period. The Pricing Period shall expire automatically upon the earlier 

to occur of (i) expiration of the Pricing Period, (ii) termination of the SOW (or any portion 

thereof), the Agreement or this Order Document for any reason, or (iii) termination of the 

Pricing Period pursuant to Section 5.2 (“Retroactive Price Adjustments”) of this Order 

Document.  Following expiration of the Pricing Period, Customer may no longer purchase 

Deliverables or services under this Order Document, absent a mutually agreed upon 

amendment to this Order Document that further extends the Pricing Period, which is signed 

by an authorized representative of each Party. 
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3.1.4.  List Price. Following the Fixed Pricing Period, and during any remaining balance of the 

Pricing Period, Customer shall have the right to purchase Itron-branded Deliverables and 

Itron services at Itron’s then-current list prices or then-current rates, which pricing and rates 

may be negotiated in good faith by the Parties depending Customer’s required volumes and 

committed purchases. 

 

3.1.5.  End of Sale. Upon not less than thirty (30) days’ notice, Itron may discontinue the sale of 

any Equipment under this Order Document after the Deployment Period if it discontinues 

selling such Equipment to all customers.  The foregoing right shall not in any way affect Itron’s 

obligations under Section 4.1 (“Warranties”) of the General Terms and Conditions. 

 

3.1.6.  Prevailing Wages. The initial pricing for Endpoint Installation as set forth in the Pricing 

Summary is based on use of prevailing wages as published for Benton County, Washington.  

Customer agrees that any change in local, state or federal law or regulation that affects labor 

costs or pricing (including, without limitation, employee benefits or minimum wages) will 

entitle to Itron to a change order for such corresponding increase thereto.   

 

3.1.7. Third Party Products and Services.  

 

3.1.7.1. Badger Water Meters.  Fees for the quantities of Badger water meters specified on 

the Pricing Summary shall be held constant until October 31, 2020.  Following expiration 

of such period and during the balance of the Pricing Period, fees for quantities of Badger 

water meters will be at Badger’s then-current list prices. 

 

3.1.7.2. All Other Third Party Products and Third-party Services.  Except as set forth in 

Section 3.1.7.1 (“Badger Water Meters”) of this Order Document, Itron may at any time 

increase the fees applicable to Third Party Products and third-party services to reflect 

increases in Itron’s pricing with such applicable third-party supplier(s).  Itron will provide 

Customer with no less than thirty (30) days advance written notice of any such increases 

during the Pricing Period.  Such increases will apply to Purchase Orders accepted after 

the effective date of the increase. 

 

3.2. Currency.  The currency shall be United States Dollars. 

 

4. INVOICING AND PAYMENT TERMS 

4.1. Invoicing.  Itron will invoice Customer for fees in connection with this Order Document in 

accordance with Section 6 (“Fees, Invoicing, Payment and Taxes”) of the General Terms and 

Conditions and Section 3.2 (“Currency”) of this Order Document. 

 

4.2. Payment.  Customer will pay fees to Itron in connection with this Order Document in accordance 

with Section 6 (“Fees, Invoicing, Payment and Taxes”) of the General Terms and Conditions, 

Section 3.2 (“Currency”) of this Order Document and Section 5.2 (“Retroactive Price 

Adjustments”). 

 

5. EQUIPMENT 

5.1. Itron and Third-Party Equipment.  The following table identifies the type of Itron Equipment and 

Third-Party Equipment that Itron will provide under this Order Document: 

 

Itron Equipment Third Party Equipment 
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Itron Electric Meters Cisco Connected Grid Routers 

Itron Water ERTS Badger Water Meters 

Itron OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node 
Base 

Nicor Meter Boxes and Lids 

 Panasonic Tablets 

  
 

5.2. Retroactive Price Adjustments. The fees for a product type of the Equipment set forth in Table 

5.2(A) below (the “Committed Purchase Equipment”) are contingent upon Customer purchasing 

at least ninety Percent (90%) of the total, aggregate quantities of such product type of the 

Committed Purchase Equipment as specified on the Pricing Summary prior to the end of the 

Deployment Period.  If Customer fails to purchase at least ninety percent (90%) of the total, 

aggregate quantities of each such product type of the Committed Purchase Equipment as 

specified on the Pricing Summary prior to the end of the Deployment Period, the Pricing Period 

shall terminate and the fees with respect to the actual quantities of each such product type of the 

Committed Purchase Equipment purchased by Customer for which there is a shortfall will be 

retroactively increased by the product of (i) the applicable unit price set forth in the Pricing 

Summary and (ii) the applicable percentage set forth in Table 5.2(B) below (the “Retroactive 

Fees”).  Notwithstanding the foregoing in this Section 5.2, Retroactive Fees shall not be applicable 

if Customer fails to purchase at least ninety percent (90%) of the total, aggregate quantities of 

each product type of the Committed Purchase Equipment specified on the Pricing Summary prior 

to the end of the Committed Purchase Period to the extent such failure is due to Customer’s 

termination of the Agreement for cause pursuant to Section 11 (“Termination”) of the General 

Terms and Conditions. 

 

Table 5.2(A) 

Equipment Subject to Retroactive Fees 

Committed Purchase Equipment 

Itron Electric Meters 

Itron Water Modules / ERTS 

 

Table 5.2(B) 

Committed Purchase Equipment   Percentage Increase 

90% or more of the total product type of 
Committed Purchase Equipment quantities 

specified on the Pricing Summary 

0% 

60% to less than 90% of the total product type of 
Committed Purchase Equipment quantities 

specified on the Pricing Summary 

10% 

Less than 60% of the total product type of 
Committed Purchase Equipment quantities 

specified on the Pricing Summary 

15% 

 

Itron will invoice Customer for the Retroactive Fees (if any) following the end of the Pricing Period and such 

fees shall be paid to Itron within thirty (30) days after Customer’s receipt of such invoice. 
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5.3. License Terms for Third Party Firmware. Firmware embedded in Third-Party Equipment shall 

be subject to the applicable terms of Attachment D (“Third Party License Terms”) of this Order 

Document for such Firmware and related documentation, and Customer shall comply with the 

respective Third-Party Equipment supplier terms and conditions set forth therein. 

 

5.4. Equipment Forecasts and Ordering Procedures.  Lead times for all Equipment shall be the 

then-current lead time of Itron or the third-party manufacturer, as applicable, pursuant to Section 

5 (“Ordering, Lead Time & Ship Date”) of the Equipment Addendum. 

 

5.5. Warranties. 

 

5.5.1. Express Warranty Periods.  In accordance with Section 4.1 (“Warranties”) of the General 

Terms and Conditions, the table below specifies the express warranty periods for Itron 

Equipment and the current manufacturer warranty period for Third Party Equipment 

identified in this Order Document: 

 

Itron Equipment  Express Warranty Period 

Itron Electric Meters Per Equipment Addendum 

Itron Water ERTS Per Equipment Addendum 

Itron OpenWay Riva Routing Node 
- Mesh Node Base 

1 year from original shipment date by Itron 

Third Party Equipment Manufacturer Warranty Period 

Cisco Connected Grid Routers 5 years from original shipment date by Cisco 

Badger Water Meters Pursuant to the applicable third-party warranty terms 

Nicor Meter Boxes and Lids Pursuant to the applicable third-party warranty terms 

Panasonic Tablets Pursuant to the applicable third-party warranty terms 

 

5.5.2. Scope of Itron Equipment Warranties.  The warranties set forth in Section 4 (“Warranties 

and Disclaimer”) of the General Terms and Conditions and the Equipment Addendum are 

the only warranties made by Itron with respect to Itron Equipment provided under this Order 

Document. 

 

5.5.3. Scope of Third-Party Equipment Warranties.  Third-Party Equipment provided under this 

Order Document is governed by the terms and conditions of the Agreement including, 

Section 15 (“Third-Party Equipment Warranty”) of the Equipment Addendum.  Third-Party 

Equipment Warranty terms of the applicable Third-Party Equipment supplier may be 

provided upon request or included as a sub-attachment to Attachment F of this Order 

Document by the Parties (for convenience and reference purposes only) for the respective 

Third-Party Equipment. 

 

6. SOFTWARE 
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6.1. Licensed Software. The following table identifies Licensed Software that Itron will provide under 

this Order Document: 

 

Itron Software Third Party Software 

None – Not Applicable None – Not Applicable 

 

6.2. License Terms for Third Party Software. Third Party Software that is Licensed Software shall 

be subject to the applicable terms of Attachment D (Third Party License Terms) to this Order 

Document for such Software and Customer shall comply with the respective Third-Party Software 

supplier terms and conditions set forth therein. 

 

6.3. Scope of Itron Software Warranties.  The warranties set forth in Section 4 (“Warranties and 

Disclaimer”) of the General Terms and Conditions and the Software Addendum are the only 

warranties made by Itron with respect to Itron Software provided under this Order Document. 

 

6.4. Scope of Third-Party Software Warranties.  Third-Party Software provided under this Order 

Document is governed by the terms and conditions of the Agreement including, Section 11 (“Third-

Party Software Warranty”) of the Software Addendum and this Order Document. 

 

7. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 

 

7.1. Covered Products.  Itron shall provide Maintenance Services for the following Equipment and 

Licensed Software as Covered Products pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Agreement 

including, the Maintenance and Support Services Addendum and this Order Document: 

 

Itron Covered Products Third Party Covered Products 

Open Way Operations Center Cisco Field Network Director 

Itron Security Manager  

Itron Analytics – Simple Outage Filter  

Itron OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node 
Base 

 

 

7.2. Support for Third-Party Covered Products.  Itron Maintenance Services with respect to Third 

Party Covered Products is set forth in Section 9 (“Support for Third Party Products”) of the 

Maintenance and Support Services Addendum and shall be subject to the applicable terms of 

Attachment E (“Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms”) for such Covered Products.  

Customer shall comply with the applicable Third-Party Equipment supplier terms and conditions 

set forth Attachment E (“Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms”) with respect to such 

respective Covered Products.   

 

7.3. Support for Third-Party Covered Products.  Third-Party Covered Products shall be subject to 

the terms of Attachment E-1 (Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms).  Customer shall 

comply with the terms and conditions set forth in Attachment E (Third-Party Covered Product 
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Maintenance Terms) with respect to maintenance and support for the applicable Third Party 

Covered Products and related documentation.    

 

7.4. M&S Commencement Dates.  The M&S Commencement Dates for the Covered Products 

identified in this Order Document shall be as follows: 

 

Covered Product M&S Commencement Date 

OpenWay Operations Center 
The earlier of (1) validation of Software-as-a-

Service implementation by Itron pursuant to the 
applicable Statement of Work, or (2) sixty (60) 

days after completing application system setup. 

Itron Security Manager 

Itron Analytics – Simple Outage Filter 

Itron OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node 
Base 

Upon expiration of the Express Warranty Period 

Cisco Field Network Director When the software is available for use 

Cisco Connected Grid Routers Upon Shipment 

 

7.5. Reserved. 

 

8. SERVICES 

8.1. Scope of Professional Services. Itron shall provide Professional Services under this Order 

Document as specified in Attachment B (“Statement of Work”) in accordance with the terms and 

conditions of the Agreement including, the Professional Services Addendum and this Order 

Document. 

 

8.2. Scope of Professional Services Warranties.  Professional Services provided under this Order 

Document are governed by the terms and conditions of the Agreement including, Sections 9 

(“Express Warranties and Professional Services”) and Section 10 (“Remedies”) of the Professional 

Services Addendum, and this Order Document. 

 

8.3. Software-as-a-Service. Itron will grant Customer access under this Order Document to the 

Software applications or the Licensed Software (as applicable) identified in the table below via 

Software-as-a-Service in accordance with the Agreement including, the Hybrid SaaS and 

Software-as-a-Service Addendum and this Order Document: 

 

SaaS Software Applications 

Itron Software Third Party Software 

Open Way Operations Center Cisco Field Network Director 

Itron Security Manager  
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Itron Analytics – Simple Outage Filter  

 

8.4. Third Party Software-as-a-Service. Itron will use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the 

applicable Third Party SaaS Provider to grant Customer access under this Order Document to the 

Third Party Software applications or the Licensed Software (as applicable) identified in the table 

below in accordance with Attachment G (Third Party SaaS Terms) to this Order Document: 

 

Third Party Software-as-a-Service  

Third Party SaaS Provider Third Party SaaS Application 

Hometown Connections, Inc. (“HCI”) HCI – ElectSolve MDMS 

 

8.5. Terms Applicable to Third Party Software-as-a-Service.  All Third Party SaaS Applications and 

related documentation is separately licensed or made available by the applicable Third Party SaaS 

Provider, and Customer’s rights and responsibilities with respect to such Third Party Software or 

documentation shall be governed in accordance with the Third Party SaaS Provider’s applicable 

terms.  Third Party SaaS Applications shall be subject to the applicable terms of Attachment G 

(Third Party License Terms) to this Order Document and Customer shall comply with the 

respective Third Party SaaS Application terms and conditions set forth therein. 

 

8.6. Termination of Third Party Software-as-a-Service.  Itron and the applicable Third Party SaaS 

Provider shall enter into an agreement that contains, among other things, terms substantially 

similar those set forth in Attachment G (Third Party License Terms) to this Order Document (“Third 

Party SaaS Agreement”).  Access to all Third Party SaaS Applications shall terminate upon the 

earlier of (a) the second (2nd) anniversary of the Commencement Date identified in Attachment G-

1); (b) termination of expiration of the Pricing Period for any reason; or (c) termination or expiration 

of the applicable Third Party SaaS Agreement for any reason (the “Third Party SaaS Term”).  

Upon such termination or expiration, access to such Third Party SaaS Application through Itron 

shall cease and Customer shall enter into or accept one or more separate Third Party SaaS 

Provider agreements for all purposes with respect to such Third Party SaaS Application. 

 

8.7. No Support or Maintenance.  Itron shall have no obligation at any time under the Agreement 

(including this Order Document) to provide support or maintenance for the Third Party SaaS 

Applications.  Without prejudice to Section 11 (“Termination”) regarding Itron’s notification rights, 

Customer shall directly contact the applicable Third Party SaaS Provider pursuant to Attachment 

G (Third Party License Terms) to this Order Document with respect to functionality or any 

performance issues (including, the notification or resolution thereof) pertaining to the Third Party 

SaaS Applications.   

 

8.8. Disclaimers.  Itron is not the owner or operator of Third Party SaaS Applications, platforms or 

systems and makes no representations or warranties whatsoever, directly or indirectly, express or 

implied, as to the suitability, durability, and fitness for use, merchantability, condition, quality, 

performance or non-infringement of any Third Party SaaS Applications, platforms or systems.  

Third Party SaaS Applications, platforms or systems shall be subject to any warranties provided 

by the applicable Third Party SaaS Provider. 
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8.9. Exclusive Obligations and Remedies.  As Itron’s sole and exclusive obligation (and Customer’s 

sole and exclusive remedy) with respect to the Third Party SaaS Applications, Itron will make 

commercially reasonable efforts to enforce on Customer’s behalf, any warranties and remedies 

received from the applicable Third Party SaaS Provider set forth in Third Party SaaS Agreement 

during the Third Party SaaS Term.  Itron shall have no obligations whatsoever related to the Third 

Party SaaS Applications upon the expiration or termination of the Third Party SaaS Term.  

EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN SECTION 8.10 (“EFFECT OF EARLY TERMINATION”) OF THIS 

ORDER DOCUMENT, CUSTOMER HEREBY FOREVER RELEASES AND DISCHARGES 

ITRON AND ITS AFFILIATES OF ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES AND DAMAGES OF ANY 

REASON OR NATURE WHATSOEVER (AND HEREBY FOREVER WAIVES ANY AND ALL 

RIGHTS AND REMEDIES AGAINST ITRON AND ITS AFFILIATES) RELATED TO, ARISING 

OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION WITH, THE THIRD PARTY SAAS APPLICATIONS, 

PLATFORMS OR SYSTEMS.  CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT ITRON 

WOULD NOT HAVE ENTERED INTO THIS ORDER DOCUMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF 

THIRD PARTY SAAS APPLICATIONS WITHOUT CUSTOMER’S FOREGOING RELEASE, 

DISCHARGE AND WAIVER.   

 

8.10.   Effect of Early Termination.  As Customers sole and exclusive remedy for any breach of this 

Agreement with respect to the Third Party SaaS Applications, platforms or systems (including, 

without limitation: (a) any material alteration of the functionality thereof by the third-party provider; 

(b) cessation of availability thereof by the third-party provider or (c) the general prevention of the 

use thereof by the third-party provider), Customer may terminate without liability to Itron or 

reimbursement (other than a refund of any prepaid unused portion of the fees applicable to such 

terminated Third Party SaaS Applications), only that portion of the SOW applicable to such 

affected Third Party SaaS Applications.  Customer acknowledges and agrees that in the event of 

the foregoing termination, the Agreement (other than the applicable portion of the SOW for which 

termination is permitted under this Section) will continue unchanged and remain valid and in full 

force and effect.  

 

9. FAN COVERAGE GUARANTEE 

9.1. Based on the Preliminary FAN Design and the modification process of the Planned FAN Design, 

Itron guarantees that the Field Area Network, if installed by Customer in accordance with the Final 

FAN Design and the preferred installation standards that are created pursuant the SOW and 

mutually agreed by the Parties in a writing signed by each Party (the “Preferred Installation 

Standards”), will enable Available Meters to satisfy the system performance criteria set forth in 

Section O of the SOW (“Acceptance Tests”) using no more than one hundred and ten percent 

(110%) of the amount of FAN Devices specified on the Pricing Summary plus any additional FAN 

Devices attributable to Customer as a result of the modification process of the Planned FAN 

Design (the “FAN Coverage Guarantee”).  If Itron, acting reasonably, determines that Customer 

has not installed the Field Area Network in accordance with the Final FAN Design or the Preferred 

Installation Standards, Itron will notify Customer and Customer will correct the installation in 

accordance with the Final Fan Design and Preferred Installation Standards.  Customer’s failure to 

do so shall relieve Itron of its obligations with respect to the FAN Coverage Guarantee to the extent 

that it would require Itron to provide FAN Devices under this Section 9 (“FAN Coverage 

Guarantee”). 

 

9.2. Itron shall be deemed to have fully met all of its obligations with respect to the FAN Coverage 

Guarantee (and the FAN Coverage Guarantee shall no longer apply) upon the earlier of (i) 

successful completion of the Acceptance Tests, or (ii) the date scheduled for the Acceptance Tests 

as set forth in the SOW; provided, that, such date shall be automatically extended by an amount 
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equal to any period specified in a change order and any period during which Customer is prevented 

from performing or successfully completing such Acceptance Tests as a result of Itron’s failure to 

adhere to the Agreement, including this Order Document (“FAN Coverage Guarantee Expiration 

Date”). 

 

9.3. If it is necessary during the FAN mitigation process to install more FAN Devices than specified on 

the Pricing Summary (up to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the FAN Devices) to satisfy 

the FAN Coverage Guarantee, Customer will pay for the purchase of such additional FAN Devices 

and install such additional FAN Devices in accordance with the Final FAN Design, the Preferred 

Installation Standards and pursuant to the modification process of the Planned FAN Design.  If the 

installation of more than one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the FAN Devices is necessary to 

satisfy the FAN Coverage Guarantee, as Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy with respect to 

the FAN Coverage Guarantee, Itron will provide Customer with such additional FAN Devices at 

Itron’s expense and Customer shall install such additional FAN Devices in accordance with the 

Final FAN Design, Preferred Installation Standards and pursuant to the modification process of 

the Planned FAN Design. 

 

9.4. Itron shall have no obligation with respect to this Section 9 (“FAN Coverage Guarantee”) (and shall 

have no obligation to provide any of the remedies set forth in this Section 9), beyond the earlier to 

occur of (a) the FAN Coverage Guarantee Expiration Date or (b) termination or expiration of this 

Order Document or the Agreement in accordance with Section 11 (“Termination”) of the General 

Terms and Conditions. 

 

9.5. THE REMEDIES STATED ABOVE WILL BE OWNER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES 

UNDER THIS SECTION 9 IN THE EVENT OF CONTRACTOR’S FAILURE TO SATISFY THE 

FAN COVERAGE GUARANTEE. 

 

10. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

10.1.  Except as otherwise expressly provided or modified in this Order Document, the (i) terms and 

conditions of the Agreement remain in full force and effect, and (ii) the Agreement, including this 

Order Document, constitute the entire and exclusive agreement between the Parties regarding the 

subject matter hereof, and supersede all proposals and prior agreements, oral or written, and all 

other communications.  In the event of a conflict between this Order Document and the balance 

of the Agreement, this Order Document shall govern. 

 

11. VIOLATION OF WAGE PAYMENTS 

 

11.1.   Itron shall not be in violation relating to wage payments as defined in RCW 49.48.082 or any 

provision of Chapters 49.46 or 49.52. DRAFT
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Each Party has executed this Order Document by its duly authorized representative. 

Itron, Inc. City of Richland, WA 

 

 

____________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Signature Signature 

____________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Printed Name Printed Name 

____________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Title Title 

____________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Date Date 
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Attachment A 

 

Pricing Summary 
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Electric / Gas / Water
Information collection, analysis and application

2111 N. Molter Rd.
Liberty Lake, WA 99019 BMR#  15332-18 Ver2 
fax: 866-787-6910

www.itron.com

Item Category Description Qty Unit Price Extended Price Notes

Electricity Meters

Itron Equipment

1 Meters C2SRD Form 2S, CL200, 240V with remote disconnect 21,337 $95.00 $2,027,015.00
2 Meters CP2SRA Form 2S, CL200, 120V-277V with 2 KYZ, 1 KY with Bare leads 

termination 2 $248.00 $496.00
3 Meters C2SR Form 2S CL320, 120V 1,436 $95.00 $136,420.00
4 Meters CP2SRA Form 3S, CL20, 120V-277V 1,180 $175.00 $206,500.00
5 Meters CP2SRA Form 4S, CL20, 120V-277V 266 $175.00 $46,550.00
6 Meters CP2SRA Form 9S(8S), CL20, 120V-277V 838 $198.00 $165,924.00
7 Meters CP2SRA Form 9S(8S), CL20, 120V-277V with 2 KYZ, 1 KY with Bare 

leads termination 46 $248.00 $11,408.00
8 Meters CN2SRD Form 12S, CL200, 120V with remote disconnect 876 $115.00 $100,740.00
9 Meters CP2SRA Form 16S(14S, 15S, 17S), CL200, 120V-277V 598 $198.00 $118,404.00

Electric Meter Total $2,813,457.00

Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $241,957.30

Water Endpoints

Itron Equipment

10 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Water Module-Pit 19,635 $58.00 $1,138,830.00
11 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Water Module-Remote 409 $58.00 $23,722.00
12 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Through Lid Mount Kit 19,500 $2.50 $48,750.00
13 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Through-the-Lid remote mount antenna Kit 164 $34.00 $5,576.00
14 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Mounting Kit for Remote Installations 409 $2.50 $1,022.50
15 Endpoints Standard 5' cable with In-Line connector 18,917 $5.75 $108,772.75
16 Endpoints Standard 25' cable with In-Line connector 1,128 $15.00 $16,920.00
17 Endpoints OpenWay Riva Rod Mount Adaptor TBD $2.50 TBD
18 Endpoints 18" Mounting Rod, fiberglass, 1/2" diameter TBD $1.00 TBD
19 Endpoints Itron Splice Kit 409 $4.50 $1,840.50
20 Endpoints Inline Connector Security Seal (packages of 120) 20,160 $0.20 $4,032.00
21 Endpoints Endpoint Disposal 1,570 $2.50 $3,925.00

Water Module Total $1,353,390.75

Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $116,391.60

Third-party Equipment (1)

22 Meters RCDL M35 LL Disc Meter (NSF 61-G), 3/4" (3/4X 7 1/2), Cast Iron Bottom, 
Less Connections, HRE Registration, Cubic Feet, 8 Dial - 0.01 Ft3, Plastic 
Shroud / Plastic Lid (Gray) Generic Connectivity, Itron Supplied, Itron 
Connector, 5 ft, UM1-0018-7238 8,215 $117.46 $964,933.90

23 Meters RCDL M70 LL Disc Meter (NSF 61-G), 1" (1 X 10 3/4), Cast Iron Bottom, 
Less Connections, HRE Registration, Cubic Feet, 8 Dial - 0.01 Ft3, Plastic 
Shroud / Plastic Lid (Gray) Generic Connectivity, Itron Supplied, Itron 
Connector, 5 ft, UM1-0018-7239 2,465 $181.52 $447,446.80

24 Meters Badger M120 1.5" LF Bronze Disc Meter, elliptical long drilled, less 
connections, HRE-Mechanical, Cubic Feet, Plastic lid and shroud, Itron 
Supplied ILC Connector, 5' lead 157 $365.11 $57,322.27

25 Meters Badger T160 1.5" Turbo Series Meter , HRE-Mechanical, Cubic Feet, 
plastic lid/plastic shroud, Standard Set Screw, Itron Supplied ILC 
Connector, 5' lead 11 $728.84 $8,017.24

26 Meters Badger M170 2" LF Bronze Disc Meter,elliptical long drilled, less 
connections, HRE-Mechanical, Cubic Feet, Plastic lid and shroud, Itron 
Supplied ILC Connector, 5' lead 125 $514.94 $64,367.50

27 Meters Badger T200 2" Turbo Series Meter , HRE-Mechanical, Cubic Feet, plastic 
lid/plastic shroud, Standard Set Screw , Itron Supplied ILC Connector, 5' 
lead 10 $817.71 $8,177.10

28 Meters Badger CSM-3 3" Compound Series meter w/ (2) HRE-Mechanical,Cubic 
Feet, plastic lid/plastic shroud, Standard Set Screw, Itron Supplied ILC 
Connector, 5' lead TBD $1,719.12 TBD

29 Meters Badger CSM-4 4" Compound Series meter w/ (2) HRE-Mechanical, Cubic 
Feet, plastic lid/plastic shroud, Standard Set Screw, Itron Supplied ILC 
Connector, 5' lead 2 $2,716.29 $5,432.58

30 Registers Badger HRE Register for M35 Pit (plus Itron-provided 5' ILC) 6,562 $52.70 $345,817.40
31 Registers Badger HRE Register for M35 Remote (includes 25' bare wire; no ILC) 398 $63.81 $25,396.38
32 Registers Badger HRE Register for M70 Pit (plus Itron-provided 5' ILC) 1,267 $52.70 $66,770.90
33 Registers Badger HRE Register for M70 Remote (includes 25' bare wire; no ILC) 10 $63.81 $638.10

Pricing Summary for

City of Richland, WA

March 31, 2020
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34 Registers Badger HRE Register for M120 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 286 $57.87 $16,550.82
35 Registers Badger HRE Register for M170 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 306 $57.87 $17,708.22
36 Registers Badger HRE Register for M170 Remote  (includes 25' bare wire; no ILC)

1 $68.98 $68.98
37 Registers Badger HRE Register for  1 1/2" T160 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 16 $73.02 $1,168.32
38 Registers Badger HRE Register for 2" T200 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 43 $73.02 $3,139.86
39 Registers Badger HRE Register for 3" T450 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 21 $73.02 $1,533.42
40 Registers Badger HRE Register for 4" T1000 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 20 $74.13 $1,482.60
41 Registers Badger HRE Register for 6" T2000 Pit (plus Itron-provided 25' ILC) 6 $75.24 $451.44
42 Registers Badger HRE Register for Compound 2"  (2 HRE) (plus two Itron-provided 

25' ILCs) 7 $142.52 $997.64
43 Registers Badger HRE Register for Compound 3"  (2 HRE) (plus two Itron-provided 

25' ILCs) 27 $143.63 $3,878.01
44 Registers Badger HRE Register for Compound 4"  (2 HRE) (plus two Itron-provided 

25' ILCs) 15 $144.74 $2,171.10
45 Registers Badger HRE Register for Compound 6"  (2 HRE) (plus two Itron-provided 

25' ILCs) 5 $145.86 $729.30
46 Registers Badger HRE Register for Fire Service Assemblies 6" (2 HRE) (plus two 

Itron-provided 25' ILCs) 1 $145.86 $145.86
47 Registers Badger HRE Register for Fire Service Assemblies 8" (2 HRE) (plus two 

Itron-provided 25' ILCs) 9 $146.97 $1,322.73
48 Registers Badger HRE Register for Fire Service Assemblies 10" (2 HRE) (plus two 

Itron-provided 25' ILCs) 3 $148.08 $444.24
49 Registers Badger 25' Bare Wire (basements) TBD TBD TBD
50 Pit Lids 11 1/8 x 17 7/8” Nicor Read-Rite polymer lid, no lock,

black, WATER, thru hole for Itron Riva recess, H20 rated,
Rebar; FULL FREIGHT ALLOWED 16,239 $21.80 $354,010.20

51 Pit Lids 15 x 26 1/4" Nicor Read-Rite polymer lid, no lock,
black, WATER, thru hole for Itron Riva recess, H20
rated, Rebar; FULL FREIGHT ALLOWED 830 $63.29 $52,530.70

Water Meter Total $2,452,653.61

Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $210,928.21

Network Infrastructure

Itron Equipment (2)

52 Network OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node Base (120V) 4 $486.00 $1,944.00
53 Network Itron Mobile Radio 2 w/USB Cable and Charger 4 $1,995.00 $7,980.00
54 Network Carry Accessory, Shoulder and Belt Clip 4 $85.00 $340.00

Third-party Equipment
55 Network Connected Grid Router - CGR 1240

  Ethernet, w/ 4 module slots,2 GE,2 serial,4 FE LAN,Wi-Fi,GPS 13 $5,398.00 $70,174.00
56 Network Panasonic TOUGHPAD FZ-G1 MK5 10" Tablet. WIN10, 256GB SSD, 4G 

LTE, GPS, 2D Barcode, Rotating Hand strap, tall corner guards, long-life 
battery, 3-year Panasonic warranty 4 $3,914.00 $15,656.00

(9)

Network Equipment Total $96,094.00
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $8,264.08

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) up to 46,180 endpoints
Itron Software (Year 1) (3)

57 Software OWOC - Collection Manager 1 $18,745.00 $18,745.00
58 Software Itron Security Manager 1 $2,764.00 $2,764.00
59 Services OWOC / ISM Cloud Services 1 21,043.10$    $21,043.10
60 Software Cisco IoT Field Network Director 1 $28,068.44 $28,068.44
61 Services IoT FND Cloud Services 1 29,378.74$    $29,378.74
62 Services Prepay Interface Cloud Services 1 5,620.00$      $5,620.00

$105,619.28
Itron Software (Year 2)

63 Software OWOC - Collection Manager 1 $18,745.00 $18,745.00
64 Software Itron Security Manager 1 $2,764.00 $2,764.00
65 Services OWOC / ISM Cloud Services 1 21,043.10$    $21,043.10
66 Software Cisco IoT Field Network Director 1 $28,068.44 $28,068.44
67 Services IoT FND Cloud Services 1 29,378.74$    $29,378.74
68 Services Prepay Interface Cloud Services 1 5,620.00$      $5,620.00

$105,619.28
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Itron Software (Year 3)
69 Software OWOC - Collection Manager 1 $18,745.00 $18,745.00
70 Software Itron Security Manager 1 $2,764.00 $2,764.00
71 Services OWOC / ISM Cloud Services 1 21,554.51$    $21,554.51
72 Software Cisco IoT Field Network Director 1 $28,068.44 $28,068.44
73 Services IoT FND Cloud Services 1 30,260.10$    $30,260.10
74 Services Prepay Interface Cloud Services 1 5,788.60$      $5,788.60

$107,180.66
Itron Software (Year 4)

75 Software OWOC - Collection Manager 1 $18,745.00 $18,745.00
76 Software Itron Security Manager 1 $2,764.00 $2,764.00
77 Services OWOC / ISM Cloud Services 1 22,081.27$    $22,081.27
78 Software Cisco IoT Field Network Director 1 $28,068.44 $28,068.44
79 Services IoT FND Cloud Services 1 31,167.91$    $31,167.91
80 Services Prepay Interface Cloud Services 1 5,962.26$      $5,962.26

$108,788.87
Itron Software (Year 5)

81 Software OWOC - Collection Manager 1 $18,745.00 $18,745.00
82 Software Itron Security Manager 1 $2,764.00 $2,764.00
83 Services OWOC / ISM Cloud Services 1 22,623.83$    $22,623.83
84 Software Cisco IoT Field Network Director 1 $28,068.44 $28,068.44
85 Services IoT FND Cloud Services 1 32,102.94$    $32,102.94
86 Services Prepay Interface Cloud Services 1 6,141.13$      $6,141.13

$110,445.34
Third-Party Software

87 Software HCI Recurring  - MDMS, Portal, Analytics, Prepay (Year 1) 1 $106,185.56 $106,185.56
88 Software HCI Recurring  - MDMS, Portal, Analytics, Prepay (Year 2) 1 $143,041.11 $143,041.11

$249,226.67

89 Software Cisco IoT Device Manager Application (Per Seat) 1 $3,250.00 $3,250.00 (10)

Software Total $790,130.09
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $67,951.19

Cloud Services (One-time)
Itron Services One-time (3)

90 One-time Cloud Set-up - OWOC, ISM, IoT FND (includes Production & Test) $49,500.00
91 One-time Itron MultiSpeak Adapter Set-up (Prepay) $8,000.00

Third-party Services
92 One-time HCI - Cloud Set-up - ElectSolve MDMS, Portal, Analytics $340,815.56 (4)
93 One-time HCI - Cloud Set-up - Prepay Interface & UCentra Portal Outage Map $25,444.44

Cloud Set-up Total $423,760.00
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) Not applicable

Professional Services
Itron Services (5)

94 Services Start (4 months)
95 Services Project Manager 200 $195.00 $39,000.00
96 Services Business Consultant 200 $190.00 $38,000.00
97 Services Technical Consultant 200 $190.00 $38,000.00
98 Services Solution Architect 40 $190.00 $7,600.00

$122,600.00
Alpha (6 months)

99 Services Project Manager 192 $195.00 $37,440.00
100 Services Network Design Engineer 40 $180.00 $7,200.00
101 Services Business Consultant 80 $190.00 $15,200.00
102 Services Technical Consultant 320 $190.00 $60,800.00
103 Services Solution Architect 160 $190.00 $30,400.00
104 Services Field Engineer - Site Surveys 40 $170.00 $6,800.00
105 Services Trainer - SW 96 $190.00 $18,240.00

$176,080.00
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Beta (6 months)
106 Services Project Manager 232 $195.00 $45,240.00
107 Services Business Consultant 40 $190.00 $7,600.00
108 Services Technical Consultant 240 $190.00 $45,600.00
109 Services Field Engineer - Training 96 $170.00 $16,320.00

$114,760.00
Full Rollout (8 months)

110 Services Field Engineer - Investigations 64 $170.00 $10,880.00
111 Services Implementation Manager 560 $195.00 $109,200.00

$120,080.00

112 Services Work Order Management Implementation $76,570.00

113 Expenses Project Implementation Expenses (estimated) $44,210.00
Itron Services Total $654,300.00

Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) Not applicable

Third-party Services
114 Services HCI - ElectSolve MDMS, Portal, Analytics Implementation Services $218,943.33
115 Expenses HCI - ElectSolve MDMS, Portal, Analytics $6,516.00

HCI Services Total $225,459.33 
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) Not applicable

Installation Services (Third-party)
Electric Meter Installations (6)

116 Keystone 2S with Remote Disconnect 21,337 $32.54 $694,305.98
117 Keystone 2S Pulse Output 2 $32.54 $65.08
118 Keystone 2SE (CL320) 1,436 $32.54 $46,727.44
119 Keystone 12S with Remote Disconnect 876 $50.19 $43,966.44
120 Keystone 3S 1,180 $94.89 $111,970.20
121 Keystone 4S 266 $94.89 $25,240.74

Electric Installation Total $922,275.88
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $79,315.73

Water Endpoint Installations 
New Meter and Endpoint (6)

122 Keystone ¾” positive displacement 8,215 $58.42 $479,920.30
123 Keystone 1” positive displacement 2,465 $58.42 $144,005.30
124 Keystone 1.5” positive displacement 157 $136.07 $21,362.99
125 Keystone 1.5" turbine 11 $136.07 $1,496.77
126 Keystone 2” positive displacement 125 $136.07 $17,008.75
127 Keystone 2" turbine 10 $136.07 $1,360.70
128 Keystone 3” compound 0 $941.95 $0.00
129 Keystone 4" turbine 2 $941.95 $1,883.90
130 Keystone 4” compound 0 $941.95 $0.00

Register Retrofit and Endpoint
131 Keystone ¾” positive displacement 6,960 $44.31 $308,397.60
132 Keystone 1” positive displacement 1,277 $44.31 $56,583.87
133 Keystone 1.5” positive displacement 286 $83.13 $23,775.18
134 Keystone 1.5” turbine 16 $83.13 $1,330.08
135 Keystone 2” positive displacement 307 $83.13 $25,520.91
136 Keystone 2" turbine 43 $83.13 $3,574.59
137 Keystone 2” compound 7 $83.13 $581.91
138 Keystone 3” turbine 21 $130.19 $2,733.99
139 Keystone 3" compound 54 $130.19 $7,030.26
140 Keystone 4” turbine 20 $130.19 $2,603.80
141 Keystone 4” compound 30 $130.19 $3,905.70
142 Keystone 6” turbine 6 $130.19 $781.14
143 Keystone 6” compound and fire service 12 $130.19 $1,562.28
144 Keystone 8” compound and fire service 18 $130.19 $2,343.42
145 Keystone 10” compound and fire service 6 $130.19 $781.14
146 Keystone Pit Lid Drilling, Traffic Rated Steel Lids 2,307 $11.76 $27,130.32
147 Keystone Pit Lid Drilling, Vault Lids (assorted sizes 3” and larger meter) 110 $11.76 $1,293.60
148 Keystone Pit Lid Replacement 17,000 $2.94 $49,980.00

Water Installation Total $1,186,948.50
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $102,077.57
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Network Equipment Installations
149 HST Audit / Inspection of City-installed Network Equipment 1 $12,357.14 $12,357.14 (7)

$12,357.14
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $1,062.71

Solution Total $10,930,826.30

150 Other 5% Contingency (customer-requested) $546,541.32

151 Bond AMI Performance Bond - Months 1 - 24 $65,584.96 (8)
152 Bond AMI Performance Bond - Months 25 - 60 $23,610.58

Annual Hardware Support & Maintenance (5 Years)

Itron Covered Product
153 Maintenance OpenWay Riva Routing Node - Mesh Node Base (years 2-5) 4 $60.00 $240.00

Third-party Covered Product
154 CON-SNT-CGRConnected Grid Router Support (5 years) 13 $2,034.65 $26,450.45 (10)

$26,690.45
Estimated Sales Tax (8.6%) $2,295.38

Notes and Assumptions

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

HCI / AMP Hosting Services

One AMI Interface is included in MDMS One Time Set Up Fee. Additional AMI Interfaces are optional and can be priced upon request.

Customer Portal/Infinity Link Portal SSO integration is included in Portal one-time set-up fee.
Advanced Infinity CIS integration is included in MDMS one-time set-up fee.

Annual fees are tied to actual meters ordered and are trued up monthly.

Includes one VPN tunnel setup and support.

System priced to support up to 47,000 endpoints.

Includes one Production environment and one Test environment that is sized for 1,000 endpoints.

Cloud Services to be provided from Itron's Cloud Services Data Center or Partner Data Center (TierPoint or Microsoft Azure).

One major software upgrade per year is included in annual SaaS fees. Should the customer require training, extended integration testing 
support, and/or project management during this major software upgrade, Itron can provide services and it would be addressed via a SOW if 
required by customer.

Itron Cloud Services

Quantities are based on water meter data provided by the City. Itron Inline Connectors with 5' or 25' leads and Itron Inline Connector Security 
Seals are not included in Badger equipment pricing. Pricing for these items is included in the Water Endpoints section. 

Configuration, unless otherwise specified, assumes water endpoints are in pits outside, mounted through RF-friendly lids. If RF-friendly lids are 
not utilized, then remote antennas will be required, which may require drilling metal lids.   

Where Microsoft SQL Server Standard edition or BI is required, it is provided for up to 5 users.

Firewall and installation services quoted for a single firewall, which will be used to establish a secure VPN between HCI/AMP and the City to 
access hosted applications and data. HCI/AMP is willing to work with the City to use their existing firewall if it meets minimum requirements.

Network Performance

Assumes two (2) environments - Production and Test 
Assumes Itron will lead integration between AMI and uCentra MDM 
Assumes all other integrations will be performed by the customer
Assumes customer is responsible for JUA and site access for all field network installation locations
Assumes integration to MDMS will be for meter data and alarms only, unless otherwise specified.
Training-assumes 1 week of hardware and 1 week of software training during the Alpha phase, assumes 2 weeks of both hardware and 
software training during the Beta phase, unless otherwise specified.

Effort will be billed as used based on project phase, per the project role and hours shown. If the City requires more effort in any of these areas, a 
change order will be required.

One-time set up, professional services, and first 2 years of hosting services to be invoiced by Itron. On-going hosting for ElectSolve MDMS and 
uCentra Portal to be billed directly by HCI.

SaaS OpenWay Riva Implementation

Professional Services

Assumes Field Engineer will be a local resource 

Installation Management

Assumes all network devices will be installed in two weeks
Assumes all meter installations for Beta phase will be completed in one month
A F ll D l t h ill b 8 th t t l (1 th 6 th d l 1 th d )
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Electric / Gas / Water
Information collection, analysis and application

2111 N. Molter Rd.
Liberty Lake, WA 99019 BMR#  15332-18 Ver2 
fax: 866-787-6910

www.itron.com

Pricing Summary for

City of Richland, WA

March 31, 2020

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Can be purchased with optional Protection Plus coverage - This extended warranty costs $750 per tablet and adds an additional layer of 
protection that enhances the standard warranty coverage by protecting against accidental physical damage that occurs during regular use of a 
Toughpad computer. This warranty program applies to the first 3 years and adds two additional years for total of 5 years.

There is no annual maintenance required for IoT Device Manager if customer maintains ongoing Connected Grid Router support.

The performance bond is priced at $6 per $1,000 of total contract value for the first 24 months and 1% per month of the initial bond premium for 
each month beyond 24 months. The total price quoted is for the deployment of the base AMI / MDMS / Portal solution. The final fee may vary 
based on the final total contracted amount.

Endpoint Installation

Customer communications materials including initial customer notification letters and door hangers.

Pricing includes GPS data capture with accuracy of 2-5 meters. Itron can provide pricing for GPS data with higher accuracy, if required.

Pricing assumes that the City will provide:

Drilling, grinding, or cutting of malfunctioning locking devices is not included.

Safe access to all meters, including any keys necessary to access meters, and assistance on unsafe or other special situations.

 

Installation of transformer-rated and self-contained polyphase meters.

The City will be responsible for any ongoing lease fees for third-party sites. The actual agreement for placement of the equipment will be 
between the City and the third-party owner.

Network Installation

The City is responsible for obtaining permits and any engineering drawings, if required.

Network installation pricing assumes the City will perform installation of all network equipment.

Itron can provide disposal/salvage of electric meters at additional cost.  Should the City choose to have Itron manage salvage of water meters 
removed from the field, an additional salvage credit may be available.

Data mapping and transformation of the work order system host file(s) to the Itron file specification.

HST will audit / inspect the number City-installed network devices identified in the SOW. Includes expenses for one trip. In the event that one or 
more additional devices is required during final network design and deployment, additional audit / inspections will be billed at $170/hr plus 
expenses.

Itron will audit / inspect one City-installed device during the Alpha project phase.
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A. About this Document 

This Statement of Work ("SOW") defines the activities ("SERVICES") to be performed by Itron, Inc. ("ITRON") for the City 

of Richland, WA ("CUSTOMER”) for Richland WA AMI Project ("PROJECT").   This document will describe agreed 

upon scope, Services to be provided, deliverables, assumptions, responsibilities, timeline and completion criteria.   

Any updates to this SOW throughout the duration of the Project must be documented through the change control process 

defined herein.  These SERVICES shall be governed by the following agreements (“AGREEMENTS”) and their related 

terms and conditions, as executed between CUSTOMER and ITRON Inc. 
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B. Document Controls 

B.1. Document Record 

Date Author Version Change Reference 

2/20/19 Andrea Foord DRAFT Initial Draft 

4/18/19 Brad Balzer Ver 1.0 Customized Draft 

4/22/19 Rob Rickard Ver 1.1 Sales Review Edits 

5/22/19 Kent Phillips Ver 1.2 Kent’s Edits 

6/14/19 City of Richland Ver 2 For meeting discussion 

8/29/19 Samantha Goggans Ver 3 Phase re-write 

9/25/19 Samantha Goggans Ver 4 Warehousing, reports, 
clean up 

B.2. Document Owner 

This document contains information that is confidential and proprietary to ITRON, who is the document owner and is 

responsible for developing and maintaining this document.  It is understood that this document is for the purposes of the 

Project as described.  This document or portions thereof should not be referred to, re-produced, distributed or utilized in any 

manner outside of the Project’s needs, without prior written consent of ITRON. 
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C. Statement of Work (SOW) Definitions 

Unless otherwise defined in this SOW, capitalized terms used herein will have the meanings assigned to them in the MSA. 

The following defined terms are in addition to those defined in the MSA. 

Term Definition 

Alpha POC Phase of the Project to standup the solution in a SaaS 
environment for purposes of base integration and 
system operations in a lab environment.   See D.1 
Project Summary for additional details. 

AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure. 

API Application Programming Interface. 

ASN Advance Shipment Notification. The data file provided 
by ITRON to CUSTOMER listing individual serial 
numbers, part numbers, test results and other 
manufacturing information.  This file will be used by 
CUSTOMER asset management and Customer 
Information Systems, FND, and OWOC to populate 
Endpoint/Meter serial numbers and security keys 
before installation. 

Available Endpoint An AMI Endpoint: (i) that is not damaged or vandalized 
by a third party in such a way that prevents 
communication; (ii) for which CUSTOMER has provided 
ITRON with accurate and up-to-date installation 
information; (iii) there is no RF interference in excess of 
FCC limits caused by a third-party system; (iv) for which 
FAN and/or WAN backhaul is properly functioning; (v) 
that is powered; (vi) and has registered and successfully 
provided at least one register/index read for that 
measurement day has been requested by the OWOC. See 
Section O (System Performance) for more information 

Beta POC Phase to expand the Project with full integration and 
installation of a small-scale pilot of a specified feeder(s).  
See D.1 Project Summary for additional details. 

BSRD  Business Solution Requirements Document. Deliverable 
document that details the business and performance 
requirements of the Solution.   
 

CGR Cisco Connected Grid Router is a FAN Device of the 
ITRON AMI Solution. 

CIS CUSTOMER’s Customer Information System. 

CM  Collection Manager. ITRON software, a required 
component of OpenWay Operations Center (OWOC), 
that: (i) facilitates communications with Endpoints; (ii) 
provides a series of web services for upstream systems, 
such as MDM and outage management; (iii) is the 
system of record for Endpoint configurations; and (iv) 
depends on the MDM system for metering data storage 
and for optional scheduling. 
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Term Definition 

CentraVU Customer Portal   

Daily Endpoint Read A successful register read(s) for an Available Endpoint 
during a twenty-four (24) period. 

Daily Read Rate A calculation of Available Endpoints in which a read 
for the 24 hours of the requested calendar day has been 
received and is divided by the quantity of Endpoints 
installed and Available for that calendar day. 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.  A protocol for 
assigning dynamic IP addresses to devices in the FAN. 

Deployment Plan This plan defines field activities conducted by ITRON.  
Specifically, it is the schedule that defines the order in 
which network build-out and Endpoint deployment will 
be assigned and completed. It will include, but not be 
limited to, the following: 

− Build Schedule based on the agreed upon 
Forecasting and Order Procedures  

− Delivery Schedule used to define product 
delivery schedule to CUSTOMER 

− Site survey process to validate pole location 
− Pole make ready & WAN validation activities   
− CGR installation schedule – used by 

CUSTOMER and ITRON to install and 
manage the CGR installation process 

− Endpoint installation schedule – used by 
ITRON to install and manage the Endpoint 
installation process 

Network optimization schedule – used by ITRON to field 
investigate and selectively place FAN equipment (CGR 
and associated field devices) to meet design coverage.  

Endpoint An ITRON OpenWay Riva water module or electric 
meter, AMI radio device used to read and transmit water 
meter register data, including interval readings. 

Endpoint Billing Read Standard consumption read from an AMI Endpoint used in 
the generation of a bill by the CUSTOMER CIS. 

FAN Field Area Network. As a general statement, the FAN 
includes all equipment, connectors and firmware from the 
CGRs down to the Endpoints.   Includes the collection of 
ITRON provided CGRs and Endpoints that utilize 
Radio Frequency (RF) and/or Power Line Carrier 
(PLC) technology of OpenWay Riva enabling the 
transmission of two-way data between Endpoint and 
the OWOC. 

FAN Design The FAN Design document incorporates CGR and 
OpenWay Riva routing node locations, installation 
guidelines, and FAN coverage assumptions.  It will include 
site selection and make-ready assessments.       

FAN Device CGR or Mesh Node Base 

 FAT First Article Testing. FAT will consist of, the 
verification of individual CGR and Endpoints: 

‐ Product documentation 
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Term Definition 

‐ Nameplates 

‐ Meter Configuration/Security verification 

FDM Tools (FDM Tools) Field Deployment Manager Tools. ITRON Application 
used in the field and meter shop to interface with the 
Endpoint.  It is typically used to interrogate Endpoints, 
push firmware, configure an Endpoint, extract log files, 
investigate performance, etc. when communication over 
the FAN is not available.     

Field Deployment Manager-Work Orders (FDM 
Workorders) 

Itron’s work order management software used to 
manage the installation of Endpoints. 

FND Cisco IoT Field Network Director. Software provided 
by Cisco, which is a component of ITRON’s AMI 
Solution manages the multi-service network that will 
be utilized for ITRON data backhaul. FND allows for 
network management and monitoring. 

Functional Testing Testing that is completed by ITRON anytime Licensed 
Software is installed and/or configured during the 
Project. Basic functional tests are performed to verify 
component operation.  

Global Support Services  (GSS) ITRON Global Support Services department provides 
the CUSTOMER with post-Project support and issue 
escalation/resolution.  

Go-Live Go-Live is the point in the Project when CUSTOMER 
moves from the previous reading/meter data 
management process to using the Solution to facilitate 
the delivery of billing determinants; or when 
CUSTOMER begins to utilize the new Solution to 
deliver bill readings to upstream systems. Go-Live is 
the transition from a test to a production system. This 
step is typically done over a weekend to minimize 
impact to billing processes; however, can be planned to 
meet CUSTOMER needs. 

HCI HOMETOWN CONNECTIONS 

HES Headend System. ITRON software that has two 
components: 

− OpenWay Operations Center (OWOC) and 
ITRON Security Manager (ISM) 

Cisco’s IPv6 network software and hardware architecture, 
also called the Secure Network Infrastructure (SNI) and 
includes the network management software called Cisco 
IoT FND. 

 IDD Interface Design Document. Document providing 
design specifics for all ITRON interfaces (MDI, Event, 
and Reading) to enterprise IT systems provided within 
this scope. 

Interval Read Data Consumption information divided into specified 
intervals that represent the amount of water or energy 
used over the specified period. 

Interval Read Rate The total sum of the interval reads received each day 
for 30 days from Available Endpoints, divided by the 
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Term Definition 

sum of total possible interval reads from Available 
Endpoints for each day for the same 30-day period. 

Interval Reading Period The receipt of all available intervals as programmed 
into the Endpoints for the defined period of either 24 or 
72 hours. 

Interface Integration point between two components within the 
CUSTOMER solution that has an agreed format to 
exchange information or complete a transaction.  This 
is commonly a web service or batch file and typically 
is implemented between an ITRON and non-ITRON 
component of the solution. 

Integration Testing Testing conducted to demonstrate that the required data 
flows are operating correctly between the systems in 
the Solution and maintain business integrity, in 
accordance with the respective requirements. Attention 
is paid to the mechanics of the interfaces, such as the 
data transport management. 

ISM ITRON Security Manager. ITRON software that 
enables secured communications and authentication 
between Endpoint and the OWOC.  It is responsible for 
application layer security for ITRON’s AMI Solution 
and is provided in addition to security enforced at the 
network layer by the SNI.ISM is supported by a 
hardware security module (HSM) (a security appliance 
that uses NIST FIPS validated security features for the 
creation, lifecycle, and storage of 
authentication keys). 
 

KPI Key Performance Indicator. A measurable value(s) that are 
used to report on Solution performance. 

MDI Master Data Import.  An XML file format that contains 
data specific to Endpoint installation locations, account 
information, and service point specific data. Itron provides 
the format and content and CUSTOMER produces the 
actual MDI file.  

MDMS or MDM  Meter Data Management System that is used to collect 
data from the OWOC and to deliver billing determinants to 
CUSTOMER’s CIS system as defined herein. This 
MDMS is an IPKeys Electsolve product.  

MRR Missed Read Retry. A configurable process by which 
Headend System will automatically attempt to retrieve 
missed data from Endpoints. 

OpenWay Riva Mesh Node Base (MNB) ITRON OpenWay Riva Mesh Node Base (also referred to 
as Routing Node or FAN Device) is a component of 
ITRON’s AMI Solution, installed during the network 
deployment to improve or extend CGR Network coverage.   

OWOC – CM OpenWay Operations Center - Collections Manager 
manages the collection of meter data (register, interval, 
and event data) from electric and water meters through 
scheduled as well as on-demand reads. CM is an 
OWOC module. Each module is subscribed to 
separately.  
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Term Definition 

PCM Project Control Manual.  A document frequently 
employed by project teams which consists of a 
compilation of Project processes and procedures (Project 
Control Documents) agreed upon by Project Team.  
Examples include deployment processes, safety processes, 
installation procedures, escalation plans, etc. 

PMO Program Management Office which is staffed and 
managed by CUSTOMER. 

Polyphase meter Endpoint Electric meters that are polyphase. These Endpoints will be 
installed by the CUSTOMER. 

Project The development and implementation of the Solution, 
which includes the design, installation, configuration, 
training, testing, deployment, optimization, and 
provisioning of the Solution for CUSTOMER.     

Project Plan Formal Project schedule created during the Project 
Planning Phase. It is used to align resources, guide and 
control the execution of a Project.  

Project Team CUSTOMER, CUSTOMER partners, ITRON and 
ITRON partners who are stakeholders vested in the 
delivery of a successful Project.    

Register Data A recorded value of total usage measurement at a point in 
time and collected from the Endpoint.   

SaaS Software as a Service.  ITRON applications installed in a 
Cloud environment allowing CUSTOMER access to 
software functionality and data. 

SAT Solution Acceptance Testing.  The testing cycle conducted 
by CUSTOMER to ensure the Solution operates as 
designed. 

SME Subject Matter Expert.  A resource that has a high degree 
of functional or technical knowledge about an area or 
product. 

SNI Secure Network Infrastructure. A series of 
server/routing hardware and software-based 
components based on a Cisco reference design to 
provide a secure, enterprise-class IPv6 network.  It 
begins in the data center and extends beyond the utility 
firewall down to each user of the FAN.  It provides 
standardized network services to all tenants of the 
network, such as DHCP, and network layer security for 
authentication/authorization/encryption. This becomes 
a reusable network across the CUSTOMER territory 
and enables common management of all network 
tenants, including AMI, streetlights, Distribution 
Automation, etc. 

SLA Service Level Agreements. Technical specifications for 
performance of the Solution that are a key element of 
acceptance criteria, including but not limited to meter 
read rates, transaction speeds, and functional 
verification of transactions such as remote connect. 

Solution The design, implementation, configuration, operation and 
maintenance of the AMI system comprised of Services, 
equipment and Licensed Software sold or licensed 
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Term Definition 

pursuant to the Agreement documents and deployed per 
this SOW.  

Solution Acceptance Acceptance criteria as defined in SOW. Includes the 
formal signoff of the Project indicating the completion 
of the defined commitments, including phase 
acceptance of Alpha, Beta and final read rates upon 
completion of Deployment. 

Support Support shall include, but not be limited to providing 
personnel/resources, knowledge, reviewing materials, 
resolving issues, moving the Project forward, and assisting 
in general matters to complete the Project under this SOW. 
Support as defined herein is in addition to any support that 
shall be provided as a Service stipulated in the 
AGREEMENT.  

TAD Technical Architecture Design. Deliverable document 
provided by ITRON and used during Alpha POC to 
outline the computing environment of the Solution for the 
various phases of the Project.  When complete and 
accepted, the TAD documents the technical and server 
environment, the Solution configuration and the entity 
relationship diagram which will detail all security 
protocols and feature sets at each step of the data flow 
between the entities. 

Test Plan Document that describes the phases of testing for the 
Project, test objectives for each step, test entry criteria, test 
phase exit criteria, and test cases.  ITRON resources will 
have input into the Test Plan that the CUSTOMER will 
develop. 

Three Day Billing Read Rate A calculation of Available Endpoints in which billing 
reads are returned during a 3-day window. Reference 
Section O (System Performance) 

Three Day Interval Read Rate A calculation of Available Endpoints in which interval 
reads are returned during a 3-day window. Reference 
Section O (System Performance) 

UAT User Acceptance Testing. Following Integration 
Testing, this testing combines the features of both 
functional and integration testing to verify that the 
developed Solution works as a whole. The objective is 
to ensure that the Solution designed is structurally 
sound and will function correctly in accordance with 
the Operating Specifications and in the environment in 
which it was installed. 

UI User Interface. The means by which the user will 
interact with the Solution components.  Each 
component will have a unique UI that the users will 
interact with. 

Unavailable Endpoint Any Endpoint not meeting the criteria of an Available 
Endpoint as defined under Available Endpoint. 

 VPN Virtual Private Network. A point to point connection 
between disparate networks that ensures the appropriate 
level of security to the connected systems when the 
underlying network infrastructure alone cannot provide it. 
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Term Definition 

WAN Wide Area Network. Communication solution 
provided by CUSTOMER between CGRs and the 
OWOC. 

XSD XML Schema Definition. A Document specifying how 
to describe elements of XML. 
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D. Project Overview 

D.1. Project Summary 

The CUSTOMER and ITRON will implement the OpenWay Riva Advanced Metering System (“Solution”) in support of 
approximately 46,500 Endpoints.  The Solution has extensive capabilities with the Project focused on implementing the 
standard meter data requirements as described in this document and the BSRD.  ITRON will also oversee services from 
third party, Hometown Connections Inc, as described in Appendix B. 
 
With the proposed Software as a Service (SaaS) offering, ITRON will: 

- Procure all hardware and software components required for the solution 

- Build, stand-up, and test the solution 

- Train utility staff to ensure the establishment of standard application protocols for transfer of 

- OpenWay Riva AMI data to and from other systems 

- Train utility staff to ensure the establishment of standard application protocols for MDMS and customer 
portal 

- Monitor IT infrastructure with regards to performance, availability, and possible intrusions 

- Maintain the AMI HES in accordance with Section O (System Performance) 

- Perform HES patches and upgrades 

- Perform regularly scheduled backups 

 
The scheduled duration for the installation and deployment of the system is twenty-four (24) months composed of three (3) 
months of Project Planning, six (6) months Alpha POC, six (6) months of Beta POC and nine (9) months of Full 
Deployment. The Project will follow the ITRON standard methodology with a detailed Project Plan published following the 
Project kickoff meeting 
 
ITRON shall deliver and provide the following products and Services: 

 

- Software Applications (ITRON Cloud/SaaS) 

o OpenWay Operations Center  
 Collection Manager 

o ITRON Security Manager (ISM) 
o ITRON Analytics (IA) – Simple Outage Filter (Outage Detection) 
o Field Deployment Manager Tools (FDM Tools) 
o Field Deployment Manager (FDM) Work Order system for Project Endpoint installation work.  

- Third Party software 
o Cisco IOT Field Network Director (FND)  
o HCI _IPKeys MDMS 
o HCI – IPKeys Portal 
o HCI – IPKeys Electric Analytics 
o HCI _IPKeys Water Analytics 

- FAN equipment 
o Connected Grid Routers (CGR) – (13) 
o OpenWay Riva Mesh Node Bases (MNB) – (4) 

- Meters/Endpoints 
o Electric meters (~27,000) 
o OpenWay Riva water Endpoints for pit meter installation w/ inline connector and security seals 

(~19,600) 
o OpenWay Riva Through the Lid (TTL) mounting kits (~19,500) 
o Water meters and registers (~19,500) 
o Water Meter Pit Lids, not traffic rated - (~16,230) 
o Water Meter Pit Lids, traffic rated – (~830) 
o OW Riva Through the lid remote mount antenna kits- (~58) 

- Services 
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o Project Management 
o Software as a Service for Software applications 
o Support to configure applications and Software 
o Functional Testing of applications and Software 
o Support for CUSTOMER led testing 
o Training of CUSTOMER staff 
o FAN Design 
o Endpoint installation Services 

- Third Party Services 
o HCI – IPKeys MDMS, Portal, Analytics, and Implementation Services (see Appendix B) 
 

 

D.2.  System Architecture 

OpenWay Riva is the latest version of ITRON’s standards based OpenWay solution. OpenWay’s underlying communications 

platform allows multiple services to coexist over the same field area network (FAN). This means the system’s network 

management, security, and other infrastructure components are the same, no matter how many applications use the FAN. 

 

This Cloud based solution is hosted in ITRONs primary data center, currently located in Liberty Lake, WA. Backup data is 

stored in ITRON’s backup facility, currently located in Dallas, Texas. 
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D.3. Project Objective 

The following are key objectives of the Project: 

- Setup and configure software applications for (1) Production environment and (1) Test environment in ITRON Cloud 

Services environment to meet the requirements defined in this document.   

-Implement Field Deployment Management (FDM) Work Order system to support the meter and Endpoint installation   

- Implement a FAN to meet performance expectations outlined in Section O (Performance) of this document  

- Deploy CGRs and MNB hardware as defined in the FAN Design 

- Deploy Endpoints and water pit box lids per work orders provided by CUSTOMER 

- Provide daily extract of meter Register Data for Available Endpoints for consumption by MDMS 

- Provide training as outlined in Section M (Training) of this document 

- Perform System Testing in accordance with Section J (Testing) of this document 

-Implement IPKeys MDMS, IPKeys Portal, Electric Analytics and Water Analytics 

- Transition CUSTOMER to ITRON Global Support Services (GSS) for post-Project questions and support   

D.4. Delivery Methodology 

ITRON has broad experience successfully delivering and integrating our solutions with utility systems. We will use 
our proven project management methodology to ensure that the project is fully defined, understood by all involved, 
and that all tasks are identified, assigned, and tracked. Our methodology supports risk identification and mitigation, 
communications, reporting, change management, and issue resolution. 

 

D.5. ITRON Advantage Delivery Methodology– OpenWay Riva 

ITRON's Advantage Delivery Methodology consists of five steps:  Define, Design, Build, Deploy/Operate and Transfer.  

The Define step, ITRON will provide CUSTOMER personnel a detailed and thorough understanding of the base capabilities 

provided by the Solution, including Software and architecture, through a series of workshops.  After the workshops, ITRON 

will provide CUSTOMER a Business Solution Requirements document (BSRD) that outlines CUSTOMER’s Solution 

requirements that will be met by the Solution design as part of the Alpha POC and Beta POC.   

During the Design step, the Project Team will finalize design documents and approve the Test Plan, Training Plan and other 

key planning documents. An integrated Project Plan with ITRON and CUSTOMER tasks will be finalized so all stakeholders 

understand the Project Schedule and their tasks to complete. At the end of this Design step (Alpha POC), ITRON will provide 

CUSTOMER an Interface Design Document (IDD), a Technical Architecture Document (TAD), Test Plan and Training Plan.   

During the Build/Test step the Project Team will use the design documents to install, configure and test key components of 

the Solution as specified in the Alpha POC and Beta POC test plans.   CUSTOMER administrative staff and Solution users 

will receive training and facilities will be set up. ITRON and CUSTOMER will validate the Solution, which will include end-

to-end Solution integration of monthly meter reading functionality using MDMS to supply billing determinants to 

CUSTOMER’s billing system in an ITRON supported export format.   CUSTOMER will develop and execute testing with 

support from ITRON and the Project Team will seek Solution Acceptance to confirm readiness to cutover and Go Live with 

Full Deployment activities. After Software Go-live and signoff of the Beta POC, CUSTOMER will be formally transitioned 

to ITRON Global Support Services. 

During the Deploy/Operate step the CUSTOMER team will commence FAN installation, Beta Endpoint installation, and 

all polyphase Endpoint installations.  Following Beta, ITRON team will commence Endpoint deployment and support the 

logistics of installation sub-contractors.  

During the Transfer step, ITRON will work with the CUSTOMER Project Team to transition the Solution to the ITRON 

Global Support Services team made available to help CUSTOMER and which are contracted for under the Agreement.   

Additionally, ITRON will support Project activities including, but not limited to, vacation of facilities, final billing, Project 

lessons learned and contract close-out.   
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D.6.  CUSTOMER Internal Phase Methodology 

D.6.1 Project Planning 

Similar to the ITRON Define/Design steps, the Project Planning Phase is the time frame for CUSTOMER, ITRON, and 

relevant subcontractors to perform initial discovery and Project Planning activities. This includes participation in kick-off 

meetings and workshops.  

D. 6.2 Alpha Proof of Concept (Alpha POC) 

Similar to the ITRON Design, Build and Test steps, the Alpha POC Phase involves CUSTOMER installation and testing of: 

one (1) Connected Grid Router (CGR) and up to forty (40) Endpoints in a Pre-production environment and initial integrations 

completed for the AMI HES and MDMS. Project “pre-prod environment” is inclusive of test CIS, OWOC, FND, and 

Electsolve application, all of which will be converted to Production post-acceptance testing.  The Alpha POC will include the 

verification of the read resolution/accuracy for all combinations of meter/register/size and model for water retrofits to ensure 

the FDM configurations are correct. The intent of the Alpha POC is to prove out basic network connectivity of an Endpoint 

read to the AMI HES to the MDMS, which will generate data in a pre-prod environment to be used to verify Endpoint read 

accuracy, simulate alerts, verify systems’ configuration and supply data for training CUSTOMER staff and conducting 

CUSTOMER UAT.  

D. 6.3 Beta Proof of Concept (Beta POC) 

 Similar to the ITRON Test, Deploy and Operate steps, the Beta POC Phase involves the integration, CUSTOMER installation 

and testing of all FAN Devices, up to 550 Endpoints and the balance of systems and interfaces identified in the IDD. The Beta 

POC consists of no more than two (2) electrical feeders or defined geographic location to include corresponding Endpoints 

with the potential for a few outlier Endpoints. These locations will be mutually agreed upon by both Parties prior to 

commencement of any testing. The Beta POC Phase will test a comprehensive cross-section of electric Endpoint types, sizes, 

functions, customer classes, load profiles, and meter multipliers for end to end testing. The Beta POC will include water 

Endpoint installations representing all water meter location (i.e. basement, pits, vaults, etc.) and lids types.   

D. 6.4 Full Deployment 

Similar to the ITRON Deploy and Operate steps, during Full Deployment, ITRON and its subcontractors will install the 

remaining Endpoints, provide field and network mitigation support and network optimization support. CUSTOMER will 

install all required polyphase Endpoints. Upon completion of the Full Deployment phase, ITRON and its subcontractors will 

confirm performance acceptance and conduct read mitigation steps before transitioning the Project to support status.  
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E. Project Resources, Roles and Responsibilities 

E.1. Project Schedule and Milestones 

The following plan represents the high-level Project Schedule for the AMI Project: 

Task / Phase Start (Prelim) End (Prelim) 

Project Startup Activities (3 mo)   

Alpha Phase (6 mo)   

Beta Phase (6 mo)   

Full Deployment (TBD mo – 2 mo for ramp up and 2 mo for ramp 

down) 

  

Project Close   

 

E.2. Project Resources 

In support of the Project, ITRON will provide qualified and professional resources.  ITRON shall provide a Project Manager 

to oversee Project for the term of the Alpha and Beta POC’s in support of IT Project implementation activities. 

 

ITRON will provide a Business Consultant to facilitate the define/design workshops and ensure the requisite deliverables 

accurately define the Solution.  ITRON will also provide Technical Consultants to support the integration efforts between 

CUSTOMER’s CIS, MDM and AMI HES using standard interfaces.  Additionally, ITRON will engage other Project 

resources including an Installation Manager and a Field Engineer as required to meet the Project deliverables. 

Changes in schedule, scope or Project resources will be addressed via the Change Control Process defined herein.   

E.3. ITRON Project Roles and Responsibilities 

The following table provides an overview of the ITRON Project roles and responsibilities. 

ITRON Role Responsibilities 

Project Sponsor  Overall Project accountability 

 Attends CUSTOMER executive stakeholder reviews  

 Point of escalation for issue/risk resolution 

 Responsible for project strategy, planning, staffing and financials 

 Supports ITRON staff with internal activity requirements 

Project Manager 

(PM)  

Responsible for overall onsite ITRON Project delivery management as it relates to the 

ITRON Solution deliverables and responsibilities described in the SOW including: 

 Schedules ITRON Project resources  

 Secures ITRON resources for work 

 Manages scope and Project planning  

 Manages Project financials  

 Manages the ITRON Project Plan 

 Manages Project reporting (Action Register, meeting notes, etc.) 

 Manages issues and risks  

 Manages the Contract Change Order Process 

 Manages the contract  

 Manages ITRON internal management tasks and reporting 

 Responsible for ITRON policy management for Project resources 
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Installation Manager 
(IM) 

Responsible for Endpoint and FAN audit activities as it relates to the implementation of the 

ITRON Solution described in this SOW including: 

 Schedules installation Project resources  

 Secures installation resources for work 

 Manages the Deployment Plan 

 Manages installation reporting including: 
− Weekly operational reports 
− Installation numbers 
− Planned installation numbers 
− Issues reported during the week 
− Work orders returned to utility 
 

Technical Consultant 
(TC) 

Provides technical services, support and assistance: 

− Endpoint installation workflow 

− Systems integration support 

− Configures and supports testing of software 

− Supports: 

− Management of the SaaS environments during Project.  

− Requirements gathering 

− Technical Issue evaluation/resolution 

− Technical training activities  

 Provides “Go-Live” technical support. 

 Assists with desktop evaluation for Acceptance activities. 

Business Consultant 
(BC) 

Provides: 

− Solution Capabilities Overview 

− Facilitates business solution requirements/design gathering (BSRD), which 
includes discussion of industry best practices 

− Provides Training/ “Train the Trainer” Training and training support material. 

− Support for ITRON related software testing activities (Functional and/or 
Integration Testing). 

Field Engineer 

(FE) 

Responsible for design of the FAN including site surveys.  The Field Engineer will support 

troubleshooting of performance issues impacting the ability to meet acceptance 

commitments. Additionally, an FE will conduct field audits of CUSTOMER-led FAN 

Device installations. 

Data Manager (DM) The Data Manager will review exception files using digital photographs.  

 

  

 Detailed responsibilities including: 

o Solution Delivery interface with SaaS related issues.  
o BSRD / IDD / TAD creation and signoff 
o FAN Design 
o ITRON Training Delivery 
o Go-Live Support  

 Act as liaison with HCI team during MDMS implementation 
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E.4. CUSTOMER Project Roles and Responsibilities 

The following table provides an overview of the expected CUSTOMER Project roles and responsibilities.  

 

CUSTOMER Role General Responsibilities 

Project Sponsor  Overall Project accountability 

 Attends CUSTOMER executive stakeholder reviews  

 Point of escalation for issue/risk resolution 

 Responsible for Project strategy, planning, staffing and financials 

 Supports CUSTOMER team with internal activity requirements 

Project Manager  Works collaboratively with ITRON Project Team: 

 Manages overall AMI Project  

 Tracks progress  

 Manages communications and reporting 

 Integrates with CUSTOMER’s PMO function on behalf of the AMI Project Team 

 Manages Project issues  

 Manages Project Plan 

 Reviews key documentation 

 Manages CUSTOMER Project resources and resource scheduling 

Business Lead 

 

 Has in-depth knowledge of the meter to cash business process 

 Works collaboratively with ITRON Business Consultant 

 Gathers business requirements 

 Leads design and testing 

 Manages issue tracking for testing 

 Coordinates development of test cases 

 Reviews the BSRD and/or other document requirements 

 Supports organizational change management within CUSTOMER 

 Provides Tier 1* support for system issues encountered during testing to Production 

 Provides Tier 2* support for system issues encountered during post-Production 

Note: * Tiers defined in Testing section of this SOW. 

Technical Resource 

 

 Acts as the CUSTOMER technical lead on the Project 

 Has access to other CUSTOMER technical or support resources and systems as may 
be necessary to support the Project work or to troubleshoot systems 

 Oversees CUSTOMER IT standards and IT server requirements (procurement and 
support) 

 Leads other system integration or upgrade requirements 

 Supports development of test cases 

 Supports Production upgrade and cutover 

 Provides “Go-Live” technical support 

 Leads final system performance validation 

 Supports SaaS Change Management Process 

 Provides Tier 1* support for system issues encountered during testing to Production 

 Provides Tier 2* support for system issues encountered during post-Production 

 Works collaboratively with ITRON Technical Consultant to: 

 Telecommunications infrastructure  

 VPN tunnel responsibility 

 Evaluate design requirements and supporting documentation 

Note: * Tiers defined in Section J (Testing) of this SOW. 

FAN and Polyphase 
Installation Manager 

 Schedules installation Project resources  

 Secures installation resources for work 
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CUSTOMER Role General Responsibilities 

 Manages the Alpha and Beta Deployment 

 Manages installation reporting including: 
− Weekly operational reports 
− Installation numbers 

− Planned installation numbers 
− Issues reported during the week 

 

Integration Technical 

Consultant (TC) 

 

-    Will be required to manage integration requirements with back-office systems including 

CIS.   

Others 

 

 Database Administrator – Builds, maintains, and tunes CUSTOMER managed 
database(s). 

 Network Administrator – Provides system access.  Understands and provides expertise 
on the interfaces between the various data systems on the network 

 Testers – Perform CUSTOMER specific testing requirements (i.e. System Performance 
testing, etc.) as agreed in SOW 

 Field Deployment Lead – Releases routes, engages with the Installation Manager, and 
addresses installation questions, RTUs, etc.  

 Meter Techs/Field Techs – Assist with meter configurations, field site surveys, Endpoint 
and FAN make ready and installations, field investigations for hard to read meters & 
inside meters and modules, Endpoint and FAN optimization.  

 Logistics – Coordinates order entry, forecasting, RMA, etc. 

 System Operators – CUSTOMER to provide Operators to be trained on the system 
operations and manage operations for OpenWay Riva solution.  Responsible for other 
systems including billing operational requirements, etc.  CUSTOMER will provide an 
Operator Lead to manage the CUSTOMER operations requirements and provide Tier 1 
support to operators. 

 Billing / Work Order Specialists – manage, on a daily basis, the engagement with 
customers for follow-up, exception orders, and data quality 

 Communications Specialist – develops and approves all communications with 
customers, including internal and external Project communication updates, press 
releases, educational meetings, etc. 
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F. Project Assumptions 

F.1. General Project Assumptions 

Below are assumptions utilized to create this Project Scope and Project Plan documents.  

1.  ITRON and CUSTOMER will provide suitably trained and skilled resources to support the PROJECT effort and 

timeline agreed upon by both parties.  CUSTOMER’s Technical and Business resources shall be fully familiar 
with their present IT Operations as it relates to the PROJECT components. 

2.  The ITRON PM assigned to this PROJECT is responsible for management of all ITRON resources, ITRON 
deliverables and the Project Plan.   

3.  CUSTOMER will name all resources for the roles identified. Any additions not identified at Project startup, 
including 3rd party ITRONs/consultants may impact this SOW and associated pricing, requiring agreement 
through the Change Control Process defined herein. 

4.  ITRON will identify and be responsible for any 3rd party ITRONs/consultants contracted by ITRON for the 
Project. Any changes in Project Team, including consultants, must be pre-approved by CUSTOMER. 

5.  Resource travel time will accommodate arrival on Monday and depart Friday afternoon.  Schedule to be 
determined by ITRON Project Manager. ITRON Project Manager will submit dates for on-site travel to 
CUSTOMER PM at least two (2) weeks prior to departure.  

6.  ITRON Project resources will use ITRON methodologies, ITRON tools, and ITRON templates; all ITRON 
deliverables will use ITRON templates.  CUSTOMER may choose to utilize ITRON methodology templates or 
their own. 

7.  CUSTOMER is responsible for developing standard operating procedures (SOP’s) and any internal business 

process modifications due to the implementation of the AMI System. 

8.  After completion of workshops, ITRON will provide CUSTOMER with an electronic copy of a standard set of 

system documentation including user guides, training materials, and where applicable, designs.  Some training 
documentation may be limited to UI access only.  Any Project specific deliverables including training agendas, 
business requirement documents, business solution designs, technical architecture designs, or interface design 
documents will be specific to CUSTOMER implementation and will be in addition to the standard set of system 
documentation 

9.  Issue tracking/resolution will be done using the ITRON Project SharePoint site 

10.  ITRON will train CUSTOMER operations team in Endpoint field troubleshooting methods 

11.  In the event a delay is identified in the baselined Project schedule that impacts Project milestones or deliverables 
by the CUSTOMER or ITRON, the CUSTOMER and ITRON PMs will mutually assess the Project impact and 
devise a mutually agreeable plan to mitigate the impact to the Project Plan.     

12.  CUSTOMER is responsible for any charges incurred for legacy, 3rd party, and/or upstream system modifications 
(i.e., CIS modifications). 

13.  ITRON will train CUSTOMER operations team in network mitigation and troubleshooting methods 

14.  CUSTOMER is responsible for securing a network device communication backhaul solution as part of the SaaS 
offering – options are cellular AT&T or Verizon. 

 

 

F.2. Technical and Design Assumptions 

ITRON’s Global Network Design (GNDC) has developed an initial FAN Design for Project based on data provided by 

CUSTOMER of Endpoint locations and CUSTOMER owned sites for FAN Devices.  
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Below are assumptions utilized to develop the FAN Design, integration, deployment and other technical requirements.  

1.  FAN has been designed with the expectation that all electric meters are outdoor at a height of 5’ above ground 
level.  

2.  FAN has been designed with the expectation that all water Endpoints will be installed near or above ground level 

(min. 0.1’ above grade); equipped with RF friendly lids and thru the lid mount. The maximum thickness of the lid 

material is 2 ¼” with a 1 ¾” hole for the through the lid mounting kit. In cases where this is not true, 
CUSTOMER will purchase RF friendly lids for ITRON to install.   

3.  FAN must be installed in accordance with the Installation Manual, and at locations and elevations specified in the 
FAN Design document. 

4.  The FAN has been designed based on CUSTOMER provided meter locations, geocoded for mapping purposes 
and locations of CUSTOMER facilities on which to install FAN Devices.  Coordinates greater than 100 feet from 
geocoded locations may require additional FAN equipment and will be addressed through the change control 
process. 

5.  CUSTOMER is responsible for quality, format, and accuracy of the raw Customer data which is provided to 
OWOC.  A sample Meter Data Import (MDI) record can be found in Appendix A.  System performance is 
dependent upon the accuracy of the data coming into the Solution.   

6.  As required, both parties will complete requests for changes to configuration (opening firewall ports, Windows 
OS, etc.) within a timeframe that will not impact Project timeline or deliverables. 

7.  No Software customization shall occur unless otherwise stated in this SOW or specified in a Contract Change 
Order. (Examples of customization requiring a change order could include requested UI changes, custom reports 
and extracts, additional interfaces.) 

8.  SAT of the OpenWay Riva System will be performed once Beta POC Available Endpoints and Endpoint 

locations have been installed and have registered with OWOC and are delivering reads. 

9.  ITRON is responsible for providing guidance and support to the CUSTOMER for the MDI interfaces and/or 

programming which will be completed by the CUSTOMER, for system(s) integration to OWOC.  ITRON will 
provide all APIs and XSDs, with examples, and user guides to support integration to OWOC using ITRON’s 
MDI file format.  ITRON resources will provide testing support to facilitate data integration with OWOC. 
CUSTOMER will define Business Cases for testing as discussed during the MDI workshops. 

10.  All ITRON system data inputs, such as Endpoint/account specific configuration files, will be formatted by 
CUSTOMER (per ITRON MDI file specification).  Originating files will be provided in an CSV format by 
CUSTOMER.   

11.  ITRON Project Team will primarily operate out of the Endpoint installation warehouse.   

12.  The FAN will run on ITRON’s recommended reading profiles.  

13.  OWOC will be configured in accordance with the Software as a Service (“SaaS”) standard component setup.  

This standard is preconfigured to allow customers to define their Endpoint configurations and data export 
schedules. 

14.  Read Data files will be made available from ITRON’s HES to the MDM and from the MDM to the 

CUSTOMER CIS system leveraging web service interfaces and possible secure FTP transfer.  These methods 
will allow for direct interface with the CUSTOMERs CIS system. 

15.  Upon detection of power loss (greater than 1 second), the OpenWay Riva CENTRON meter transmits three Power 

Outage Notification (PON) messages randomly within 15 seconds. 

16.  Inbound/outbound messages can be prioritized and will be setup during configuration in consultation with the 

CUSTOMER. 
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G. Field Area Network Design and Installation 

The FAN installation includes the steps to design, deploy, test and optimize FAN Devices required to meet the performance 
requirements in Section N (Solution Component Acceptance) and Section O (System Performance).  Upon completion of this 
Beta Phase deliverable, the FAN will be installed and ready to manage Endpoint data and information. 

Starting with the initial FAN Design, ITRON and CUSTOMER Project teams work together to develop a Deployment Plan 
for all three (3) phases (Alpha, Beta, Full Deployment). For mesh networks, this planning process identifies Endpoints that 
have high confidence of forming a mesh within the agreed-upon timeframe. Identifying these priority meters allows for 
systematic validation of the initial FAN Design. 

ITRON will perform field surveys to collect technical information and location data to finalize network infrastructure 
installation locations. ITRON has developed methods for field testing and troubleshooting devices or validating sites for 
network mitigation devices. If necessary, FAN Device locations may be modified based on available infrastructure and 
backhaul signal strength. 

FAN Devices will automatically attempt to register with the network upon installation. As Full Deployment proceeds, this 
network-centric deployment approach refines the FAN Design by leveraging the network’s mesh formation to optimize the 
accuracy of asset placement. Maintaining and updating this model as specific behaviors of the mesh interact with 
CUSTOMER’s unique environment are key to ensuring that FAN Devices are deployed optimally and cost-effectively for 
the long term. 

Once FAN Devices are installed, deployed Endpoints will register on the IPv6 network and begin data communications 
without user intervention. 

G.1. Assumptions: 

1. CUSTOMER will provide Endpoint locations and other CUSTOMER facilities using Geographic Information 
System (GIS) coordinates.  ITRON assumes CUSTOMER provided coordinates within 100 feet actual location. 

2. Unanticipated obstructions or other issues found during site surveys or installation that may impact RF performance 
will require ITRON to re-evaluate the FAN Design.  FAN Design changes could lead to additional FAN Devices.   

3. The initial FAN Design does not account for unexpected RF interference from other devices.  If RF interference is 
detected, a change in location, device type or additional equipment may be required to achieve design performance.   

4. CUSTOMER will secure permits, licenses, Joint Use Agreements (“JUA”) and rights of way required to install 

FAN hardware on available facilities and to install new poles, if required, in accordance with Project Plan. 

5. The ITRON IPv6 mesh supports per hop latencies of 10ms - 500ms with the average expected to be 250ms per hop. 

6. ITRON FAN Design engineers set a performance objective for worst case “strings” of up to 12 hops in field 

engineering studies. 

7. ITRON will audit/inspect thirteen (13) CUSTOMER installed FAN Devices. Additional inspections will be billed 

at an hourly rate of $170 plus cost of materials.  

G.2. Requirements: 

1. ITRON will leverage available CUSTOMER owned facilities for FAN Device installations as part of the FAN 

Design.  Locations not owned by CUSTOMER will be designated in the FAN Design.   

2. CUSTOMER is responsible for all permitting required to install and operate the FAN Devices on available facilities. 

The JUA/Permitting will allow ITRON to perform all ITRON obligations under this SOW with respect to the FAN 

installation.  If sites are proven to be unobtainable or unavailable, ITRON and CUSTOMER will agree on suitable 

alternative sites and proceed with siting.  If siting of specific FAN sites is proven to be unavailable, a revised FAN 

Design will be developed, reviewed and accepted by CUSTOMER prior to commencing field work. 

3. CUSTOMER will be responsible to secure a backhaul solution as part of the SaaS offering. ITRON recommends 

that the CGR backhaul be an IP-based link (IPv4 or IPv6) and maintain a minimum of 256kbps for the base AMI 

application.  
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4. CUSTOMER will provide ITRON with access to a bucket truck/lift, if required, for audit/inspection of the thirteen 

(13) FAN Device installations.  

5. FAN Devices must be installed in accordance with the Installation Manual, and at locations and elevations specified 

in the FAN Design. 

 

G.3. ITRON FAN Design and Installation Tasks: 

1. During Alpha, ITRON will create the FAN Design using the data provided by CUSTOMER.  CUSTOMER and 

ITRON will review the FAN Design commenting where appropriate.  ITRON will use this FAN Design to start RF 

field studies, which will be used to validate the FAN Design.    

2. ITRON will perform site surveys on sites identified in the FAN Design to confirm locations are viable for 

installation. 

3. ITRON will perform RF field studies to validate the FAN Design.   

4. ITRON will incorporate CUSTOMER guidance when confirming FAN Device installation locations during site 

survey process and FAN Design updates. 

5. ITRON will update the FAN Design with findings from site surveys, field investigations, and permitting/JUA 

feasibility.  The Final FAN Design will be submitted to CUSTOMER.  CUSTOMER will comment as required.   

6. ITRON will establish a geographic Deployment Plan that will ensure FAN Devices are installed and working ahead 

of any Endpoint installations in any geographic area defined by the Endpoint Deployment Plan. 

9. ITRON will perform installation quality audits, in accordance with the PCM (Project Control Manual).  

CUSTOMER will also perform inspections and provide approvals on the FAN Device installations on CUSTOMER 

assets. ITRON and CUSTOMER will attempt to coordinate the audit schedules limiting the number of trips to the 

installation location.   

10. FAN Devices will be tested by ITRON following the completion of the installation.  Testing will consist of validating 

communication between the installed FAN Device and the OWOC.  Issues with the test will be investigated and 

resolved by ITRON.  FAN Devices will be accepted according to the criteria in Section N (Solution Component 

Acceptance). 

11. ITRON will provide as-built FAN Design.  

G.4. CUSTOMER FAN Design and Installation Tasks: 

1. CUSTOMER will provide current vertical asset location data for FAN Design and updated meter location data to 

ITRON.CUSTOMER will provide access to available poles, towers and other infrastructure owned by 

CUSTOMER to install FAN Devices, subject to permitting requirements.  

2. CUSTOMER will provide data backhaul and electricity at each FAN Device location within 10’ and 2’ for Ethernet. 

For FAN Devices installed on a CUSTOMER owned roof, AC power shall be made available within (100) feet.  

CUSTOMER will be responsible to secure backhaul coverage for all FAN Devices. Power requirements are as 

follows: 

a. Power is 120-240 VAC single Phase 

b. CUSTOMER may purchase a 15’ flexible power cord that screws onto the CGR 

c. 20 amp breaker recommended     

3. In the event CUSTOMER is unable to provide alternative sites, CUSTOMER and ITRON will jointly review 
proposed alternative sites until locations are selected or all options are exhausted. FAN locations where 
CUSTOMER is unable to acquire approval will have alternative sites proposed through an updated FAN Design 
and confirmation site survey. 
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4. Using the Deployment Plan created by ITRON, CUSTOMER will plan FAN Device installations.  

5. CUSTOMER will manage FAN Device inventory. 

6. Upon completion of ITRON-led FAN Device training, CUSTOMER will be responsible for any additional training 

of FAN Device installers on the proper installation of FAN Devices using the CUSTOMER and ITRON approved 

specification documents. Should CUSTOMER require additional ITRON-led training, a Change Order will be 

required. 

7. CUSTOMER will complete FAN Device installations in accordance with Deployment Plan and CUSTOMER and 

ITRON approved specifications and submittals. 

8. CUSTOMER will notify ITRON of any updates to the FAN Design.  As-built diagrams will be provided by 

CUSTOMER for all FAN Device installations.      

G.5. Initial FAN Design Locations  

Initial FAN Design is based on CUSTOMER supplied locations and geocoded meter data and is subject to change based on 

updated information and mutual agreement by both Parties.   

 

Site 

ID 

Customer Name Latit

ude 

Longit

ude 

Nearest Address Heig

ht (ft) 

Site 

Owner 

Reader 

Mounting 

Type 

Acquired 

CG

R_1 

TR Signal- Keene & 

Shockley 

46.24

2990 

-

119.29

3548 

580 Keene Rd, Richland, WA 

99352, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

Utility Pole Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_2 

Tapteal Sub- 60' 

Tower 

46.23

6723 

-

119.27

6438 

1363 Glenwood Ct, Richland, 

WA 99352, US 

40 CUST

OMER 

Comm 

Tower 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_3 

City Shops 140' 

Tower 

46.26

0279 

-

119.31

0468 

2700 Duportail St, Richland, 

WA 99352, US 

40 CUST

OMER 

Comm 

Tower 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_4 

Thayer Drive Sub- 60' 

Tower 

46.27

6756 

-

119.28

9425 

806 Thayer Dr, Richland, WA 

99352, US 

40 CUST

OMER 

Comm 

Tower 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_5 

Stevens Substation 

60’ Tower 

46.24

5253 

-

119.28

5270 

1715 Stevens Dr., Richland, 

WA 99354, US 

40 CUST

OMER  

Cust 

Building 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_6 

Snyder Substation- 60' 

Tower 

46.31

5455 

-

119.29

3227 

2031 Robertson Dr, Richland, 

WA 99354, US 

40 CUST

OMER 

Comm 

Tower 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_7 

SandHill Substation 

60’ Tower 

46.34

9328 

-

119.28

6408 

1077 Horn Rapids Rd Richland, 

WA 99352, US 

40 CUST

OMER 

Cust 

Building 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_8 

City WTP 46.31

1681 

-

119.26

3690 

100 Saint St, Richland, WA 

99354, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

Comm 

Tower 

Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_9 

TR Signal- GWW & 

Columbia Point Dr 

46.26

4349 

-

119.26

7509 

100 Aaron Dr ,Richland, WA 

99352, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

Utility Pole Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_1

0 

TR Signal- Van 

Giesen & Wright 

46.29

2989 

-

119.29

7648 

2103 Van Giesen St, Richland, 

WA 99354, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

Utility Pole Customer 

Supplied 

CG

R_1

1 

Installed Pole 46.22

9224 

-

119.25

0795 

1750 Bellerive Dr, Richland, 

WA 99352, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

25' Installed 

Pole 

Itron 

Suggested 
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CG

R_1

2 

TR Signal- GWW & 

Symons 

46.28

9951 

-

119.27

4179 

1397 George Washington Way, 

Richland, WA 99354, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

Utility Pole Customer 

Supplied 

MN

B_1 

Installed Pole 46.24

3020 

-

119.33

9376 

4810 E 210 PR NE, Richland, 

WA 99352, US 

25 CUST

OMER 

25' Installed 

Pole 

Itron 

Suggested 

 

Field Site Surveys are required to validate viability of each location and predicted covered area.  

 

A final FAN Design document will be delivered to Customer for approval prior to deployment, outlining all 

collectors/repeaters and location sites, as well as the expected number of Endpoints covered by the Design. In addition to 

payment for the infrastructure and installation of the required collectors/repeaters outlined in the final FAN Design document, 

Customer shall allocate contingency funds for mitigation hardware in the amount of $6,856 for an additional (1) Connected 

Grid Router and three  (3) Routing Nodes (plus the cost of installation thereof by Customer), in the event that the installed 

collectors/repeaters do not meet or exceed the expected coverage. If additional equipment beyond this contingency is 

necessary to meet the expected coverage as per this agreement, ITRON shall be responsible for furnishing additional 

collectors/repeaters and Customer shall be responsible for installing the additional collectors/repeaters.  
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H. Field Deployment Manager (FDM) 

H.1. Summary 

Field Deployment Manager (FDM) will be provided by ITRON and used to support the deployment of Endpoints during the 
Project. FDM validates and records inventory transactions as they occur and provides easy to use filters and notifications of 
inventory activity. FDM tracks inventory events upon shipment from the factory, to the warehouse or warehouses, within the 
warehouse, to the field service representatives’ vehicle and finally installed at a customer’s premise. FDM will also track 
inventory being returned to the manufacturer for repair or replacement. 

Using input from CUSTOMER, ITRON will design FDM requirements for the work order system including the file layouts 
and workflow using standard implementation templates. FDM work order system will be hosted by ITRON for the duration 
of the Project. ITRON will provide CUSTOMER access to a shared ITRON hosted FDM system for use by the CUSTOMER. 
FDM Tools will be available to CUSTOMER for purchase after the Project for Endpoint mitigation and maintenance.  

H.2. Requirements: 

1. ITRON will utilize the FDM software to manage installation work orders and to capture work order data, including 

GPS coordinates and digital images during the Endpoint installation process.   

2. CUSTOMER will use FDM Tools software capabilities to securely access Endpoints for troubleshooting, 

maintenance and replacement processes, and status checks.   

3. CUSTOMER has the option to request that ITRON maintain installation information within hosted FDM software 

for one year after installation via the Change Control Process. 

4. ITRON to export installation data, including digital photos, to CUSTOMER at Project completion in a mutually 

agreeable format. 

5. FDM requires use of Windows 7 or greater Operating System. The application also requires .net framework and a 

specific port 8731 to be opened for communications back to the server on the mobile client devices.  

H.3. Alpha POC Tasks:  

1. ITRON will host FDM within ITRON’s SaaS environment.  Secure login and data transfer procedures will be used 

to ensure security.  CUSTOMER will have access to the FDM application and data during deployment of Endpoints.   

2. ITRON will configure the workflow based on the Project requirements as defined with CUSTOMER. 

3. ITRON will configure FDM to support the acquisition of GPS coordinates, read and store barcode label information 

and take and record digital before and after images on every work order.    

4. ITRON will deliver an FDM Test Plan to validate the FDM workflows will meet the requirements of the Project.  

Testing will also include validating the interface files. The CUSTOMER will provide test scenarios that they require 

to validate the TOHOST file processing.  

5. CUSTOMER will develop and create, with the assistance of ITRON, interface files based on the published APIs 

and interface methods. Interface files include the FROMHOST file (data originating from CUSTOMER systems 

and consumed by the FDM system) and the TOHOST file (data originating from the FDM system and consumed 

by CUSTOMER systems). CUSTOMER will establish integration interfaces to upstream systems.  

6. CUSTOMER and ITRON will mutually agree to and define exception management processes in the PCM by 

CUSTOMER and ITRON.  ITRON will clear exception flags in FDM before installation data gets delivered to 

CUSTOMER systems in accordance with the exception processing routines defined in the PCM.   

7. CUSTOMER and ITRON will develop a process to validate data quality before CUSTOMER systems are updated 

with completed work order data.  This process will be outlined in the PCM.  ITRON will provide FDM reports to 
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CUSTOMER to meet the requirements as described in the FDM requirements document, developed as a part of 

FDM workshops.  All FDM data shall be auditable.   

H.4. Beta POC Tasks: 

1. ITRON will stand-up and configure the hosted environment for the FDM system. 

2. ITRON will install and configure FDM to meet the requirements within the FDM requirements document.   

3. CUSTOMER will develop FROMHOST interface files required by the FDM system.  

4. ITRON will develop TOHOST interface specifications required to integrate with CIS. 

5. ITRON will develop and deliver TOHOST files to CUSTOMER for consumption. 

6. CUSTOMER will test TOHOST file to ensure that file can be consumed by CUSTOMER systems. 

7. ITRON will conduct Functional Testing of the FDM System in accordance with the Test Plan.  

8. ITRON will configure and test security, CUSTOMER access credentials. 

9. ITRON will configure backup schedule. 

10. ITRON will setup an SFTP site and grant CUSTOMER access to the site. 
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I. Endpoint, Register and Meter Installation 

I.1. Summary 

Resources, facilities, equipment and processes must be planned for, developed and procured to support the deployment of 
Endpoints and other equipment.  

As Endpoints are deployed, acceptance testing of installations can begin in accordance with the requirements defined herein.  

 

I.2. Assumptions: 

1. In this section, ITRON is defined as ITRON and its subcontractors, which includes Keystone Utility Services. 

2. The level of ITRON Services effort is estimated based upon the proposed 24-month Project duration.  Beta POC 

will last six (6) months during which all FAN Devices and up to 550 Endpoints will be installed for System 

Acceptance and coverage testing.  Full Deployment of Endpoints will commence in month sixteen (16) and 

complete in month twenty-four (24).   

3. ITRON will provide overall Project management Services including training and direct supervision of ITRON 

Field Service Representatives (FSRs, appointment scheduling; problem solving and complaint handling; and 

inspection, testing, and quality control. 

4. Endpoints must be installed in accordance with the Endpoint installation guide and the FAN Design.  

5. Meters and registers removed during AMI deployment will be stored at an ITRON provided warehouse. On a 

weekly basis ITRON will arrange for removal and disposal/recycling.  This includes disposal of spoils, materials, 

rings, lids, boxes, etc. ITRON can provide disposal/salvage of electric meters at no additional cost.  Should 

CUSTOMER choose to have ITRON manage salvage of water meters removed from the field, an additional 

salvage credit may be available.  

6. ITRON and CUSTOMER will conduct installation by geographic territory and meter reading route subject to 

black-out dates, not exceeding six (6) days per route. 

7. In situations where additional work is required to replace meter box if applicable, such as repaving, concrete, or 

asphalt repair, CUSTOMER will be notified. For ITRON-led installations, ITRON will be responsible for site 

restoration, including landscape material replacement (i.e. sod, rock, etc.).  

8. CUSTOMER may request ITRON to perform addition work, repairs, etc. through the Contract Change Order 

Process defined herein (Contract Change Control Order Process) 

9. CUSTOMER is responsible for creating and supplying all required communication and outreach materials (i.e., 

door hangers, mailers, bill stuffers, etc.) in support of the deployment of Endpoints. 

10. CUSTOMER will install all Alpha and Beta Endpoints as well as all Polyphase meter Endpoints.  

11. Less than three percent (3%) of the water meters are inside customer homes.  Most electric meters are outside; less 

than one percent (1%) are inside customer homes.     

 

I.3. ITRON Requirements: 

1. ITRON will provide management, oversight and field staff for the installation of  non-polyphase Endpoints.   

2. ITRON will provide Endpoints for water registers. 
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3. ITRON will be responsible for Traffic Control using cones required for Endpoint installation in roadways and/or 

parking areas. All Endpoint installations requiring permits or other Traffic Control (i.e. flagging) will be RTU or 

otherwise returned to utility for completion. 

4. Inventory: 

a. ITRON to provide the Project facility to store Endpoints and other materials required during the Full 

Deployment Phase.   

b. ITRON will have operational and financial accountability, for managing and tracking equipment 

inventory.   

c. A four (4) to eight (8) week supply of inventory of equipment will be required to maintain adequate 

inventory levels for the Project.   

d. Inventory will be delivered and managed at the ITRON Project warehouse (Designated Location) during 

Full Deployment. ITRON shall inspect equipment delivered to the Designed Location. CUSTOMER shall 

have inventory auditing capabilities to validate inventory receipt as outlined in the PCM.  

e. ITRON will be accountable to secure and manage equipment received at the warehouse during Full 

Deployment. Details of the process will be defined in the PCM. 

5. ITRON shall not enter a residence without the permission of CUSTOMER.  Additionally, no ITRON personnel 

shall enter a residence without an adult present (18 years or older).  ITRON will work with CUSTOMER to obtain 

permission of owner to enter residence. 

6. On the first day of each work week, ITRON shall provide CUSTOMER a schedule of where work is planned for 

the following three (3) weeks. The schedule will be updated and agreed upon by both parties as needed.  

7. Field validation rules against old meter readings will be used during the installation process.  Assuming 

CUSTOMER refreshes pending work order data on a monthly basis, old meter readings are based on the previous 

month’s reads.  Old readings falling outside the high / low parameters will require reentry by the technician. 

Additionally, digital images of the old meter reading will be captured for all completed work orders.  In all cases, 

ITRON will record the number of dials and the found reading on the work order.   

8. ITRON field Quality Checks include: 

a. Is the meter / module properly installed? 

b. Validation of crossed units, on multi-unit buildings 

c. Was any trash picked up? 

d. Is the meter seal in place? 

e. Was the meter reading collected correctly (if applicable) 

f. If the electric meter has a locking ring, is it installed correctly? 

g. Is there any observable damage? 

h. Is the meter leaking? 

9. For thirty (30) days after CUSTOMER has been notified of a given installation, ITRON must respond on a 24-hour-

per-day basis to calls from the customer or from CUSTOMER associated with that installation concerning leaks at 

the meter box or proximate to the meter, loss of service, low pressure, and other problems. ITRON must contact 

customer within one (1) hour of receiving the call, and an onsite appointment will generally be scheduled and 

completed within three (3) business days. If installation related issues threaten property or health, or interrupts 

service, ITRON shall immediately begin remediation. 

10. ITRON shall conduct installations by groups of accounts (e.g., Routes) in coordination with utility read schedules, 

blackout dates, local holidays and events, geography and weather factors. ITRON will focus on open work orders, 

performing three (3) attempts in the field. Installers will use a combination of door knocks, phone calls, and written 
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materials to engage with non-responsive customers. ITRON will make reasonable attempts to complete all 

installations on any given work order. 

11. Where site specific conditions cannot support an RF friendly lid, ITRON shall drill pits lids (when feasible) and 

utilize Through-The-Lid (TTL) adapters.  

12. By 1:00 PM each workday, ITRON shall transmit electronically to the CUSTOMER, information on completed 

work orders.  ITRON will provide completed work orders within two (2) business days of work completion.   

13. CUSTOMER and ITRON will agree on communication method to confirm upcoming installation appointments 

with customers.   

14. ITRON’s field personnel shall wear easily recognizable uniforms containing the installation company name, and 

prominently display picture identification badges containing: the installation company name, employee name, title 

and signature, employee picture and employee I.D. number. In addition, ITRON will provide field personnel with 

safety vests and other necessary tools and protective equipment.  ITRON will notify CUSTOMER of new or 

terminated field personnel. FSRs shall carry a letter supplied by CUSTOMER providing details of the Project and 

shall present letter upon request from property owner, property manager or tenant.   

15. The installation company employees who are no longer employed by the installation company shall be required to 

return their uniforms and identification badges immediately upon termination of employment and ITRON shall 

immediately notify the CUSTOMER of all such terminations. 

16. ITRON will be responsible for all vehicles it uses on the Project. Vehicles will include CUSTOMER approved 

signage with the CUSTOMER name and name of contractor.  

17. ITRON will distribute such notifications (e.g., door hangers) as each installation is attempted.  Content (letters and 

door hangers) will be provided by CUSTOMER. 

18. ITRON shall be responsible for scheduling and handling all non-polyphase installation appointments. Appointments 

will be scheduled as requested by the customer with a four-hour window unless the customer approves a larger 

appointment window.  ITRON will notify customer of the install by knocking on the premise door at the time of 

installation.  When possible, ITRON shall notify customers of any changes in schedule at least one day in advance 

of the original appointment. 

19. In the event a meter is obstructed or is not accessible (for example, parked car, dumpster over meter), ITRON will 

make no less than three attempts over a minimum of three days at any reasonable time to contact the Customer to 

gain access to the meter. These attempts must be documented within ITRON’s work order system. After three (3) 

documented attempts to access the meter, ITRON may request the CUSTOMER to schedule the meter change-out 

with the customer. ITRON shall be paid for completed installations and is expected to provide all reasonable support 

in resolving installs that are difficult to schedule. Unless otherwise agreed upon, ITRON will be responsible for 

installation if the CUSTOMER secures an appointment within thirty (30) days of notification that access could not 

be obtained. 

20. Should any meter vault be discovered to be obstructed and inaccessible to install an Endpoint, ITRON will notify 

the designated CUSTOMER representative the same day such inaccessibility is discovered, and the CUSTOMER 

shall make the meter vault accessible within fifteen (15) business days or the order will be RTU.  

21. ITRON will inform the CUSTOMER of any nuances identified at individual premises including property vacant, 

unmetered service, broken or unsafe sockets, meter tampers, and other nuances agreed upon in the FDM work order 

system requirements document. ITRON will take before and after digital images of nuances and additional work. 

22. ITRON will resolve work order data exceptions identified through work order system in a timely and efficient 

manner. Work order exceptions will be cleared within five business days unless in conflict with blackout window 

and/or customer access.  Examples of exceptions are:  Duplicate Meter Module or meter numbers, meter 

manufacturer exceptions, meter number mismatches, meter size exceptions, meter multiplier, High-Low exceptions, 

dial mismatch, meters found in field but not in work order file, and meter location exceptions. 

23. Before, or at the time of installation, ITRON will inspect the existing water meter setting, including piping and shut-

off valves. If ITRON determines that conditions are such that damage to the existing piping would result, the 
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Installation Manager will so inform the CUSTOMER, will not attempt the installation until the site is inspected by 

an authorized CUSTOMER representative, and will postpone installation at that site until the CUSTOMER 

authorizes ITRON to proceed with the work. 

24. Only when old piping is leaking or deteriorated to a point that damage to it could reasonably be expected by changing 

the meter, will poor piping be accepted as a valid reason for not replacing the meter during the installation period.  

Unless the CUSTOMER Project Manager remands the particular installation to CUSTOMER, ITRON shall 

complete the installation after the piping has been repaired or replaced at any time during the deployment period. 

25. If ITRON cannot shut off the water using a valve at the meter, ITRON will document details on a work order, and 

ITRON will arrange to do the repair/replacement of the valve with the customer and the CUSTOMER using the 

criteria contained herein. Any new meter setters will comply with the approved materials list in the CUSTOMER’s 

current Water Engineering Standards. 

26. If ITRON discovers a meter vault that shows evidence of being a lead service, ITRON will notify CUSTOMER 

Project manager of the location.  All items needed for a standard installation will be provided to CUSTOMER for 

installation at locations where lead service is discovered.  CUSTOMER will provide ITRON a potential list of 

services with lead services lines and a lead service identification guide to be used by installers. 

27. For meters larger than 2”, if the installation has a secondary strainer, then ITRON shall clean and reinstall the strainer.  

28. ITRON will confer with CUSTOMER before major vegetation work (cutting limbs, extensive trimming) is 

performed. 

29. ITRON will be responsible for removing and properly disposing of any reasonable amount of dirt and/or vegetation 

needed to access a meter in a meter pit or vault. Dirt and vegetation shall be removed only as necessary to prevent 

dirt from entering the line during the installation. If a water meter box or vault is flooded so that the meter is fully or 

partially submerged, the installer must pump out the box before changing the meter. The installer must ensure that 

the water service is not in any way contaminated, even intermittently, by standing water in the meter vault or box. 

All waste resulting from installation activities, must be cleaned-up and, hauled off by ITRON and disposed of in a 

legal manner. ITRON will be responsible for returning the installation site to as good or better condition than the 

pre-installation condition. Any damage to property resulting from ITRON’s activities, will be repaired by ITRON 

to the satisfaction of the property owner or CUSTOMER. 

30. ITRON will provide staff to take calls during deployment work, including phone number for FAQ’s, appointments, 

customer concerns, etc.   During off hours, callers will be asked to leave a message for a call-back the next business 

day. 

31. Endpoints that have been added or removed from the Solution will be updated in the CIS within twenty-four (24) 

hours of transitioning the work order to CUSTOMER to ensure accurate performance metrics.   

I.4. Itron will resolve all Unable to Complete meter installations within sixty (60) days of the first attempt to install. If 

Itron cannot resolve the UTC installation within 60 days, and has followed the procedures outlined above, 

ITRON will notify CUSTOMER that installation cannot be performed and will be returned to the 

CUSTOMER. Customer Requirements: 

1. CUSTOMER is responsible for all permitting required to install Endpoints.  

2. CUSTOMER will specify criteria for meter boxes it deems to be in “poor condition”, as defined in PCM, which 

CUSTOMER will replace. For meter boxes to be retained, lids shall be replaced with RF friendly lids, or drilled to 

support TTL antenna mounting to facilitate a fully functioning AMI system.   

3. CUSTOMER will provide ITRON with barrel lock keys and other CUSTOMER specific tools required to complete 

the electric and water work orders.  If any barrel lock cannot be removed, the FSR will spray the lock with penetrating 

solvent (PB Blaster or similar) and move to the next site in route. The tech will return to the site immediately after 

completion of the adjacent service to re-attempt barrel lock. If the lock remains frozen, the FSR will RTU the work 

order. All services with locks which cannot be extracted will be returned to the CUSTOMER to be removed.  
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CUSTOMER shall have thirty (30) days from notification by ITRON to remove the lock and return the order to 

ITRON for completion.    

4. CUSTOMER will provide meter seals for all electric meter installations as required by the installation procedure. 

5. CUSTOMER will be responsible for all repairs identified by ITRON that prohibit installation by ITRON.  Unless 

otherwise directed by CUSTOMER, ITRON will not perform any repairs identified and all such Endpoints will be 

classified as RTU. 

6. CUSTOMER will provide management, oversight and field staff for the installation of Alpha and Beta Endpoints 

as well as all polyphase Endpoints.   

7. CUSTOMER will prepare content to be used for customer notification regarding installation activities.   

CUSTOMER will deliver an initial introductory communication notifying their customer base of the impending 

Project.  This message will be mailed and/or accompany customer bills.   

8. CUSTOMER will receive and install FAN Devices, Endpoints and other materials required during the Alpha and 

Beta Phases.   

9. Inventory will be delivered and managed at the CUSTOMER Project warehouse (Designated Location) during 

Alpha and Beta Phases. CUSTOMER shall inspect equipment delivered to the Designated Location. ITRON shall 

have inventory auditing capabilities to validate inventory receipt as outlined in the PCM.  

10. CUSTOMER will be accountable to secure and manage equipment received at the warehouse during Alpha and 

Beta Phases. Details of the process will be defined in the PCM. 

11. CUSTOMER will have operational and financial accountability, for managing and tracking equipment inventory 

during Alpha and Beta Phases.   

12. A four (4) weeks supply of inventory of equipment will be required to maintain adequate inventory levels for the 

Project during Alpha and Beta POCs.   

I.5. General Requirements: 

1. The blackout period for each electric and water meter work order will be limited to six (6) business days per month. 

2. At any point should the RTU rate go above 5% (cumulative to date) ITRON and CUSTOMER will work together 

to improve the RTU rate.  This rate will be calculated using the total open RTU number as the numerator and the 

cumulative installation count as the denominator of the calculation. 

3. No installation work shall be scheduled between 5:30 pm and 7:30 am PST except where required or authorized by 

the CUSTOMER.  For locations that require specific service outage windows or residences that require after hours 

visits ITRON will notify CUSTOMER of these locations and propose dates and times of service.  If CUSTOMER 

does not respond within five (5) days of notification authorization a written notice of delay will be required, and 

status meeting will be scheduled within three (3) days of notice. 

4. No work shall be done on Saturdays, Sundays, and Legal Holidays, unless authorized by the CUSTOMER. 

5. Electric meters shall not be installed in an enclosed metal box / container without the use of an external antenna.  

CUSTOMER will have the responsibility for installing the external antenna coupler, where required.   

I.6. CUSTOMER will purchase handheld devices (FC300, tablets, etc.)  to complete Alpha, Beta and polyphase 

Endpoint installations.  Alpha Deliverables: 

1. Deployment Plan: 

a. FAN Devices will be installed before Endpoints in each area so Endpoint performance can be validated 

when the Endpoint is installed.  ITRON will adjust the Deployment Plan for FAN Devices installed during 

the Beta phase that are under negotiation or have been returned to CUSTOMER. 
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b. ITRON and CUSTOMER will jointly develop a Deployment Plan that identifies CUSTOMER Phases 

(Alpha, Beta, and Full Deployment) and the schedule meter reading route groups will be assigned, taking 

into consideration the FAN Device installation schedule, lids that require replacement/drilling, Endpoint 

black-out schedule (up to six (6) business days), etc. needed for replacement work orders.  When designing 

the sequence of route groups, ITRON and CUSTOMER will consider geographic proximity from one to 

the next and afford an ample supply of pending service orders in the area that are not impacted by 

CUSTOMER meter reading/billing black-out schedule.   

c. CUSTOMER will provide initial twelve (12) month meter reading schedule and an initial twelve (12)-

month rolling forecast of black-out dates to be updated monthly. 

d. ITRON will lead the development with consultation from CUSTOMER of the Endpoint first article 

configuration, including read resolution confirmation for water retrofits, to be reviewed for approval by 

CUSTOMER. 

e. CUSTOMER and ITRON shall co-develop Endpoint installation Project Control Manual to be reviewed 

for approval by CUSTOMER. 

f. ITRON shall develop First Article Test Plan (FAT) checklist, including the following items to be 

confirmed: 

i. Product Documentation 

ii. Nameplates 

iii. Endpoint configuration and security verification. 

g. ITRON will conduct installation in accordance with the Deployment Plan.  ITRON will work closely with 

CUSTOMER to ensure the appropriate quantity of meter reading routes are made available to the field 

teams at the onset to allow for the proper mix of new installs and follow-up attempts.  CUSTOMER and 

ITRON will mutually agree to route release schedules.  

h. CUSTOMER will supply assistance for locating certain meters that are difficult to locate or have access 

issues.   

i. CUSTOMER and ITRON will review the Deployment Plan weekly to ensure installation and route group 

saturation targets are being achieved.  

2. Communications Plan: 

a. CUSTOMER, with support from ITRON, will develop a communications plan identifying various 

customer communications material to be used during the Project.  The Communications Plan will also 

identify when the material will be utilized and how it will be delivered.   

b. The Communications Plan will identify the vehicle logos and identification card layout required to be used 

by the ITRON field contractors.  Logos and identification cards will be subject to CUSTOMER Approval 

3. Identification Cards - ITRON and CUSTOMER will define an identification badge process in the PCM for all field 

employees.  ITRON will provide the identification cards with ITRON having responsibility to track and manage the 

cards.  

4. With assistance from ITRON, CUSTOMER shall order electric meters, water modules, water meter registers, 

CGRs, MNB’s and miscellaneous materials (meter seals, meter locks, premise keys, locking rings, A-base and/or 

K-base adapters, etc.) necessary to meet requirements and schedule defined in the Deployment Plan.   

 

I.7. Full Deployment Tasks: 

 ITRON to secure vehicles, tools and other miscellaneous equipment required to deploy meters and Endpoints as 

outlined herein. 
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 ITRON will employ a stringent quality program as defined in the Quality Assurance Plan, including 100% follow-

up quality field audit attempts for new employees during their probation period (two-week period after hiring) and 

5% subsequent field audit percentage after an employee completes his/her probation period.  Audits are conducted 

and reviewed on a monthly basis. After the training period, any installer having errors in excess of 1% or appear to 

be specific to one-meter type code will be removed from the field and retrained. All work during the 2 days prior 

will be audited and if an installation error of 2% or more is found, all work done by the installer (100%) will be 

audited. Retrained installers returning to the field will have 100% of their work audited for 10 working days. Any 

errors found will result in the installer being permanently removed from the field. 

 ITRON will maintain an insured office and warehouse within or in proximity of the CUSTOMER’s service territory. 

 ITRON will respond to all customer complaints and claims pertaining to work performed by ITRON within two (2) 

business days of receipt complaint or claim.  ITRON will document each customer complaint and notify 

CUSTOMER Project Manager, as mutually agreed.  CUSTOMER Project Manager will assist ITRON with 

customer claims that cannot be resolved (i.e. Customer insists on filing complaint with CUSTOMER, in addition to 

ITRON, regarding noise, damaged yard, etc.). 

 ITRON will provide call center services for the scheduling of appointments, to answer questions and receive reports 

of problems. The call center shall be staffed between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 3:00 pm PST, Monday through 

Friday with a limited staff on Saturday as necessary. Twenty-four (24) hour live answering service is provided for 

all after hours calls.  This after-hours service includes emergency call/text dispatch to Project Team. The call center 

is staffed by employees trained to work in the AMI/AMR industry, with fluency in English, and at least two 

employees bi-lingual in English-Spanish. A third-party language service can be used for other languages, 

conferencing in an interpreter, when necessary. 

I.8. Field Staff Requirements: 

1. ITRON’s field staff, including subcontractors, will be fully trained in the installation of Endpoints and connection 

to existing registers, and the installation of retrofit meter registers. CUSTOMER reserves the right to require ITRON 

to retrain, reassign, or remove from the Project any field employee or subcontractor who fails to perform workman-

like and competent work as defined in the Agreement and/or Project Control Manual.  

2. ITRON will subject all field employees to a criminal offense background check and drug and alcohol testing. 

ITRON and its subcontractors will not employ any person who fails these checks.  

Background checks to include: 

 Check of social security to verify address/addresses for the past seven years. 
 Criminal background check for any county of residence for the past seven years. 
 Criminal background check for any federal criminal activity during the past seven years. 
 Criminal background check for any statewide criminal activity during the past seven years. 
 Sex Offender Registry Database. 
 Check to verify a valid driver’s license and satisfactory driving record if operating a motor vehicle while 

performing the field services. 
 Employment/Education verification. 
 Reference checks. 
 Proof of U.S. Citizenship when access to US Military bases is required to meet job requirements 

 

3. Field personnel shall wear easily recognizable uniforms identifying contractor as a subcontractor for CUSTOMER. 

Additionally, field personnel will prominently display picture identification badges containing the employee name, 

employee picture, and employee company I.D. number.  ITRON shall control the issuance and retrieval of ID cards 

so that only active installation field personnel have valid identification cards.   

4. ITRON or its sub-contractor will provide uniforms for field staff; include all necessary safety equipment including 

flame retardant uniforms for staff performing electric meter exchanges. 
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I.9. Full Deployment Field Tasks: 

1. ITRON will manage inventory it receives from the CUSTOMER and/or directly shipped to ITRON at the direction 

of the CUSTOMER.  

2. ITRON to manage installer hiring, training, and safety program.   

3. ITRON to manage non-polyphase installation claims administration, installation appointment administration, work 

order scheduling and completion, inventory control process, installation quality control and auditing process as 

defined during workshops. 

4. Before, or at the time of installation, each installation site will be inspected by ITRON.  If it is determined that 

conditions are such that the installation cannot be undertaken safely and reliably, ITRON will take digital pictures 

and immediately contact CUSTOMER’s Project Manager.  ITRON shall not attempt the installation until the site is 

inspected by an authorized CUSTOMER’s representative and shall postpone installation at that site until 

CUSTOMER’s Project Manager authorizes the Proposer to proceed with the work. The process to address these 

accounts will be documented in the PCM  

5. Endpoints located in pits will utilize RF friendly lids or through-the-lid antennas to enhance read performance as 

needed. Specifications for the Endpoint installation options will be submitted and approved by CUSTOMER before 

installations begin. 

6. ITRON shall report to CUSTOMER’s Project Manager, prior to the installation of an Endpoint, any internal meter 

and/or plumbing irregularities including but not limited to meters installed backwards, disconnected meters or 

registers, or any other indication of tampering or theft (e.g., magnets). CUSTOMER’s Project Manager will provide 

guidance on next steps before the Endpoint installation work is to start.   

7. ITRON is responsible for repairing any meters, meter registers, service lines, lids, rings or other appurtenances it 

damages at its sole cost and expense, unless the ITRON’s Installation Manager received approval from 

CUSTOMER’s Project Manager prior to commencement of installation. ITRON will document any repair work 

performed and will flag for CUSTOMER review via mutually agreed upon procedures.  

8. ITRON will report Emergencies to a CUSTOMER named point of contract or phone number, and ITRON FSR will 

remain onsite until CUSTOMER technician arrives, or the situation is deemed safe.  Typical CUSTOMER response 

time shall be within one (1) hour.  

9. CUSTOMER will obtain any special permits to restricted access areas such as military installations. 

10. CUSTOMER will perform all necessary repairs to enable the safe installation of an Endpoint. ITRON will not install 

an Endpoint where safe and reliable operation cannot be assured. 

I.10. Data Management Deliverables: 

1. CUSTOMER will provide ITRON a FROMHOST file with meters at which an Endpoint and/or meter register is 

to be installed. CUSTOMER agrees to release the file in accordance with the Deployment Plan. ITRON shall 

request work order data at least thirty (30) working days in advance.   ITRON will feed this file into the work order 

system to create work orders. Files will be refreshed by CUSTOMER in accordance to the work order management 

process defined in the PCM.   

2. Electronic work order record provided by CUSTOMER through CIS to the work order system will include multiple 

information fields. Final determinants will be mutually agreed upon by both Parties in the PCM. 

3. When available, special notes about safety and special installation situations will be provided to ITRON in the 

download file.   If safe access cannot be provided for Endpoint installation, ITRON may return orders in accordance 

with the RTU process defined in the Project Control Manual to CUSTOMER via the work order system. 

4. ITRON will validate customer address using meter number(s) and customer address provided to work order system 

by CUSTOMER. If validation cannot be completed, the requests will be RTU.   
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5. Completed work orders shall include, at minimum:  verification of meter size and meter type, verification or 

correction of existing meter and account information, verification of service on/off, meter serial number, premises 

identification number, Endpoint ID number, # dials, reading on meter register(s), GIS data at point of installation, 

date and time of installation, name or employee number of installer, pit/meter condition notes and notation of any 

problems encountered, or repairs made.  If the meter register is to be replaced, the completed work order shall also 

contain final reading on old register(s) and new meter register number(s), all information requested on the work 

order must be completely filled out and pass validation for the installation to be considered complete and eligible 

for payment.  Work order information will be made available for the CUSTOMER’s Project Manager on a daily 

basis.  

6. CUSTOMER will validate the completion data in each file and notify ITRON of any exceptions as defined in this 

Agreement and in the PCM. 

7. ITRON will resolve work order data exceptions identified through work order system or by CUSTOMER in a 

timely and efficient manner as defined in the PCM. Work order exceptions will be cleared within two (2) business 

days unless in conflict with blackout window.  The exception process will be managed through the FDM work 

order system. 

8. Field collected data is reconciled every day with ITRON providing a daily report to CUSTOMER; ITRON will 

ensure data sent to CUSTOMER is accurate.  New equipment will include bar codes for the Endpoint.  Data 

reconciliation activities involve:   

a. Verifying field collected old register and meter data matches data From CUSTOMER 
database (this validation is also done in the field)   

 

b. Reviewing previous meter readings with current meter reading (this validation is also done in 
the field)    

 
c. Work orders that contain discrepancies will be placed in an exceptions file.  These orders will not be 

transferred with the normal data upload file.  The exception file will be further reviewed by the 
ITRON Data Manager using the digital photographs and may involve further field investigation.  
These accounts will be uploaded following data verification.   

 
 

9.  CUSTOMER will reconcile CIS exceptions and notify ITRON of work orders requiring further investigation 

within three (3) business days of receipt of file.  
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J. Testing 

During the Design phase, ITRON will work with CUSTOMER to develop a Test Plan that will reflect both teams’ 

understanding of the utility’s business processes and how the AMI solution will enable them. The Test Plan will identify the 

test approach, participants, schedule, environment setup, testing requirements, retesting strategy, test case listing, success / 

acceptance criteria, and test defect management processes. It will also be used to create the detailed test/use cases, including 

those specific to the interaction required of integrated applications 

 

The table below lists the various software tests, acceptance tests and responsible owner to be performed on the Solution. 

Test Cycle Description Owner 

First Article Test (FAT) 

Alpha POC 

FAT will consist of, but not limited to, the verification 
of individual Endpoints and CGR: 
‐ Product Documentation 

‐ Nameplates 

‐ Programming verification 
- Meter size (water) 
- Meter read resolution (water) 

CUSTOMER/ITRON supporting 

Functional Testing 

Alpha/Beta POC 

Functional Testing is completed by ITRON anytime 
ITRON Licensed Software is installed and/or 
configured during the Project. Basic functional tests 
are performed to verify component operation. 

ITRON  

Integration Testing 

Beta POC 

Integration testing conducted to demonstrate that the 
required data flows are operating correctly between 
the systems in the Solution and maintain business 
integrity, in accordance with the respective 
requirements. Attention is paid to the physical 
mechanics of the interfaces, such as the data transport 
management. 

ITRON 

User Acceptance Testing 

Beta POC  

As defined in the Test Plan and following Integration 
Testing, this testing combines both functional and 
integration testing to verify that the developed 
Solution works holistically. User Acceptance Testing 
validates end-to-end business processes between all 
participating systems (OpenWay Collection Manager, 
IoT FND, Electsolve MDMS and utility applications). 

CUSTOMER 

FAN Acceptance  

Beta POC 

Reference the Solution Component Acceptance section ITRON 

Endpoint Acceptance 

Beta POC/ Full 

Deployment 

Reference the Solution Component Acceptance section  CUSTOMER 

Software Acceptance 

Beta POC 

Software Acceptance will occur once the Build Step is 
complete and there are no Sev 1 or Sev 2 outstanding 
defects. 

CUSTOMER 

 

J.1. Comments and Clarifications 

1.  ITRON to perform basic Functional and Integration Testing of applications and software identified in 
the testing section. 

2.  ITRON will provide “Train the Trainer” training to the CUSTOMER designated Test Lead and Tier Support staff. 

The recipient of this training will serve as the primary point of contact.  
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3.  CUSTOMER will provide Test Lead, Tier 1 and 2 Support for internal testing and ITRON will provide supplemental 

support for defect management during testing activities.   

4.  Assignment of the severity levels to each testing issue or defect are identified below.  Any discrepancy will be 

resolved by CUSTOMER & ITRON PM.  

5.  All Test deliverables will be done in accordance with pre-defined Test Plan and test scripts agreed upon between 

ITRON and CUSTOMER.   

6.  CUSTOMER is responsible for leading and performing all testing, except Functional and Integration Testing, with 
support from ITRON as needed.  ITRON will provide the standardized test plans for CUSTOMER review and 
approval.  ITRON will share current knowledge and best practices information with CUSTOMER in execution of 
testing activities.   

 

J.2. Severity Parameters 

The following table defines the defect severity levels and mitigation steps for Solution component testing defects identified 

during the Project testing activities.  ITRON and CUSTOMER will review all issues found through the associated testing 

process and agree on severity level assignment and applicable course of action as detailed below.  This applies to Licensed 

Software and firmware, and to Go-Live and Solution Acceptance.    

 

Defect Severity Level Table 

Severity 
Level 

Definition Actions 

1 Blocking Blocks development, business process and/or testing work - Prevents completion of 
critical business function and no workaround exists. Cannot Go-Live or accept the 
Solution with any Severity Level 1 defects 

2 Critical Crashes, loss of data, workaround is present but difficult to pursue or not sustainable. 
Cannot Go-Live or accept the Solution with any Severity Level 2 defects 

3 Serious Major loss of function, with a mutually agreeable workaround present; managed through 
product lifecycle (scheduled release of application) - Can Go-live 

4 Non-Critical Minor loss of function, usability issues, other problems where easy workaround is present 
– Cosmetic 

 

J.3. Tier Support Levels During Testing 

During testing, issues may be encountered that require support from resources that are Subject Matter Experts in the Solution.  

To address issues encountered during testing and post-production, CUSTOMER will designate internal staff to provide Tier 

1 and Tier 2 support as described below. DRAFT
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Tier 
Levels 

Defined Examples Testing 
Responsibility 

Post-Production 

Responsibility 

1 A resource that is knowledgeable on the 
Solution.   Such resources are considered 
process owners and are first level 
support for problems/issues encountered. 
Tier 1 is required to provide basic 
troubleshooting.  For each issue 
encountered, they should collect the 
following information in their 
problem/resolution process: 

 What happened 

 When did it happen? 

 Who encountered the issue? 

 What attempts were made to 
resolve 

 Suggested next steps. 

End user is not able to 
run a report during test 
period.  Tier 1 Support 
would provide support to 
this user.  

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER  

2 If Tier 1 is unable to resolve, Tier 1 
escalates to Tier 2. Tier 2 are also 
knowledgeable in the Solution but have 
deeper product knowledge.   

If Tier 2 is unable to resolve, they will 
engage appropriate ITRON resource(s). 

 All issues that cannot be 
answered at Tier 1 
during test period and 
require a deeper 
knowledge to investigate 
and resolve 

Tier 1 would escalate to 
Tier 2.  

Tier 2 would escalate to 
ITRON Global Support 
Services or ITRON 
Project resources.  

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER 
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K. Project Deliverables and Responsibilities 

To meet the objectives defined herein, ITRON deliverables are shown below with the schedule of each deliverable being 

included in the Project Plan.   

K.1. Comments and Clarifications 

1.  These key document deliverables, described below, require review and response from CUSTOMER within 

fifteen (15) business days of receipt. ITRON will deliver each document and confirm designated CUSTOMER 
recipient(s) has received the document triggering start of the review period.  The document will be considered 
“Accepted” if the CUSTOMER does not respond with edits or a written request for specific and appropriate 
modifications during the review period.  

2.  Modifications or updates to the key document deliverables previously accepted by CUSTOMER and ITRON 

will be handled through the Contract Change Order Process. 

 

K.2. Summary of Key Document Deliverables 

The table below identifies Key Document Deliverables requiring customer signature. The table does not represent the full list 

of deliverables.  

# Key Deliverable Requiring Sign-Off Description 

1. BSRD 

(Project Planning) 

This document outlines the OpenWay Riva solution 
requirements that will be met by the ITRON Solution design. It 
also highlights requirements gaps, should any be identified in the 
associated workshops/design reviews.  It also includes OpenWay 
Riva major functional areas to address the approach the Project 
Team will use to integrate the solution functionality into the 
CUSTOMER’s business practices.  

2. TAD 

(Alpha POC) 

This IT facing document may include the following: 

Environment(s) and the specifications for each; security; long-
term backup; and recovery requirements of the system.  

3. Interface Design  

(Alpha POC) 

This document outlines the final architecture and mechanisms 

used for MDI, Reading, and Event interfaces to and from the CIS 
and MDM. 

4. FAN Design 

(Alpha POC) 

This FAN Design deliverable is part of the contract to validate 

design and key assumptions with technical teams.  The FAN 
design document incorporates CGR and OpenWay Riva routing 
node locations, installation guidelines, and FAN coverage 
assumptions.  It will include site selection and make-ready 
assessments.      

5. Project Completion Form 

(Full Deployment) 

This document lists all the completion criteria and is used as a 
checklist to validate the Project is officially completed. 
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K.3. Document Deliverables – no signature required 

# Deliverable Not Requiring Sign-Off Description 

1. Project Plan 

(Project Planning) 

During the Design Step, CUSTOMER PM and ITRON PM will 

develop a Project Plan with Project governance and management 

processes and detailed Schedule.   

2. FAN Design 

(Alpha POC) 

This FAN Design deliverable is the initial iteration that leads to 
the FAN Design. The FAN Design document incorporates 
tentative CGR and OpenWay Riva routing node locations, 
installation guidelines, and FAN coverage assumptions.   

3. Deployment Plan 

The Beta POC Deployment Plan will be 
completed by the end of Alpha POC. 

 

The Full Deployment Plan will be completed 
by the end of Beta POC. 

This plan defines field activities conducted by ITRON and 
CUSTOMER.  Specifically, it is the schedule that defines the 
order in which network build-out and Endpoint deployment 
will be assigned and completed. It will include, but not be 
limited to, the following: 

− Build Schedule based on the agreed upon 
Forecasting and Order Procedures  

− Delivery Schedule used to define product delivery 
schedule to CUSTOMER 

− Site survey process to validate pole location 
− Pole make ready & WAN validation activities   
− CGR installation schedule – used by CUSTOMER 

to install and manage the CGR installation process 
− Endpoint installation schedule – used by ITRON 

and CUSTOMER to install and manage the 
Endpoint installation process 

4. Project Control Manual  

(Alpha POC) 

Project Control Manual.  A document frequently employed by 

project teams which consists of a compilation of Project 
processes and procedures (Project Control Documents) agreed 
upon by Project Team.  Examples include deployment processes, 
safety processes, installation procedures, escalation plans, etc. 

 

 

 

 

K.4. ITRON Tasks by Phase 

The following table lists the ITRON deliverables including the Key Document deliverables listed above.  Documents will be 

delivered via email and stored on the ITRON Project SharePoint site. 

# Project Planning Tasks 

1. Create Project Plan used to track and manage the Project tasks and deliverables through weekly Project planning and status calls. 

2. Schedule and facilitate requirements and design workshops. 

3. Schedule SaaS environment build. 

4. Order First Article FAN Devices and Endpoints. 

# Alpha POC Tasks 

1.  Configure OWOC to meet the CUSTOMER approved design requirements in the BSRD. 

2.  Configure FDM to meet the CUSTOMER approved design requirements. 

3.  Implement one (1) SaaS Production, and one (1) SaaS Test environment for the application defined in the Pricing Summary and SaaS 

agreement.   

4.  Support CUSTOMER led First Article Testing (FAT) 
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5.  Commence Functional and Integration Testing 

6.  Complete all make ready work for FAN Devices on CUSTOMER owned FAN Sites. 

7.  Develop FAN Design based off CUSTOMER provided data. CUSTOMER to validate backhaul availability at each FAN location 

and complete FAN Device installation as specified in the initial FAN Design. 

8.  Complete FAN site surveys to validate placement of FAN Devices included in the initial FAN Design.  Update ITRON design center 

with required changes to the initial FAN Design. 

9.  Complete FAN Design updated by ITRON after field surveys are completed by ITRON and CUSTOMER. 

10.  Evaluate, develop, and test MDI, Event, and Register and Interval Reading interface between CUSTOMER CIS and OWOC. 

11. Provide sample test plans, including sample test cases for common test scenarios (move in/move out, etc.) 

12. Setup and make available an SFTP site and VPN tunnel for web services for the CUSTOMER to share data. 

13. Engage FAN installation team and conduct training. 

# Beta POC Tasks 

1. Project office and warehouse setup 

2. Install and Configure MDMS and portal. 

3. Full Solution Integration 

4. Complete Functional and Integration Testing. 

5. Engage Endpoint installation teams for Full Deployment and conduct training.  

# Full Deployment Tasks 

1.  Install Endpoints according to locations provided by CUSTOMER. 

2.  Identify Endpoints ready for installation Acceptance. 

3.  Notify CUSTOMER Project Manager if meter access commitments for a given installation site are not being met. 

4.  Notify CUSTOMER Project Manager that meter access commitments for a given route are complete.  Review and return open RTU 

orders. 

5.  Complete investigation, mitigation and remedy non-responding and suspect Endpoints that are predicated to be covered by FAN 

Design, prior to being Accepted. 

 ITRON to complete Functional Testing of the applications identified herein. 

6.  Eight (8) days, two (2) onsite visits, of FAN Device and Endpoint mitigation support and training will be completed by the end of 

Full Deployment but may occur at any time during the Project, as mutually agreed. Additional support available through the Contract 

Change Order Process. 

7.  Four (4) days, one (1) onsite visit, of ITRON OpenWay Riva training will be completed by the end of Full Deployment but may occur 

at any time during the Project, as mutually agreed. Additional support available through the Contract Change Order Process. 

8.   Complete transition documentation and introduce CUSTOMER to ITRON Global Support Services (GSS) via schedule transition 

meeting upon completion of Beta POC. 

9.  Provide PM/IM contact for CUSTOMER to escalate production issues throughout the deployment period. 

10.  Provide standard daily report of system performance until CUSTOMER is sufficiently trained and has access to this data. 

11.  Identify Endpoints that are ready for Acceptance. 

 

K.5. ITRON Deliverables by Phase 

 

# Project Planning Deliverables 

1. Provide standard Project Plan at start of Project within two (2) weeks following Project kickoff. 

2. Document and provide to CUSTOMER the BSRD for review and approval 

# Alpha POC Deliverables 

1. Provide one (1) SaaS Production and one (1) SaaS Test environment for the application defined in the Pricing Summary and SaaS 

agreement.  

2. Document and provide to CUSTOMER the IDD, FAN Design and TAD deliverables for review and approval. 

3. Provide sample test plans, including sample test cases for common test scenarios (move in/move out, etc.). 
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# Beta POC Deliverables 

1. Provide final FAN Design “As built”. 

2. Conduct training.  

 

K.6. CUSTOMER Tasks by Phase 

To meet the Project objectives defined herein, CUSTOMER deliverables are listed in the table below. 

# Project Planning Tasks 

1.  Order First Article FAN Devices and Endpoints. 

2.  Review and approve Project Plan and BSRD. 

3.  Define and obtain ITRON approval of pilot areas (Alpha and Beta). 

# Alpha POC Tasks 

1.  Support development and testing of MDI, Event, and Reading interfaces.  Format will utilize ITRON’s standard MDI Format, 

Common Event Format, and Common Reading format web services.  Daily updates to the interface file are required to 

synchronize Customer Information System (CIS) to ITRON Software Applications.  Interface files will be posted via web 

services through a VPN connection to ITRON hosting. 

2.  Assign resources and ensure active participation in Training as outlined in Section M (Training). 

3.  Secure necessary permits or agreements needed for each FAN location.   

4.  Install and test one (1) CGR and up to forty (40) Endpoints in pre-Prod environment.  

5.  Allow installation vendor access to complete all make ready work for FAN Devices on CUSTOMER owned FAN Sites.  

6.  Provide data backhaul and electricity at each FAN Device location within 10’ and 2’ for Ethernet. 

7.  User Acceptance Testing (OWOC). 

8.  Complete CUSTOMER led First Article Testing as defined in Section J (Testing). 

9.  Order FAN Devices and Endpoints for Beta POC. 

10.  Project office and warehouse established for Beta POC. 

11.  Engage CUSTOMER FAN and Endpoint Installation teams. 

# Beta POC Tasks 

1.  Complete CIS integrations. 

2.  Receive and maintain FAN Devices and initial Endpoint inventory in accordance with PCM. 

3.  Engage in customer communications and outreach. 

4.  Install FAN Devices according to FAN Design and, if necessary, install additional or adjust locations of FAN Devices to meet 

FAN Design coverage 

5.  Assign resources and ensure active participation in Training as outlined in Training Section M. 

5.  Complete Beta Endpoint installations (500 electric and 50 water) in accordance with the PCM.  

6. User Acceptance Testing (Final solution, inclusive of FDM, MDMS, customer portal). 

# Full Deployment Tasks 

1. Process Endpoint routes for Acceptance within thirty (30) working days of notification from ITRON. 

2.  Using the support of ITRON as outlined in Section O (System Performance), complete troubleshooting and mitigation of non-

communicating or poorly communicating FAN Devices and Endpoints as required.  

3.  Maintain Solution including configuration maintenance, MDI data quality, FAN Devices, Endpoints, and Software after each 

component of the Solution has been accepted. 

4.  Update FAN Design as FAN Device changes occur in the field after the Solution is transitioned to ITRON Global Support 

Services. 

5.  Provide ongoing and reliable backhaul communication to the FAN Devices. 

6.  Complete all polyphase meter Endpoint installations in accordance with Installation Manuals. 

# Transition to GSS Task 

1.  Create and review System Cutover Plan with ITRON in accordance with Section Q.  

2.  Create and review Transition Plan with ITRON in accordance with Section Q. 
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K.7. CUSTOMER Deliverables by Phase 

# Alpha POC Deliverable 

1. Complete System Test Plans (First Article Testing, User Acceptance, Endpoint, Software) 

# Beta POC Deliverable 

1. Complete System Testing (FAT, UAT, Endpoint and Software) in accordance with this document and mutually agreed upon 

Project Plan. 

2. Develop and provide customer communications materials including initial customer notification, and door hangers. 

# Full Deployment Deliverable 

1. Provide Endpoint installation workorders in accordance with the format defined during the FDM requirements workshop  

2. Complete final testing and provide Solution Acceptance 

# Transition to GSS Deliverable 

1. Complete and review System Cutover Plan and Transition plan for review with ITRON in accordance with Section Q.  

 

K.8. Joint Tasks 

# Project Planning 

1. Assign Project resources and participate in kick-off meeting and workshops (System overview and reviewing the Project 

scope, budget, and schedule), as required.  

2. Finalize FDM requirements 

3. Develop a Project Plan, Deployment Plan, and PCM based on details from kick-off and workshops.  

4. Define Pilot areas for installs.  

# Alpha POC  

1. Participate in regular status meetings as defined in the Project Plan. 

# Beta POC  

1. Participate in regular status meetings as defined in the Project Plan. 

# Full Deployment  

1. Participate in regular status meetings as defined in the Project Plan. 

# Transition to GSS  

1. Review System Cutover Plan in accordance with Section Q.  

2. Review Transition Plan in accordance with Section Q. 

3. Participate in an initial and a final transition meeting prior to transition to GSS.   

 

K.9. Equipment  

For the PROJECT, the CUSTOMER will purchase FAN Devices, Water Meters (including Registers and In-Line 

Connectors), Water Meter Registers (including In-Line Connectors), Endpoints, and meter pit lids in quantities specified in the 

Agreement.  

ITRON recommends the CUSTOMER maintain spare inventory for the hardware components of the Solution. The quantities 

specified in the Pricing Summary are expected field deployment quantities. ITRON recommends 1 – 2% sparing level for 

Endpoints, and a minimum of one (1) CGR and three (3) MNB configured and available for rapid deployment in the event of 

a failed component.  
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L. Workshops 

This section lists all workshops that will be delivered for the Project.  The workshop sessions will create the baseline draft 

documents for the following, but not limited to, general deliverables: business solution requirements design, FAN design, 

Deployment Plan and technical architecture design. 

 

ITRON shall facilitate and document the output of each workshop; CUSTOMER will participate and review with ITRON 

upon conclusion of each workshop. 

 

[Table on following page] 
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# Workshop Description Goal Output/ 
Deliverable 

1. Business 
process 
overview 

(Project 
Planning) 

To discuss CUSTOMER, 
ITRON, and sub-contractor 
business processes to ensure 
everyone understands what the 
output will look like when the 
workshops are complete  

Overview of the Solution capabilities and 
review of key ITRON document 
deliverables that will be created during the 
Define and Design step of the Project.  
Used to promote structure and 
understanding across the Project Team.   

General 
knowledge of 
solution and 
Project 
Deliverables 

Draft PCM 

2. Business 
Solution 
Requirements 

(Project 
Planning) 

To gather and document 
Solution requirements required 
to meet CUSTOMER business 
objectives for the OpenWay 
Riva Solution.    

Using a foundation of known product 
capabilities; ITRON and CUSTOMER 
will review CUSTOMER business 
requirements, investigate implementation 
options, review known constraints and 
any dependencies with other systems.  

BSRD 

Project Plan 

3. Field 

Deployment 
Manager  

(Project 
Planning) 

FDM overview and 

requirements gathering session 

CUSTOMER has clear understanding of 

the FDM work order system and how it 
will interface with the CIS.  Upload 
(ToHost) and download (FromHost) file 
data elements are defined, and file layouts 
established.   

FDM interface 

Requirements 
document 

4. FAN design 

(Project 
Planning) 

Review FAN design delivered 
as part of this scope to validate 
design and key assumptions 
with technical teams.  Review 
incorporates CGR and 
OpenWay Riva Mesh Node 
Base locations, installation 
guidelines and FAN coverage 
assumptions as defined in the 
FAN coverage requirement.  
Workshop includes review of 
site selection and make-ready 
assessments.      

Using a foundation of known product 
capabilities; ITRON and CUSTOMER 
will review the FAN design.  
Additionally, Project Team will 
review/discuss the site selection process, 
make-ready requirements, WAN 
requirements, CUSTOMER specific field 
access requirements and deployment 
guidelines and performance objectives in 
relation to FAN Design.   

FAN Design 

5. Solution 
technical 
architecture & 
security 

(Project 
Planning) 

Discuss the overall Solution 
architecture designs for the to-be 
environment. Review best 
practice strategies for hardware 
sizing, environment design and 
data migration/integration. 

Using a foundation of known product 
capabilities; ITRON and CUSTOMER 
will review, document and formalize the 
technical architecture and security of the 
Solution given key 
assumptions/requirements.  

TAD, IDD 

6. Field Tools 
and 
Procedures 

(Project 
Planning) 

Discuss the processes, 
equipment and tools necessary 
to deploy and mitigate Endpoint 
and FAN assets. 

To enable CUSTOMER and install 
ITRONs to successfully manage the 
deployment, troubleshooting and 
mitigation field assets including FAN 
equipment, and Endpoints. 

Understanding 
of how to 
install, 
investigate, 
troubleshoot 
and mitigate 
field hardware 

7. Interface 

Design 

(Project 
Planning) 

To discuss the interface 
architecture and web services 
that will be used to transfer data 
to and from the CIS and/or 
MDM. 

To educate CUSTOMER about the web 
services being utilized for data transfer as 
well as the architecture of the solution. 

Interface 
Design 
Document 
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M. Training Course Descriptions  

ITRON will provide its standard training material and courses as outlined below to the CUSTOMER.  In the event 
customized user training and material is requested, or addition training time is requested by the CUSTOMER, this shall be 
supported through the Contract Change Order Process. The maximum class size is ten (10); minimum is five (5).  
 
ITRON Access is available to the CUSTOMER and provides a partner portal experience to knowledge share through 
product forums, search product-related articles and access ITRON’s global products and solutions catalog for production 
information, marketing material and software downloads where entitlements occur.  

 
The Project Kick-off will include an informal training demonstration on Software functionality.  

Type Description  Module Name 

End user / Operational 
Training   

End user / Operator has the operational knowledge 
to maintain operate and troubleshoot the solution 
and provide Tier 1 support.  One session of each 
training module is in scope: each module consisting 
of up to forty (40) hours of on-site training. 

Example: Administrator that understand the 
configurations and use cases of the ITRON 
Solution. 

OWOC Operational  
 

Endpoint/FDM Tools 

Training 

Endpoint troubleshooters are provided training on 

FDM Tools.   One session of training module in 
scope; module consists of up to ten (10) hours of on-
site training. Onsite training will encompass back 
office and field training with FDM Tools. 

Endpoint Troubleshooting Training 

FAN Training RF Network personnel are introduced to 
operational, installation, and troubleshooting of 
CGR. One session of training module in scope; 
module consists of up to ten (10) hours of on-site 
training. 

CGR Installation/Troubleshooting 
Training  

FAN Mitigation 
Training 

This will be hands on field training on how to 
perform mitigation of FAN equipment and 
performance. One session consists of up to forty 
(40) hours of on-site training.  

Field process review  

IT Security Overview This will be educating CUSTOMER resources on 

the security of the hosted Solution including types of 
access to applications, and to answer additional 
security concerns. One session consists of up to 
twenty (20) hours of training.  

IT Security Overview DRAFT
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N. Solution Component Acceptance  

N.1. ITRON Solution Component Acceptance Criteria 

Acceptance of the ITRON deliverables are defined below: 

 

Project Planning: 

1. BSRD – expected delivery after conclusion of requirement workshops (Project Planning Phase); Acceptance 

submission by ITRON and review with CUSTOMER. 

Alpha POC Sign-off: 

1. TAD – expected delivery after conclusion of requirement workshops (Alpha POC); Acceptance upon submission by 

ITRON and review with CUSTOMER  

2. Software Applications – Acceptance upon installation in a SaaS environment and successful configuration and testing. 

3. Product Configuration Document – Acceptance upon review and approval by CUSTOMER and ITRON. 

4. Completion of deliverables as defined in Section G (FAN Design and Installation), Section H (FDM), Section I 

(Endpoint, Register and Meter Installations) and Section  K (Project Deliverables and Responsibilities). 

Beta POC Sign-off: 

1. Interface Design (IDD) – expected delivery after conclusion of interface design workshop; Acceptance upon 

submission by ITRON and review with CUSTOMER. 

2. Initial FAN Design – Acceptance upon submission by ITRON and review with CUSTOMER during Beta POC.  

3. Software Applications – Acceptance upon CUSTOMER requesting and receiving access to the application to use data 

for Production billing purposes or business operations (Beta POC).  

4. Training – Acceptance upon completion of Training as defined in Section M (Training Course Description). 

5. FAN Device Installation– Acceptance upon completion of FAN Device installation during Beta POC and according to 

Initial FAN Design and the FAN Device registers on the Network and meter and/or Endpoint data is transmitted to the 

OWOC through the FAN Device  

6. Endpoint Installation – Acceptance upon delivering installation data to the CIS and registration of the Endpoint in 

OWOC for Available Endpoints installed during Beta POC or after investigation, if is it determined the Endpoint does 

not meet the Available Endpoint criteria.  

7. Completion of deliverables as defined in Section G (FAN Design and Installation), Section H (FDM), Section I 

(Endpoint, Register and Meter Installations) and Section K (Project Deliverables and Responsibilities). 

 

Full Deployment Sign-off: 

1. Final FAN Design – Acceptance of the FAN Design submitted by ITRON and reviewed by CUSTOMER once 85% of 

the Endpoints have been installed under all FAN Devices and are reporting over the network. 

Endpoint Installation - Acceptance upon delivering installation data to the CIS and registration of the Endpoint in OWOC for 

Available Endpoints installed during Full Deployment or after investigation, if is it determined the Endpoint does not meet 

the Available Endpoint criteria.   
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O. System Performance 

O.1. System Performance  

The System is designed to cover greater than 99% of the Endpoint locations provided by CUSTOMER and incorporated in 

the FAN Design. The System is designed for a 98.5% Three (3) Day Read Rate for Available Endpoints on the network.  

 

All System Performance standards assume System has access to an active, functioning network with connection to power and 

backhaul.  

In this Section, Endpoint will refer specifically to water or electric, relative to the related heading. For example, if a section 

header references Electric, the Endpoint referenced therein is specific to Electric. Likewise, if a section header references 

Water, the Endpoint referenced therein is specific to Water.  

 

Upon Acceptance, CUSTOMER will be responsible to implement and maintain the System to meet performance expectations 

using the following guidelines:   

1. Prior to acceptance, ITRON and CUSTOMER will complete installation of FAN Devices and Endpoints in 

accordance with the FAN Design and ITRON Installation Manuals. Upon completion of Endpoint deployment, 

CUSTOMER will be responsible for all installations.  

2. After FAN Device Acceptance as defined in Sections O.2 and O.3, CUSTOMER is responsibility for FAN Device 

operations/maintenance and performance. 

3. Mitigate non-communicating FAN Devices and Endpoints in accordance to the support / training provided by 

ITRON. 

4. Maintain FAN Devices and OpenWay Riva water Endpoints in a timely manner and in accordance with SOPs 

developed by the CUSTOMER. 

5. General rule:  If greater than ten (10) Endpoints are not communicating in proximity (within a ¼ mile radius), start 

troubleshooting process with the FAN Device.  If less than ten (10) Endpoints are not communicating in proximity, 

troubleshooting should begin with the Endpoints. 

6. If, during the PROJECT, but following FAN Acceptance, the CUSTOMER is unable to mitigate a FAN 

performance concern, and the CUSTOMER believes there may be an issue with the FAN Design provided by 

ITRON, the CUSTOMER should discuss their concerns with the ITRON PM.  ITRON will provide troubleshooting 

support for the CUSTOMER.  If the cause of the performance complaint was a result of conditions beyond ITRON’s 

direct control or responsibility, the CUSTOMER may be invoiced for ITRON’s effort at time and material rates, 

including travel time and cost as incurred for their effort.    

7. ITRON is available to support CUSTOMER with System performance issues, additional training, or to develop 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for Operations and Maintenance (O&M) as required through the Change 

Control Process.    

O.2. Electric Meter Performance Criteria 

The OpenWay Riva System (AMI System) will meet the electric meter read performance requirements listed. These 

performance requirements are required to support CUSTOMER business processes. Requirements are separated by the type 

of data and business purpose the data. The AMI System will provide adequate network coverage to ensure that 99% of the 

meters in the service territory can be successfully read with the AMI System. 

O.2.1. Monthly Electric Meter Read for Billing 

Service Definition 

The AMI System shall provide readings for all Electric Meters under the AMI System on a monthly basis in accordance with 

the City of Richland regular monthly billing cycles. The Monthly Meter Reading Window (as defined below) for each Meter’s 
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monthly billing cycle shall consist of not more than three (3) days prior to the scheduled reading date for such Meter (“Monthly 

Meter Reading Window”). The Monthly Electric Meter Reads must be available to the City of Richland no later 3:00 a.m. of 

the day following the end of the Monthly Meter Reading Window for all billing cycles.  

 

Electric Meter reading data examples include the following: 

• Consumption kWh – the cumulative energy consumption expressed at a Wh resolution 
• Reactive Power kVAr – the measurement of inductive load from the Electric Meters expressed at a Var 

resolution 
• Time of Use (TOU) – the cumulative energy consumption for Electric Meters if configured to provide TOU 

Monthly Electric Endpoint Read for Billing. 
 

Performance Standard 

The Endpoint Billing Read rate provided for each billing cycle shall not be less than 98.5% of the Available Endpoints in the 

billing cycle. The read rate for each billing cycle shall be calculated as the number of billable reads that are delivered within 

the associated Monthly Available Endpoint Reading Window, divided by the total number of Available Endpoints within the 

billing cycle minus Unavailable Endpoints, multiplied by 100. Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes 

of determining if performance levels are met. 

 

Example calculation:  

• 2,250 Available Endpoints in billing cycle 
• 2,235 Available Endpoints with reads within the Monthly Endpoint Reading Window delivered by 3:00 

a.m. of the day following day of billing cycle 
• 8 Endpoints identified as Unavailable Endpoints 
• Performance = [ 2,235 / (2,250 – 8) ] x 100 = 99.68% 

O.2.2.  Daily Electric Endpoint Read. 

Service Definition 

The AMI System will provide daily data and all available events for all Available Endpoints (AMI meters) installed under the 

AMI System. Note that only Endpoints configured to supply each data type will be required to provide it and not the total 

Endpoint population. This may include but is not limited to the following types of data provided by the Endpoint: 

• kWh – the cumulative energy consumption expressed at a Wh resolution 
• kVAr – the measurement of inductive load from the Endpoints expressed in Var resolution 
• Time of Use (TOU) – the cumulative energy consumption for Endpoints if configured to provide TOU data  

 

Performance Standard 

The System will provide a Daily Endpoint Read rate of at least 98% for all Available Endpoints within twenty-four (24) hours 

of the end of the next business day and 98.5% within seventy-two (72) hours of the end of the next business day via OWOC. 

The Daily Endpoint Read performance shall be calculated as the total number of Available Endpoints delivered within a Day, 

or over seventy-two (72) hours based on the calculation, divided by the total Available Endpoints minus Unavailable 

Endpoints, multiplied by 100. Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes of determining if performance 

levels are met. 

 

Example calculation for 24 hours: 

• 45,000 Available Endpoints 
• 44,190 Available Endpoint reads delivered within 24 hours of the end of the next business day 
• 163 meters identified as Unavailable Endpoints 
• Performance = [ 44,190 / (45,000 - 163)] x 100 = 98.56% 

O.2.3.  Interval Electric Meter Read Data. 

Service Definition 
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The AMI System shall provide Interval Read Data for all installed Endpoints as kWh at a Wh resolution. A successful Interval 

read is defined as the delivery of consumption data for all interval increments of 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, or 60 minutes, as programed 

in the meter, for the prior day. A Day is defined as the period from 00:01 to 24:00. Interval data shall be delivered to the CIS 

as defined in interface documents in the time zone specified and will be adjusted for changes to and from Day Light Savings 

time if required. Interval data delivered may be a combination of the following: 

• Delivered kWh, Received kWh, Delivered kVARh, and Received kVARh 
 

Performance Standard 

The System will provide complete Interval Read Data for 98% of the Available Endpoints within twenty-four (24) 
hours of the end of Day and 98.5% within seventy-two (72) hours when Endpoints are programmed to 15 minute or 
larger intervals. Complete Interval Read Data is defined as receiving all intervals for a Day as programmed in the 
meter. The failure to provide a single interval during the Day by the end of the following Day marks the Endpoint as 
incomplete for that Day. The System will be configured to re-attempt a selection of missed Interval reads for 
Endpoints that respond on subsequent read attempts within a configurable timeframe.  
 

The Interval Read Rate performance calculation will be based on the percentage of Available Endpoints and not on the 

percentage of Intervals delivered across the total Endpoint population. The Interval Read Rate performance will be calculated 

as the total number of Available Endpoints with complete Interval Read Data delivered within twenty-four (24) or seventy-

two (72) hours based on the calculation, divided by the total count of Available Endpoints minus Unavailable Endpoints, 

multiplied by 100.  Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes of determining if performance levels are met. 

 

Example calculation for 72 hours: 

• 45,000 Available Endpoints 
• 44,650 Available Endpoints with complete Intervals delivered for the 72-hour period by the end of the 

following Day 
• Performance = [ 44,650 / (45,000)] x 100 = 99.58% 
 

Note:  This Performance Standard is not the standard reporting provided in OWOC for interval performance. 
  

 

O.2.4.  Electric Endpoint Events and Alarms 

Service Definition 

The AMI System shall provide all Available Endpoint Events and Alarms originating in the Available Endpoint to the AMI 

System headend. Available Endpoint Events and Alarms include but is not be limited to the following: 

• Tamper Detection  
• Tilt Detection  
• Reverse energy flow detection 
• Power quality events  
• Momentary outages 
• Outage 

 

Performance Standard 

• The System will report Available Endpoint Alarms within sixty (60) seconds, as measured from OWOC, of 
the Available Endpoints generating the alarm.  

• The System will be configured to report Events to the MDM upon receipt of interrogation results.  
• The System will deliver Available Endpoint Events and Alarms received by the HES to the MDMS within 

sixty (60) seconds of the receipt of the Available Endpoint Event or Alarm at the System HES.  
• The System will automatically resend Available Endpoint Events and Alarms until received by the MDMS 

and acknowledged.  
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O.2.5.  Electric Meter On-Demand Reads 

Service Definition 

The AMI System shall support the ability to perform Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads from the AMI System Headend.  

Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads includes but is not limited to the following: 

• Demand Reset: Snapshots all energy, demand, and TOU registers (EOB) and resets max demand registers. 
• Previous Billing Registers: Collects all energy, demand, and TOU registers as of the last demand reset. 
• Temperature Log: Returns 3:00 a.m. local meter temperature reading in Celsius. 
• Load Profile Data: Collects up to eight channels of load profile data. 
• Voltage Profiling: Up to 12 channels, Vmin, Vmax, Vavg, Veoi (end of interval) per phase. 
• Instrumentation Profile: Collects instrumentation profile metrics for each power phase that the Endpoint 

records, including instantaneous, minimum, maximum, and average current. 
• Meter Events: Event logging enabled to return events from the meter's event history log. 
• Distributed Intelligence (DI) Agent Outcome Data: Receives and delivers data from compatible DI apps 

(agents) running on the Endpoints. 
• Remote Disconnect. 

  

Performance Standard 

The AMI System will return the results of all Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads within sixty (60) seconds  95% of the 

time from initiation of the command in the AMI System Headend Performance shall be calculated as the Daily Available 

Endpoint On-Demand Read value, averaged over the month. Daily Available Endpoint On-Demand Read value shall be 

calculated as the cumulative number of successful Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads delivered to the initiating system, 

AMI System Headend, within sixty (60) seconds of the request on a given day divided by the total number of Available 

Endpoint On-Demand Reads on a given day. The monthly average performance shall be the sum of the individual Daily 

Available Endpoint On-Demand Read values divided by the number of days in the month.  Endpoint On-Demand Read 

requests made to unavailable Endpoint shall be excluded from the calculation for purposes of the performance standard. 

Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes of determining if performance levels are met. 

 

O.3. Water Meter AMI Performance Criteria 

The System will meet the Available Endpoint read performance requirements listed. These performance requirements are 

required to support CUSTOMER business processes. Requirements are separated by the type of data and business purpose 

the data. 

 

O.3.1.  Monthly Water Meter Register Read for Billing 

Performance Standard 

The System Consumption Available Endpoint Reads for water billing data provided for each Billing Cycle shall not be less 

than 98.5% of the Available Endpoints in the billing cycle. The Available Endpoint Read for billing  data  availability for each 

billing cycle shall be calculated as the number of billable reads that are monthly consumption Endpoint Reads that are 

delivered within the associated Monthly Endpoint Reading Window, divided by the total number of Available Endpoints 

within the billing cycle minus unavailable Endpoints, multiplied by 100. Performance calculations are never rounded up for 

purposes of determining if performance levels are met. 

 

Example calculation:  

• 1,250 Available Endpoints in billing cycle 
• 1,230 Available Endpoints with reads within the monthly Endpoint Reading Window delivered by 3:00 

a.m. of the day following day of billing cycle 
• 8 Endpoints identified by CUSTOMER as unavailable 
• Performance = [ 1,230 / (1,250 – 8) ] x 100 = 99.03% 
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O.3.2.  Daily Water Endpoint Register Read Data. 

Service Definition 

The AMI System will provide daily data and all available events for all Water Meters installed under the AMI System. This 

may include but is not limited to the following types of data provided by the meter: 

 

Water Meter reading data examples include the following: 

 Consumption – the cumulative water consumption  

 Pressure or Temperature  

Performance Standard 

The System will provide 98% of Daily Available Endpoint Reads within twenty-four (24) hours of the end of the next business 

day and 98.5% of the Daily Available Endpoint Reads within seventy-two (72) hours of the end of the next business day. The 

Daily Available Endpoint Read performance shall be calculated as the total number of Available Endpoints delivered within 

twenty- four (24) or seventy-two (72) hours based on the calculation, divided by the total count of Available Endpoints minus 

unavailable Endpoints, multiplied by 100. Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes of determining if 

performance levels are met. 

 

Example calculation for 24 hours: 

• 25,000 Available Endpoints 
• 24,550 Available Endpoint Reads delivered within 24 hours of the end of Day 
• 78 Endpoints identified by CUSTOMER as unavailable 
• Performance = [ 24,550 / (25,000 - 78) ] x 100 = 98.50% 

 

O.3.3.  Water Endpoint Interval Reads. 

Service Definition 

The AMI System shall provide complete Interval Read Data for all Available Endpoints. A successful Interval Reading Period 

read is defined as the delivery of consumption data for all interval periods of as programed in the Endpoint, for the prior day. 

A day is defined as the period from 00:01 to 24:00. Interval data shall be delivered to the CIS as defined in Interface Design 

Document in the time zone specified and will be adjusted for changes to and from Day Light Savings time if required. 

 

Performance Standard 

The System shall provide complete Interval Read Data for 95% of the installed Available Endpoints over a seventy-
two (72) period by the end of the following Day for all Endpoints programmed to hourly intervals.  The failure to 
provide a single interval during the seventy-two (72) period by the end of the following Day marks the Available 
Endpoint as incomplete for that Day. The System will be configured to re-attempt a selection of missed Interval 
reads for Available Endpoints that respond on subsequent read attempts within a configurable timeframe.  
 

The Interval Available Endpoint Read performance calculation will be based on the percentage of Available Endpoints and 

not on the percentage of intervals delivered across the total Endpoint population. The Interval Available Endpoint Read will 

be calculated as the total number of Available Endpoints delivered within the seventy-two (72) hours based on the calculation, 

divided by the total count of Available Endpoints minus Unavailable Endpoints, multiplied by 100.  Performance calculations 

are never rounded up for purposes of determining if performance levels are met. 

 

Example calculation for 72 hours: 

• 25,000 Available Endpoints 
• 24,650 Available Endpoints with complete Intervals delivered for the 72-hour period by the end of the 

following Day 
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• Performance = [24,650 / (25,000)] x 100 = 98.6% 
 

Note:  this standard is not the standard reporting provided in OWOC for interval performance 
 

O.3.4.  Water Meter Events and Alarms 

Service Definition 

The AMI System shall provide water Endpoint Events and Alarms originating in the Available Endpoint to the AMI System 

Headend. Available Endpoint Events and Alarms include but are not be limited to the following: 

 Tamper detection 

 Leak (Abnormal flow) detection 

 Reverse flow (Back flow) detection 

 Low battery 

 Service disconnection reconnection  

  
 

Performance Standard 

The AMI Headend System will report all Endpoint Events and Alarms within sixty (60) seconds of the Endpoints 
generating the event or alarm. 
The AMI Headend System will deliver to the MDMS all Available Endpoint Events and Alarms received by the 
AMI System Headend within sixty (60) seconds of the receipt of the Available Endpoint Event or Alarm at the AMI 
System Headend. 
Endpoints in the AMI System will automatically resend all Available Endpoint Events and Alarms an agreed upon 
maximum number of times unless receipt by the AMI System Headend is acknowledged. 
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O.3.5. Water Meter On-Demand Reads 

Service Definition 

The AMI Headend System shall support the ability to perform Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads from the AMI System 

Headend.  Available Endpoint On-Demand Reads include but are not limited to the following: 

Recent Register: Returns present value of register index values. 

Self-Read: Returns hourly index readings and controlled by self-read option and time period of data to retrieve. 

Load Profile Data (Interval Data): Collects load profile data. 

Instrumentation Profile: Returns leak sensor data if attached. 

Endpoint Events: Event logging enabled to return events from the Endpoint’s event history log. 

Performance Standard 

The AMI Headend System will return the results of all Endpoint On-Demand Reads within ninety (90) seconds 95% of the time from 

initiation of the command in the AMI Headend System or receipt of the Endpoint On-Demand Read command from System. It is 

understood that this standard is provided via a calculation and not as a System driven report.  

Performance shall be calculated as the Daily Available On-Demand Read value, averaged over the month. Daily On-Demand Read 

value shall be calculated as the cumulative number of successful On-Demand Reads delivered to the initiating system, AMI System  

or  system, within 90 seconds of the request on a given day divided by the total number of Available On-Demand Reads on a given 

day. The monthly average performance shall be the sum of the individual Daily Available On-Demand Read values divided by the 

number of days in the month. On-Demand Read requests made to Unavailable Endpoints shall be excluded from the calculation for 

purposes of the performance standard. Performance calculations are never rounded up for purposes of determining if performance 

levels are met. 
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P. Project Completion  

Following the acceptance of the ITRON Solution as defined in Solution Component Acceptance Criteria Section, the ITRON 

Project Manager and the CUSTOMER will schedule a transition call with ITRON Global Support Services (GSS) during 

which the CUSTOMER will be introduced to the processes and procedures of engaging GSS for post Project Support with 

their OW Riva Solution.  The ITRON Project Manager with support from the CUSTOMER is responsible to complete the 

transition to GSS document prior to the meeting.  This document will be the baseline of the solution implemented.   Upon 

transition, the CUSTOMER is advised to obtain support through their Account Executive or the ITRON GSS organization.   
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Q. Transition to Itron Global Support Services 

Transition to ITRON Global Support Services requires the following activities and deliverables be completed at least two 

weeks ahead of Go-Live/System Cutover as well as completion of a 10-day Stabilization Period where the system is 

operated by Customer during that time: 

 

Q.1. Customer Responsibilities 

1. System preparation and delivery of a System Cutover Plan and Implementation Go-Live playbook. 

2. Review of Customers Go-Live playbook and meeting to address any concerns with ITRON resource attending. 

3. Review a checklist of all preparation tasks required for Go-Live (if not already identified in Go-Live playbook). 

4. Review of transition plan for successful transition from Project delivery to ITRON Support  

Q.2. Customer Deliverables 

1. System Cutover Plan – CUSTOMER delivers plan for cutover of system after Go-Live.  

2. Transition Plan – CUSTOMER delivers plan and checklist for transition to ITRON GSS. 

3. Pre-Transition Meeting – CUSTOMER schedules a meeting with ITRON to review final checklist of all transition 

items before Go-Live/System Cutover. 

4. Transition Approval – ITRON reviews and approves all transition deliverables for cutover to ITRON GSS after 

successful Go-Live. 

5. Final Transition Meeting – ITRON schedules a meeting with CUSTOMER post-Go-Live to finalize hand-off of 

system to ITRON GSS to become engaged for any Production related issues (post-Stabilization Period). 
 

Q.1. ITRON Responsibilities 

1. Coordinate any pre-work with CUSTOMER prior to scheduling meeting with GSS.  

2. Set up a meeting between CUSTOMER and ITRON GSS upon sign off.  
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R. Change Control Process 

An ITRON Change Order Form ("Change Order") will be used for communicating changes to this SOW.  The Change Order 

must describe the change requested, the rationale for the change, the estimated price and the effect the change will have on 

the overall Project.  All Change Orders must be approved and signed by CUSTOMER and ITRON. No work shall commence 

prior to the CUSTOMER authorization of this change order. See Appendix G for a sample Change Order.  

 

# Step ITRON CUSTOMER Notes 

1.  Identify scope change.   Either party may identify a scope change. 

2.  Submit a formal request for a 
Change Order. 

  Party identifying the scope change should 
submit the change request via email. 

 Request should include: 
 Problem Statement 
 Requirements 

3.  Assess impact (scope, 
schedule, resources) and 
prepare brief summary. 

   

4.  Report impact results and 
submit Change Order form. 

  Should include: 

 Scope change described 
 Cost change 
 Project schedule impacts 

5.  Authorize Change Order and 
email executed copy to ITRON 
Legal. 

   

6.  ITRON Legal executes 
Change Order and emails copy 
to CUSTOMER and ITRON 
Project Manager. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 – 
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S. Service Fees & Related Details 

S.1. Services Fees 

The ITRON Professional Services outlined in this SOW are provided as described in Pricing Summary reference BMR 

#15332-18 Ver 2 March 31, 2020, as referenced in the Order Document. Professional Services will be invoiced as incurred 

on a monthly basis.  

 

S.2. Billing Information 

To ensure that ITRON has all the correct billing information, please verify the following: 

Requested CUSTOMER Data 

Billing Contact Name Clint Whitney 

Billing Contact Phone # (s) 509.942.9432 

Billing Contact Email Address RESCONTRACTS@CI.RICHLAND.WA.US 

Physical Location Address (if applicable)  
Accounts Payable 
625 Swift Blvd, MS-09 
Richland, WA 99352 

Billing Address (if different from above)  

Special Billing Requirements? NO 

Purchase Order #  TBD 
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Appendix B –Hometown Connections (HCI) - Meter Operational Data 

Management System (MODMS) 

ITRON and HCI will deliver a hosted ElectSolve™ Meter Operational Data Management System (MODMS). HCI agrees to 

provide the products and service necessary to implement this system HCI’s designated Hosting Facility. HCI will provide 

hardware and network requirements for hosting and agrees to provide these services.  This Scope of Work defines this work 

product. 

ITRON and HCI will implement the following software.   

- IPKeys MODMS  

o Base Electsolve uCentra System 

o CIS Billing Interface “Meter-to-Cash” 

o Advanced CIS Billing Module 

o Additional AMI Interface (Openway/Riva) 

o Meter Exchange File Management Module 

o GIS(Engineering Model) Interface Module 

o Data Views Module 

- Interface Bundle 

o SCADA Electric Interface Module 

o SCADA Water Interface Module 

o GIS (Engineering Model) Interface Module 

o Prepay Interface 

- Analytics Bundle (Applies to Water and Electric Data) 

o Data Views Module 

o Advanced Visualization (requires ArcGIS, GIS) 

- Consumer Engagement Bundle 

o Consumer Engagement Module (Customer Portal) (uCentra3.1.3) 

- Additional/Custom Requirements 

o Lower resolution map on customer public website 

 
 
Exhibit A:  Statement of Work – Scope of Initial Services 
HCI’s Advanced Metering Program (“Program”) enables the CUSTOMER to acquire Meter  and Operational Data 

Management Software and Services under contracts HCI has in place with its Vendor IPKeys Technology Solutions and 

Services (“IPKeys”).   The Program includes an operating model and associated roles and responsibilities for the deployment, 
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operation and maintenance of all the components necessary to operate a fully functional Meter and Operational Data 

Management system.  

 

A general description of the operating model can be described as follows: 

 AMI applications, systems, and related technologies.  The applications, servers and related infrastructure 

will be deployed by HCI and IPKeys and provided to the CUSTOMER as a service more fully described in 

Exhibit B – Ongoing Services. 

 Integration(s) to local system(s): An integration to the CUSTOMER’s billing system will be completed, 

enabling the meter-to-cash processes.  Additional integrations to other operational systems along with the 

configuration of selected optional modules (e.g. Consumer Engagement) are provided as required as 

interpreted from RFP requirements.  Customer will need to confirm these during on-site workshops.  

 

This Exhibit describes the initial services required for the CUSTOMER to participate in the Program, including system 

integrations, training and Project management.   

Except as otherwise identified below as a responsibility of CUSTOMER, HCI will provide the following Initial Services to 

the CUSTOMER which will be performed by IPKeys.  The goals and deliverables included in this Appendix B will define 

the process and terms of onboarding and integrating the CUSTOMER’s MODM system into HCI designated hosting 

environment. Onboarding will include; installation of all licensed software modules, testing of installed modules and 

approvals of installed modules. Integration will include specific licensed module configurations and testing required by 

CUSTOMER.  

 

1.1. Application Setup and Billing System Integration – The goal and deliverables here are to describe the process, 

procedures, and terms of onboarding CUSTOMER into the HCI back-office environment including the integration 

to CUSTOMER’s billing system sufficient to replace the existing meter reading system and enable billing 

determinant transfer to billing system.  HCI will provide a work authorization and CUSTOMER profile document 

to IPKeys which will be referred to as the ORDER and IPKeys will install the authorized licenses, gather detailed 

integration requirements and complete the implementation of the MDMS solution.  

1.2. MODMS Installation Procedure: The following procedure will be used to install licenses authorized by the 

CUSTOMER ORDER.  With HCI providing hosting services for this installation, IPKEYS will follow the 

procedure below to install Module licenses for CUSTOMER.  

1.2.1. IPKeys to provide virtual server specifications for the CUSTOMER Electsolve® software to HCI and HCI 

will provide for and install the required virtual or physical hardware and operating systems. Servers Required: 

1.2.1.1. 1ea. Electsolve® Database Server. 

1.2.1.2. 1ea. Electsolve Application Server. 

1.2.1.3. 1ea. Electsolve CentraVU Replicator Server. 

1.2.1.4. 1ea. Electsolve CentraVU Web Portal Server. 

1.2.2. IPKeys will assist HCI staff with hardware sizing, configuration, testing and deployment as needed. 

1.2.3. IPKeys will install and configure the Electsolve® Software License for the CUSTOMER’s MDM. HCI to 

provide credentials to virtual servers required by IPKeys to install software licenses and complete the 

configuration of the Electsolve® Software License. 

1.2.4. IPKeys to install and configure SQL Server software. HCI to provide SQL Server License and media and 

required credentials to IPKeys to complete installation of SQL Server software.  
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1.2.5. IPKeys will configure, integrate and test Electsolve® Software, modules and interfaces to the CUSTOMER 

utility back-end vendor systems. 

1.3. MDMS CIS Billing Interface.  

1.3.1.1. Meter-to-Cash System Interface with CUSTOMER CIS 

 
The ElectSolve™ Meter-to-Cash consists of Importing data from the CUSTOMER CIS System on an agreed 
upon schedule (i.e. daily) as well as providing a billing determinate file for billing.   

 
ELECTSOLVE™ MODM CIS METER-TO-CASH INTERFACE 

 

 
a Synchronization File Import  

 Integration to the CIS Account, Meter and Billing History Files (Billing History can contain 
MVRS AMR Billing History).  Rate File Optional.   

 File types supported Simple CSV or as requested and mutually agreed upon 
b Billing Determinate File Export 

 MODM exports billing determinates to the utility billing system 
 File formats supported; CMEP, MEPMD02, Simple CSV, MVRS and others requested and 

mutually agreed upon 
 (detail file specifications will be gathered by IPKeys during detail requirements gathering with HCI 
Customer after Project kickoff)  

 

1.4. CIS Interface Provisioning, Configuration and Testing:  

1.4.1. CIS billing determinant files to be provided by the MODMS to the CIS, using the CUSTOMER’s existing 

meter reading hand-held file format. The CUSTOMER may optionally use another standard bill file export 

provided by the MODMS.  

1.4.2. CUSTOMER will provide sample on and off-cycle bill files to IPKeys to support bill file format testing.  

1.4.3. CIS synchronization will be by one of the following; direct ODBC read-only connection to CIS tables or by 

daily CIS master file exports.  

1.4.4. CIS Billing Interface and Integration functionality implemented during the implementation phase is 

determined during a requirements workshop jointly with the CUSTOMER at the Project kick-off. During the 

requirements phase it will be determined which billing functions as described in Attachment 1 – Billing 

System Integration Options will be required, and the configuration and integration will be performed based 

on these requirements.  
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1.4.5. Once integration has been completed and the system completes SAT, any future modifications, changes or 

re-configurations to the CIS integration will require professional services. The CIS Billing Interface and 

Integration is a one-time effort and future changes to these requirements, requiring new functions to be 

implemented, re-configured, removed, etc. will be charged at a Time & Material rate or a fixed fee rated to 

be determined after the new requirements are defined and agreed between all parties. 

1.4.6. CUSTOMER requests to change the CIS integration that include changes such as but limited to; changes to 

configured rate calculations, minor format changes for billing file exports, upgrades to CIS to same CIS new 

versions, etc. are the types of billing interface and configuration support not deemed to be a “re-configuration” 

requests since they do not require the CIS Billing interface to be modified or modified substantially. 

1.4.7. CUSTOMER requests to change the CIS billing integration that include changes such as but limited to; Net-

Metering, TOU, CP, NCP, Ratchet Rates, Totalized Billing, replacing a CIS vendor to a different CIS vendor, 

etc. are deemed to be “re-configuration”  requests since  these configuration changes require the underlying 

CIS Billing interface to be modified substantially.  

1.4.8. A CUSTOMER request that requires changes to the CIS billing integration will be evaluated jointly by 

IPKeys and HCI to determine the level of difficulty and to make a determination if the changes requested by 

the utility are covered under software maintenance and integration support or if the requested changes require 

substantial re-configuration. Based on these determinations that substantial configuration changes are 

required, ITRON and HCI will mutually work together to define a new scope of work that defines the new 

requirements, deliverables and cost associated with the CIS Billing Integration re-configuration. 

1.5.  ITRON AMI Interface Provisioning, Configuration and Testing: 

1.5.1. CUSTOMER AMI meters will be read by the single ITRON head-end system and loaded into 

CUSTOMER’sElectSolve MODMS Instance hosted in the HCI back-office. 

1.5.2. Data loaded into CUSTOMER AMI meters. 

1.5.2.1. Supported Itron AMI meter controls (i.e. Read-Meter, Connect-Meter, Disconnect-Meter, Meter-
Demand_Reset, etc.) to be determined based on head-end functionality and will be enabled and 
accessible using the CUSTOMER’s Electsolve MODMS user interface (“UI”). The Electsolve® 
WebServices & Brokering Module will facilitate all ITRON AMI control requests, logging of 
requests and communications between Electsolve® and the HCI ITRON head-end.  CUSTOMER 
ITRON AMI meter controls will be allowed from their own Electsolve® MODMS UI.  

1.6. Data Center Services Provided by HCI: 

1.6.1. Hardware and Hosting services. 

1.6.1.1. HCI will provide all hardware and hosting services required for the installation and integration 

of all Electsolve® software licenses.   

1.6.1.2. HCI will be responsible for provisioning the HCI Electsolve® MDMS virtual server to Production 

environment. Regarding the Test environment, HCI’s current test environment consists of an 

instance of the IPKeys application and database servers containing sample data that is used by HCI 

staff to test new MODMS software releases prior to installing in Richland or any municipality’s 

production environment.  This environment does not interface to the CUSTOMER AMI head-end or 

any other systems in CUSTOMER environment (eg… CIS, GIS, etc.).  CUSTOMER does not have 

direct access to this environment.  This work scope includes no other additional MODM test instance 

installations.  

1.6.1.3. HCI’s primary data center provider is BlueBridge Networks in Cleveland, OH. The facility has 

24-7 onsite NOC, which monitors the security and video systems 24 hours a day, 365 days a 

year. 

1.6.1.4. HCI’s disaster recovery data center provider is Cologix in Columbus, OH. This site has 

complete redundancy for the hosted environment. 
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1.6.1.5. HCI will provide all Microsoft operation system and Microsoft SW database license required 

in hosted environment.  IPKeys will install one (1) production MODMS system environment 

for CUSTOMER.  

 

 

 

1.7. Hardware and Connectivity Diagram 

The following diagram is for illustration purposes only and may not reflect the actual and final configuration for 
the CUSTOMER. IPKeys will provide a final topology diagram with the SAT upon completion of the project.  

 
1.7.1.1.  

1.8. Deliverables 

1.8.1.  Electsolve®  Base Software 

Version 3.25 MODMS System Feature Sets (latest version will be deployed): Software is sold as a 

versioned product and is installed in its current form at the time of release and the work scope includes no 

customizations.  Upon completion of base system CUSTOMER SAT (site acceptance test) and all 

subsequent module SATs the software will be upgraded to the latest version.  Requests for future 

enhancements to the product are encouraged and are accepted after the completion of the CUSTOMER 

SAT and are submitted by the CUSTOMER through normal support processes.  

 

1.8.1.1. Base MODMS Modules Include: 

a Dashboard Module  

(i) The standard Dashboard component boxes are displayed showing the number of: AMI 

and non-AMI meters, AMI meters reporting, meters with “Tamper” conditions, meters 

with “Error” conditions with hyperlinks from the MDMS Dashboard component 

directly into the MDMS Portal to view the specific meters not reporting or being 

reported but with suspect condition codes. 
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(ii) The standard Dashboard package includes six (6) default content boxes selected by the 

customer from an existing inventory of widgets and RSS feeds. Content boxes will 

display data residing in the MODMS. Additional Dashboard widgets and RSS feeds 

can be purchased utilizing optional hourly services.  

(iii) Dashboards can be configured and saved for individual users. 

(iv) Dashboard widgets include: 

1.8.1.1.a.iv.1. AMI data 

1.8.1.1.a.iv.2. SCADA data 

1.8.1.1.a.iv.3. Outage events 

1.8.1.1.a.iv.4. Graphs 

1.8.1.1.a.iv.5. Tables 

1.8.1.2. Validation, Editing and Estimation (VEE) Module 

a Provides data validation, editing and estimation functionality.  

b Fully complies with California VEE Standard 

c Supports custom VEE rules 

d Interval data validation 

e Monthly register read validation 

f Auto validation 

g Auto post validation results 

h Audits and logs all activity 

i Editable results 

j Supports multiple rule set combinations 

1.8.1.3. System Tools — Provides Virtual Metering and Load Profiling within Electsolve MODMS. 

a Management and configuration of reports and alerts. 

b Virtual Meters — Standard features include support for: Water, gas and electric meters 

(i) Multiple aggregation methods; hierarchical, rate class, zip code, etc… 

(ii) Historical data aggregation 

(iii) Auto-redefines daily for added or removed meter 

(iv) Create virtual meters from virtual meters 

(v) Virtual meters can be used in Electsolve the same as any physical meter 

1.8.1.4. Messaging & Alerts Module 

a Allows user to schedule reports to be sent via email, such as blink count reporting, daily meter 

exceptions, negative consumption for active meters, meters not reporting, etc.   

b Allows users to receive predefined alerts via email and/or text messaging.  

c Standard capabilities include: 

(i) Sends predefined alerts as they occur via email and/or text messaging. 

(ii) Receive notifications of high/low voltages and system status. 

(iii) Schedule reports to be sent to email. 

(iv) Subscription based management. 

(v) Logs all notification activity which is searchable. 

1.8.1.5. Scheduler Service Module 

a Allows scheduling of predefined events, such as AMR data processing, SCADA data 

processing and billing determinant generation for cycle billing reads, etc. 

1.8.1.6. Advanced Charting Module 

a Generate charts, graphs using meter interval and register read data residing the MODMS.  

b Allows user to set up multiple meters to compare kWh, demand, voltage, kVAr, PF etc.… 

c Allows user to compare usage for multiple specific days 

d Allows user to analyze operational data on the fly to compare different system configurations 
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e Displays multiple entities/devices/statuses such as substations, transformers, meters, demand 
response meter groups (DR module not included in the scope of this SOW), etc.   

f Displays multiple utility types; electric, water and gas 

g Exportable graphs and data. 

h Allows user to view Load Profiles by specific day 

1.8.1.7. Importer/Exporter Module 

a Includes file based importing and exporting functionality for use for integration of data to and 

from the MDMS application.  This functionality supports exporting data into back-office 

systems such as the CUSTOMER’s CIS and other downstream data processing systems as 

well as loading data into the MDMS from data collection systems interfaced to the MDMS 

such as AMI, SCADA, IEDs, JAA’s, etc. 

b Cycle and Time-Of-Use Billing Determinants — Provides support for both Cycle and Time-

of- Use Billing data determinant creation. Electsolve MDMS will pass billing determinates for 

cycle billing and time of use “buckets” to CIS for billing. 

1.8.1.8. Weather Import Service 

a Importing and storing weather data provided by a third-party weather data source is supported.  

Weather is displayed in the various charts/graphs when users view data in the MDMS. Free 

weather service feeds will be used by default, pay-for weather data feeds are available for an 

additional fee. 

 
1.8.1.9. GIS Reporting Module. 

a Render report results to a GIS map viewer for meters stored in the MDMS that include GIS 

coordinate data. Provides maps using Customer’s GIS by default. 

b To overlay a distribution map, the utility must have an accurate connectivity model in ESRI 

form and ArcGIS server is required which can be provided by the utility.gss’ 

1.8.1.10. Utility Portal Module 

a Visualization of meter read Interval and Register Data. Search by account, customer, meter, 

meter serial, street, etc. Perform meter controls; connect-disconnect-read request, manage 

users, security, access level security, perform cycle billing determinant extraction functions, 

display daily usage charts, link to the CentraVU® customer portal for CSR customer support 

conveniences, View AMI read performance charts, display MDMS system status.  

1.8.1.11. WebServices and Brokering Module (UESB – Utility Enterprise Service Bus).  

a Manage webservices (CIM, Multispeak, other), broker webservice request between different 

vendors, track webservice logs.  

1. File Manager/sFTP/FTP Module. 

b Manage file movement, folder operations, file mover function, access FTP sites for file loads, 

place file extracts on FTP sites.  

c Electsolve® supports standard integration and interoperability methodologies such as CIM, 

MultiSpeak, 3.x, 4.x and 5.x, SOAP, XML, Restful APIs as well as traditional enterprise file 

based integrations, methods. 

1.8.2. Analytics Bundle 

1.8.2.1. Data View Module 

a A set of pre-defined, pre-built “data views” are provided with the MDM SQL Server database. 

These “data views” look very similar to actual database tables and allow CUSTOMER’s users to 

connect to the database and create their own ad hoc queries. Since the MDM data warehouse 

model includes a broad range of tables, procedures and functions, these “data views” are included 

to reduce the complexity for CUSTOMER’s users to access the data for other functions. Users can 
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connect to these views by ODBC connection using MS Access, Crystal Reports or other desktop 

query and reporting tools.  The MODM Data View Module also includes an ad hoc query tool. 

b Views included: ActiveCustomerData, AllCustomerData, BillingReads, IntervalReads, 

RegisterReads and MeterInventory. Each view includes a set of fields derived from the MDM data 

warehouse model and a complete field list for each “data view” is provided in the user 

documentation.  

c The elements in the Data View Module are updated with the same frequency as the interfaces that 

those individual data elements are pulled from. If the CIS is being updated once daily, the data 

elements for CIS available in the Data View will be updated daily as well  

1.8.2.2. Event Management Module (Advanced Visualization) 

a Pre-requisites: CIS Interface, GIS Interface, ESRI ArcGIS Server (provided by Utility) 

b The Event Management module includes an ESRI mapping feature allowing the utility to select 

and render report results to multi-layer ESRI map.  It provides geographical depiction of events 

using Lat/Lon information mapped into the MODM using data from the GIS or CIS systems of the 

utility.  

c When the ESRI Shape File is provided, the Event Management Module includes electric GIS 

network overlays so events can be viewed by Lat/Lon in the context of where these metering points 

connect to the physical electric network.  An accurate connectivity model in ESRI format and 

ArcGIS server is required. 

d Lat/Lon locations at times may not align precisely with ESRI geographical mapping since Lat/Lon 

meter location coordinate data is captured using equipment that may vary in accuracy.  

e If the CUSTOMER does not have an accurate GIS network model or ESRI Shape File, a single 

layer map will be utilized and no connectivity to the electric network will be available. Lat/Lon 

locations will be used to display event locations only.  

f AMI Events such as blinks, tampers, negative consumption, gaps, etc. will be configured if 

available from the AMI system. 

g The Event Management Module is not an Outage Management System(OMS). While it is able to 

display AMI generated outage events, it is not designed to provide OMS functions typical of OMS 

vendor products. 

h ESRI land base maps with electric network, phases, colors, switch states, customer locations, 

transformers, etc. can be configured if available. 

i Voltage alerts/events and Transformer Load Analysis alerts/events can be published to the Event 

Management Module map. (when these modules are installed) 

j The Event Management module is supported on iPad and other comparable tablet/phone devices 

with a VPN connection to the utility network. 

1.8.3. ElectSolve™ Advanced Billing Module Configuration 

1.8.3.1. Refer to Attachment 1 for Information on Billing System Configuration 

1.8.4. AMI  Bundle 
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1.8.4.1. Itron Openway Riva AMI Interface 

a AMI data collection, AMI Event handling, and interactive  AMI command and control 

including disconnect/re-connect, on-demand meter reading  

b Production testing and rollout 

c Dependency - AMI headend installation and one test meter are required for base installation to 

begin. 

1.8.4.2. Meter Exchange File Management Module 

a Module includes any of the following: 

b AMI Meter Provisioning of Meters Exchanged or updated in CIS 

c Brokering of CIS ‘from host and to host” files with Work Management System- ElectSolve™ 

MODM serves as central file brokering system 

1.8.5.  Interface Bundle 

1.8.5.1. The ElectSolve™ MODM is an integration platform that consumes, stores and brokers data from 

utility operational systems.  The HCI Customer has selected the following interface modules to be 

integrated into their ElectSolve™ MODM. 

1.8.5.2. SCADA Water and Electric Interface Module 

a Extract select analog point SCADA data from the existing SCADA historian into the MODM 

operational data store for Dashboard reporting, MODM portal presentation and future 

reporting and data analysis. Data will be made available to the MODM by one of the 

following methods: ODBC read-only database connection to the SCADA historian SQL 

database or scheduled recurring SCADA historian data exports in CSV format or XML format 

for auto-import into MODM.  

b GIS (Engineering Model) Interface Module 

c Interface supporting an ESRI import/export formatted file posted to the MODM from the GIS 

or EA system 

d MODM includes lat/lon coordinate data storage for each meter device along with service 

connectivity information including; substation, circuit, phase, line section and transformer.  

e The MODM requires recurring updates to this data to maintain accurate connectivity details 

for each service location. 

1.8.5.3. Prepay Interface 

a Provide CMEP Interval Exporter services to support 3rd party Pre-Pay applications. 

b WebServices & Brokering Configured for Pre-Pay AMI Command Brokering 

1.8.6. ElectSolve™ CentraVU Consumer Engagement 

1.8.6.1. CentraVU® Customer Portal has the following feature:  

a Auto-archiving of site configuration, content and pages 

b Customer access to usage data in both graphical and tabular formats 
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c Customer access to usage information in several units of measure; kWh, kW, kVarh, kVA, 

PF, gallons, CF, etc.… 

d Customer access to usage in correlation to weather conditions (Hi, Low, Avg.) 

e Customer access to usage by billing cycle or a custom date range 

f Customers can manage multiple accounts from a single sign-in 

g Customers can download usage in CSV or PDF file export formats 

h Customers can access billing history and actual bill PDF images for up to 3 years (requires 

access to bill images in PDF form provided by CUSTOMER) 

i Customers can set up usage alerts (SMS & email) and received notifications when a customer 

defined specified dollar amount is reached 

j Customers can track weekly usage via report by email 

k Supports configuring additional content pages in CentraVU® to provide additional content for 

customer access such as; tips for usage conservation, TOU sample scenarios, DR program 

tips, “Tip of the Day”, etc. 

l CentraVU® allows customers to submit questions/requests/comments which are routed by 

email to specified departments via the mail form in CentraVU® 

m Customers can access account information via Mobi Website on smartphones and tablets 

n CentraVU® includes an optional API to allow utilities to use other 3rd party CE products and 

to use the API for data request to Electsolve® but using the CentraVU® replicator.  

o CentraVU® supports token login configurations to allow CentraVU® to sit behind other 3rd 

party authenticated sites such as “pay online” sites.  

p CentraVU® supports; Water, Gas and Electricity 

q CentraVU® supports meter totalization where multiple meters are combined and displayed as 

a single meter for accounts with multiple meters.  

r CentraVU® supports both residential and commercial/industrial customers 

1.8.6.2. Consumer Engagement can be configured for Residential or Commercial (i.e. key accounts) or both.  

Monthly, Daily or Interval Data can be displayed. Typical configurations are daily for residential and 

interval for key accounts 

1.8.6.3. Module includes designing the CentraVU web style sheet (CSS) to match and coordinate with 

existing utility website designs. 

1.8.6.4. IPKeys will assist utility in coordinating configuration of the hosting site.   

1.8.6.5. Includes configuring and implementing the MODMS store forward replicator database in a secure 

DMZ within the utility environment and replicating data from the MODMS DMZ to the store 

forward database at the hosting site.  

1.8.6.6. Includes up to two (2) days of assistance to utility staff with integration and testing of links to 

existing utility website(s) and other 3rd party pre-pay/bill-pay portals.  A navigable link from these 
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existing portals to the CentraVU Customer Portal, will be used for energy use data access and 

presentation.  

1.8.6.7. Includes configuration of  pass-through authentication to third party pre-pay/bill-pay portals (i.e. 

payment portal)  

1.8.6.8. Links are included in Electsolve to allow CSR’s to engage customers on calls and to navigate to the 

CentraVU CE Module. 

 

2. Integration and Project Management – Provide oversight of deployment operations.  

2.1. Integration Roles and Responsibilities  

2.1.1. AMI-Participation by CUSTOMER, HCI and Itron  to meet with IPKeys in a planning session to determine 

method of AMI data access. Role Participants: IPKeys, CUSTOMER, HCI and Itron. 

2.1.2. CIS-Participation by HCI, Customer (CIS Vendor Optional) to meet with IPKeys in a planning session to 

determine the method of CIS data access. Role Participants; IPKeys, HCI, CUSTOMER, and CUSTOMER 

CIS vendor.  

2.1.3. Prepay-Participation by HCI, CUSTOMER (CIS Vendor Optional) to meet with IPKeys in a planning session 

to determine the method of CIS data access. Role Participants: IPKeys, HCI, CUSTOMER and Pre-Paid 

vendor. 

2.1.4. ESRI GIS-participation by HCI, CUSTOMER (ESRI vendor optional) to meet with IPKeys in a planning 

session to determine the method of GIS data access.. Role Participants: IPKeys, HCI, CUSTOMER, 

CUSTOMER GIS vendor.  

2.1.5. SCADA- Participation by HCI, CUSTOMER (SCADA vendor optional) to meet with IPKeys in a planning 

session to determine the method of SCADA data access. Role Participants: IPKeys, HCI, CUSTOMER and 

CUSTOMER SCADA vendor(s).  

The above are the major dependencies, roles, and responsibilities.  Additional details can be found in the following 

exhibits:  

 Exhibit E:  Roles and Responsibilities 

 

3. Training – Provide end-user training to the CUSTOMER to enable a smooth transition to new process and environment. 

3.1. IPKeys MDMS Training – IPKeys will perform the following training services: 

3.1.1. A two (2) day on-site training will be provided for all modules according to the size of the 

CUSTOMER. HCI may attend CUSTOMER training sessions as well and would pay for any costs 

related to this. 

3.1.2. Training consists of an in-depth view of the entire Electsolve® MDMS for all classes. Every attendee 

will see every aspect of the Electsolve® MDMS including its features, operability and functionality. 

Attendees with similar responsibilities are encouraged to attend the same class as focus can be centered 

on features that will be relevant to their job. 

3.1.3. Multiple classes can be conducted for the same department when necessary so that the department may 

maintain a presence for normal business operations. 

3.1.3.1. Classes generally last from 2-3 hours depending on class participation. Generally, two sessions 

per day are scheduled. 

3.1.3.2. In addition to every attendee receiving training on the entire functionality of the MDMS, some 

roles will receive more specialized training. 
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a Customer Service Representatives will learn to: 

(i) Compare/review customer usage by date range using monthly billing history 

(ii) Compare/review usage by kWh and kW in relation to temperatures  

(iii) Compare/review usage by interval time periods  

(iv) Compare/review usage by interval time periods in relation to interval temperatures 

(v) Review detailed customer information of an account 

(vi) Review the outage history of an account 

(vii) Review the connect/disconnect history of an account 

(viii) Review the meter event history of an account 

(ix) Perform on-demand reads 

(x) Remotely connect and disconnect a meter 

(xi) View the physical location of a meter 

(xii) Graphically compare/review customer usage by specified days for a time period 

(xiii) Run reports relevant to customer accounts 

(xiv) Schedule reports to automatically be delivered to email inbox 

(xv) Create and maintain Dashboards relevant to customer accounts 

b Billing Agents will learn to: 

(i) Compare/review customer usage by date range using monthly billing history 

(ii) Compare/review usage by kWh and kW in relation to temperatures  

(iii) Compare/review usage by interval time periods  

(iv) Compare/review usage by interval time periods in relation to interval temperatures 

(v) Review detailed customer information of an account 

(vi) Perform on-demand reads  

(vii) Create an AMI billing file to upload into the billing application 

(viii) Review/download previous billing cycle reports 

(ix) Run reports relevant to billing 

(x) Schedule reports to automatically be delivered to email inbox 

(xi) Create and maintain Dashboards relevant to billing 

c Meter Technicians and Servicemen will learn to: 

(i) Review detailed customer information of an account 

(ii) Review the detailed history of a meter 

(iii) Review the historical locations of a meter 

(iv) Review the meter event history 

(v) View the physical location of a meter 

(vi) Graphically compare/review customer usage by specified days for a time period 

(vii) Run reports relevant to meter issues 

(viii) Schedule reports to automatically be delivered to email inbox 

(ix) Create and maintain Dashboards relevant to meter issues 

d Engineering and Operations personnel will learn to: 

(i) Review detailed customer information of an account 

(ii) Review the detailed history of a meter 

(iii) Review the historical locations of a meter 

(iv) Review the meter event history 

(v) View the physical location of a meter 

(vi) Graphically compare/review customer usage by specified days for a time period  

(vii) Graphically review meter, transformer and substation data 

(viii) Review system loss analysis 

(ix) Review/analyze voltage events 

(x) Run reports relevant to AMI system and system events 
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(xi) Schedule reports to automatically be delivered to email inbox 

(xii) Create and maintain Dashboards relevant to system events 

e System Administrator personnel will learn to add, delete and manage CUSTOMER user 

access.  

(i) Add/remove user accounts 

(ii) Manage user accounts 

(iii) Troubleshoot user issues 

(iv) Run reports relevant to the MDMS performance/maintenance 

(v) Schedule reports to automatically be delivered to email inbox 

3.2. Typically, an onsite session at the utility with training being offered over three (3) days to designated groups 

of utility staff based on business role within the utility operations. The instruction focuses on end-user 

overview and instruction of the targeted modules. Trainees can attend several modules depending on the 

need for their depth of knowledge of the uCentra™ System.The uCentra™ System Administrator should be 

designated by the utility management and prepared to attend all training sessions. The uCentra™ System 

Administrator does not have to be from the Information Technology department.    

3.3. Documentation 
3.3.1. One electronic copy of User Guide is provided. 
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Training Session Type Description of Learning Objectives Module Name 

CSR Training 

(Beta POC)  

Review customer usage history 

Compare usage by month 

Compare usage different times of the day 

Review usage when temperatures are low / high  

ElectsSolve Base 

 

CSR Supervisor Training 

(Beta POC) 

 

Review customer usage history 

Compare usage by month 

Compare usage different times of the day 

Review usage when temperatures are low / high 

Perform on-demand reads 

Disconnect/Connect Meters 

Estimate reads (VEE) 

 

ElectsSolve Base 

 

Accounting Billing Training 

(Beta POC)  

Review customer usage history 

Import/Export Billing 

View Monthly Reports 

Cycle Billing System Estimates 

Gap Report 

Negative Consumption  

ElectsSolve Base  

Engineering/Operations 

Training 

(Beta POC) 

  

Monitor system status 

Monitor AMI Status 

View system stability 

Set system alerts to be notified of system status (via 

email or text) 

Set monthly system reporting via email 

View Other Reports  

ElectsSolve Base  

MODM Operator/Meter 

Tech Training 

(Beta POC) 

 

Review customer usage history 

Compare usage by month 

Compare usage different times of the day 

Review usage when temperatures are low / high 

 

ElectsSolve Base 

 

Marketing/Member 

Relations Training 

(Beta POC) 

 

Review customer usage history 

Compare usage by month 

Compare usage at different times of the day 

Review usage when temperatures are low / high 

 

ElectsSolve Base 
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4. Testing 

4.1. IPKeys System Acceptance Testing (SAT) - Jointly performed by ITRON, IPKeys, HCI and 

CUSTOMER. The objective of the System Acceptance Test is to demonstrate the functionality and operation 

of IPKeys’s Electsolve® MDMS before moving into production. There will be one base system SAT and 

sign-off. No additional SAT’s by other vendors or joint participants in this process will be supported. 

Following the base system SAT, any additional modules within the scope of work will follow the same 

procedure for sign-off. 

4.1.1. The System Acceptance Test will be performed after the system has been installed and tested by 

IPKeys.  

4.1.2. CUSTOMER will designate one person to sign-off on all functionality. Additional attendees from areas 

such as Customer Service, CUSTOMER Services, Metering, Engineering, or Management may all 

attend to give input to the official designee. Attendance is documented.   

4.1.3. CUSTOMER’s designee will pass or fail each item as it is demonstrated using the sign-off sheet 

provided prior to the SAT. Notes may be added throughout. 

4.1.4. Any items failing test will be fixed and retested at an agreed upon date and time. 

4.2. IPKeys Implementation Testing - As data is mapped into the MDM, the CUSTOMER staff will be called 

upon to validate data by assisting in verifying that the data has been mapped according to CUSTOMER’s 

requirements and business processes.  This process entails comparing Electsolve® data screens to CIS data 

screens.  This is an iterative process and will be scheduled as required between CUSTOMER and IPKeys 

staff.  Generally, this should take two (2) hours a week over the course of 2-3 weeks. 

 
 

Customer Portal (ElectSolve 

CentraVU) 

(Beta POC) 

 

View Usage by date(s)/billing cycles 

Residential-kWh 

Commercial-kWh, kW, kVarh, PF 

Water-Gallons 

Gas-Cubic Feet 

View Billing History up to 36 months 

Set Budget Alerts by SMS and or email 

(Residential Only) 

Export Usage Reports 

 

ElectSolve CentraVU 

Data Views 

Module 

For all users 

(Beta POC) 

Access Data Views to create 

reports using utilities 3rd party 

reporting tools 

Use  Data Views Ad Hoc Query tool 

Data Views 

Event 

Visualization 

Module 

For all users 

(Beta POC) 

View AMI Events on ESRI Map 

View Event Reports 

Drill down into event map to 

review details of the event 

Event Visualization 
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ATTACHMENT 1 – BILLING SYSTEM INTEGRATION MATRIX 

 

Advanced Billing and Advanced Billing Bundle- IPKEYS integrators will meet with HCI and 
CUSTOMER to collect detail billing requirements.  They will go over billing processes and make Advanced 
billing configurations to the MODMS.  Configuration options are listed in the matrix below and are included 
in the Advanced Billing Bundle. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 – PLACEHOLDER 

<Left blank intentionally> 
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Exhibit C:  Definitions 
 

DEFINITIONS 
 

 
1.  “Service Availability” means the ability to sign on to the Electsolve® Application and that the application 

is fully usable. 

2.  “SOW” means an amendment to a Vendor Agreement which specifically addresses work to be performed 
for CUSTOMER. 

3.  “SOW Effective Date” means the date when a SOW becomes effective, which is the date of last signature 
of either Party to execute such SOW. 

4. “Specifications” means the technical specifications for the Product upon which the Parties mutually agree in 
writing. 

“Supplier’s Span of Control” means Application Software used in connection with providing MDMS 
services to CUSTOMER.   
 

a. Exceptions that are out of Supplier’s Span of Control and HCI’s span of control as 
the SaaS/Hosting Provider: 

1. Common Carrier and telecommunication Issues 
2. Third Party software, data integrated problem resolution for non- Supplier software (CIS, 

AMI, SCADA, OMS, MWF, Pre-Pay, etc.) 
3. CUSTOMER Hardware/Servers/Switches/Routers/Firewalls/Storage Devices/etc. 
4. Hardware Redundancy 
5. Networks/Physical/Virtual/WAN/LAN/VPN, etc. 
6. Network Performance 
7. CUSTOMER Networks/Customer Network Performance 
8. CUSTOMER Network and Telecom Latency 
9. CUSTOMER Provided Data Quality 
10. CUSTOMER Network Security 
11. Regional Power Outages 

 

b. Exceptions that are out of Supplier’s Span of Control, but within HCI’s span of control as the SaaS/Hosting 

Provider: 

1. HCI Backup Services 

2. HCI Off-site backup storage 

3. HCI Hardware Redundancy 

4. HCI Networks/Physical/Virtual/WAN/LAN/VPN, etc. 

5. HCI Network Performance 
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Exhibit D:   
 
 

SECTION INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit E:  Roles and Responsibilities 
 

Overview of Roles and Responsibilities for MDMS System 

 

 

Associated system operating model and associated roles and responsibilities for the operation and 

maintenance of the Electsolve MDMS, provided by IPKeys Technology Solutions and Services (IPKeys).  

 

Legends for Role and Responsibility Matrices 

The matrices refer to three primary participants 

 HCI (Hometown Connections Inc.), typically an IT systems person 

 IPKeys: IPKeys’ Services team member assigned to HCI  

 CUSTOMER (any participating CUSTOMER): typically, an AMI lead at the CUSTOMER 

 

The matrices define the roles and responsivities for all headend and network tasks.  It is meant to be applicable once 

the system goes into operation. The nomenclature used in the table is as follows: 

 R = Responsible, the organization responsible for carrying out the task  

 P = Participate, the organization responsible for providing the responsible party any needed support or 

coordination. 

 A = Approving, the organization responsible for approving the intended actions of the responsible party in 

advance of the actions being executed.  Approval also means that the CUSTOMER, HCI and IPKeys inform 

one another in advance of the pending activity to assure the activity does not impact the other party’s platform 

or operations. 

 N = Notification, the organization will be notified in advance by the responsible party before the activity takes 

place.  
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MODM 

1. 
Project Responsibilities CUSTOMER HCI 

IPKEYS 

a. Technical Project Management of the MDMS 
Implementation 

P P R 

b. Scheduling and Facilitating MDM Project Technical 
meetings.  

P  R 

c. 
Hosting Requirements Gathering and follow-up P, A R P 

d. Completing Hosting Environment.  This is a project 
dependency including AMI Headend and one test meter of 
each type per project 

N R  

e. Systems integration requirements Gathering and follow-up 
(CIS, AMI, SCADA, GIS etc.)  It is imperative that this be 
a direct interaction with the customer. 

P, A  R 

f. Loading Software onto Hosted Server, Onboarding System 
with Test Data, Technical Configuration of MDMS and all 
interfaces. 

N  R 

g. 
Data Mapping P  R 

h. 
Data Cleanup R  P 

i. Phase User Acceptance Testing. Phase Assessment 
meetings and signoffs. Final System Acceptance Test 

A P R 

j. Scope change definition R  R 

k.  Change Order development & Pricing N P R 
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Exhibit G: HCI Professional Services Payment Schedule 
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Appendix C – ITRON HOSTING SOLUTION Workshop Agenda Sample 

 

 

Workshop - Day 1  

Time – PST Agenda/Details Facilitators Attendees 

08:30 AM – 
09:00 AM  

 Introductions  Itron, Billing, Metering and 
Operations 

09:00 AM – 
10:45 AM 

 Overview on Riva and 
Collection Manager 

 Itron, Billing, Metering, IT and 
Operations 

10:45 AM – 11:00 AM - Break 

11:00 AM – 
12:00 PM 

 Discussion on Itron Security 
Manager (ISM) 

 Itron, Billing, Metering, IT and 
Operations 

12:00 PM – 01:00 PM - Lunch 

01:00 PM – 
02:00 PM 

 Discussion on Internet of 
Things Field Network 
Director (IoT FND) 

 Itron, Metering and Operations 

02:00 PM – 
03:00 PM 

 Discussion on Endpoints  Itron, Billing, Metering and 
Operations 

03:00 PM – 03:15 PM - Break 

03:15 PM – 
04:00 PM 

 Discussion on FDM Tools  Itron, Metering, IT and 
Operations 

04:00 PM – 
04:30 PM 

 Discussion Field 
Deployment Planning 

 Itron, Metering, IT and 
Operations 

04:30 PM – 
05:00 PM 

Discussion on Training (High 
Level) 
 CGR Installation 
 FDM Tools End User 

Training 
 ERT Installation, 

Troubleshooting and 
Maintenance 

 Itron Mobile Radio (IMR) 

 Itron, Metering, IT and 
Operations 

Workshop - Day 2  

Time - PST Agenda/Details Facilitators Attendees 

08:30 AM – 09:00 
AM  

 Recap Day 1  Itron, Billing, 
Metering and 
Operations 
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09:00 AM – 09:30 
AM 

Discussion on Testing Phases (High 
Level) 
 Communication, First Article, 

System Acceptance, Expectations 

 Itron, Billing, 
Metering, IT 
and Operations 

09:30 AM – 10:30 
AM 

Discussion on Training (High Level) 
 OWOC Collection Manager (CM) 
 Itron Analytics (IA) 
 Roles & Responsibilities 

 Itron, Billing, 
Metering and 
Operations 

10:30 AM – 11:00 
AM 

CGR Installation Schedule  Itron, Billing, 
Metering and 
Operations 

11:00 AM – 11:15 AM - Break 

11:15 AM – 12:00 
PM 

 Discussion on MDI (Master Data 
Import) Interface File 

 Itron, Billing, IT  

12:00 PM – 01:00 PM - Lunch 

01:00 PM – 03:00 
PM 

 Continue discussion on MDI 
(Master Data Import) Interface File 

 Itron, Billing, IT  

03:00 PM – 03:15 PM - Break 

03:15 PM – 04:00 
PM 

 Discussion on Itron Hosted 
Services 

 Itron, Customer 
Project 
Manager and IT 

04:00 PM – 05:00 
PM 

 Discussion on Secure File 
Transfer Protocol (SFTP) 

 Itron, Customer 
Project 
Manager and IT 

Workshop - Day 3  

Time - PST Agenda/Details Facilitators Attendees 

08:30 AM – 09:00 
AM  

 Recap Day 2  Itron, Billing, 
Metering and 
Operations 

09:00 AM – 10:00 
AM 

 Discussion on Itron Analytics  Itron, Billing, 
Metering, 
Operations and 
IT 

10:00 AM – 11:00 
AM  

 Q/A Session  Itron, Billing, 
Metering, 
Operations and 
IT 
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Appendix D – Itron Interface Points 

Itron shall provide support for the following Interface points as part of the Solution Implementation.  It is assumed that 

CUSTOMER will have the responsibility for the integration, testing and maintenance of integration from Itron licensed 

products to upstream and/or 3rd party applications.     

While these interfaces have not been completely vetted at the time of authoring this SOW, integration points will be identified 

and documented during the workshops focusing on the Interface Design Document.  Below are preliminary integration points 

identified. 

 

Item System Integration With Responsible 
Party 

Integration Points 

1.  Collection 
Manager (CM) 

− FND 
− ISM 
− Electsolve 

(Customer 
Portal) 

Itron - Provisioning and de-
provisioning of Electric Meters 
and Water Modules using 
defined interfaces (MDI, web 
services) 

- Data subscriber(s) using 
defined WSDL’s with 
CUSTOMER’s MDMS 

- Events and Exceptions using 
defined WSDL’s with 
CUSTOMER MDMS 

2.  Field Network 
Director (FND) 

− CM 
 

Itron - Provisioning and de-
provisioning of Routers and 
Electric Meters and Water 
Modules on the multi-service 
network using defined interfaces 
(CSV, web services) 
 

 
3.  Itron Security 

Manager (ISM) 
− CM 
− FDM Tools 

 

Itron - Provisioning and de-
provisioning of factory keys 

4.  FDM Tools − CM 
− ISM 

Itron - Field troubleshooting of Meters 
and Endpoints 

- Updating firmware 
- Accessing Meter register data 

5.  FDM Work 
Order 
Management 
System 
(WOMS) 

− CIS 
 

Itron  - Released Work Order 
- Completed Work Orders 
- Exceptions 
- ToHost file 

 
− CIS 
− GIS System 

CUSTOMER - FromHost file 
- GIS Coordinates 

6.  Electsolve 
(Customer  
Portal) 

 
− MDMS (as 

applicable) 
 

Itron - Network connectivity between 
the Customer data center to 
Itron to enable Itron-to-Itron 
interface. 

7.  ElectSolve 
MDM 

− CM Itron - Two-way interactions using 
standard web services, 
including reads, disconnects, 
ping, outage updates, etc. 

- Generate Itron standard data 
export files. 
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− CIS  
− GIS System 
− Others TBD 

 

CUSTOMER - Two-way interactions using 
standard Itron web services, 
including reads, disconnects, 
ping, outage updates, etc. 

- Meter reading data via standard 
Itron supported export files. 

- Customer billing determinants 
- Alarms / events 
-  

8.  , MDM - − CIS  
− WOMS (as 

applicable) 
 

CUSTOMER - Ability to process ASN files for 
both Water Modules and 
Electricity Meters into 
CUSTOMER’s asset data 
management system.   

9.  Advanced 
Utility Systems 
Infinity (CIS) 

− Customer 
Service 

−  (Customer 
Portal) 

− MDM 
− Other 3rd 

Party 
Systems 
 

CUSTOMER - TBD 
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Appendix E – Standard Reports 

OWOC - Collection Manager  

1.  Audit Log Use the Audit Log to display a history of user actions. 

2.  Daily Event & Alarms Use to show all events retried on a given reporting day, broke out by name  and 
Endpoint. Event and alarm searches can be performed for custom event reports. 

3.  Data Collection Reports Use this to review a snapshot of read rates and their trends over time. 

4.   Firmware Versions Use this item to display firmware update files known to the System and the versions 
associated with the Endpoints.   

5.  Last Read Time Use to show the last time meter was read. 

6.  Meter Deployment Status Use to compare planned vs. actual installed in each sector. 

7.  Meter Read Rate Use to illustrate and trend the amount of data successfully retrieved broken out by 
reporting day, device type, register/interval, and geographic sector.  

8.  Registration Status Use this to review an Endpoint’s registration status.  

Itron Security Manager  

1.   None N/A 

Internet of Things, Field Network Director 

1.   API The IOT FND provides the following API’s for integration across multiple software 
platforms: 

- Audit Trail  

- Device Management 
- Work Order Management 
- Events 
- Issues 
- Rules 
- Search 

  

2.   Query/Configuration 
Based 

IOT FND has a layered system architecture that supports: 

  

- Asset visualization using Google Maps 
- Topology discovery 
- Communication firmware download 
- Diagnostics 
- Outage and restoration 
- Configuration Management 
- Firmware Management 
- Security Management 
- Performance metric collection 
- Monitoring of network status 

  

3.  The network management 

component of the AMI 
headend system provides 
standard reports to track 
operational status of the 

system: 

- Battery Status 
- Communication Statistics 
- Firmware Versions 
- System Log 
- Unresponsive Field Area Routers 
- Meter Network Health 
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4.  Operators can view the 

following information for 

field area routers: 

- Connectivity 

- Signal strength 

- Internal temperature 

- Battery status 

- Child (meter/device) count 

5.  Endpoint Performance 
Reports 

- Enables the operator to view a 
single screen to identify meters that were not read on a given 
day and understand what is going on at 
each Endpoint. Operators can drill down to Endpoint details 
when troubleshooting an underperforming 
Endpoint and perform a node ping, read the status of the 
disconnect switch, or force a re-registration 
of the Endpoint. 

6.  Endpoint reliability - This OpenWay metric measures, on a per Endpoint basis, a 
meter’s 
response probability based on its historical interrogation success 
rate so user can understand Endpoint volatility. Additionally, 
Endpoint reliability aggregated for a large number of Endpoints 
and represented 
geographically on a map offers a view of the underperforming 
areas of the field network. 

7.  System and Network 
Health Reports 

- As the network management component of the HES, Cisco IoT FND is 
also central to network health monitoring. This user interface presents 
data to help understand the state of the network and to daily address 
concerns that arise. The FND interface is used to manage Customer 
network and provide reports and notifications to ensure the successful 
state of the network. 

  FDM Work Order Management System Standard Reports 

1.  Inventory  − Meters, Registers & Endpoints 
− Meter Size Differences (Data v. Field Installation) 

− Consumables 

2.  Project Status − Daily Installs 
− Total Installs 

 

3.  RTU’s Return To Utility report 

4.  Exceptions and Comments 
Report 
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Appendix F – Customer Travel Policy 

Travel Related Expenses. All travel and related on-site costs are included in Section F (Services and Fees). 
Any additional travel and related costs will be submitted through the Change Order Process. 
 
Travel Policy 
1. Mileage. If applicable, mileage will not exceed the current IRS mileage rate in effect at the time. 
2. Meals. Meals shall follow and not exceed the then current federal per-diem meal allowance or 

up to the current federal meal per-diem with detailed receipts, no alcohol, and a 20% maximum 
gratuity. 

    Departure Day 
  Depart before 12:00 noon     Lunch and dinner 
  Depart after 12:00 noon     Dinner 
 
  Return Day 
  Return before 12:00 noon     Breakfast 
  Return between 12:00 noon and 7:00pm  Breakfast and lunch 
  Return after 7:00pm       Breakfast, lunch and dinner 
 

3. Parking: When parking at airports, using longer term parking that is measured in days as 
opposed to hours is encouraged. Short term more expensive parking should only be used if not 
other less expensive option is available or impractical. 

4. Airfare: Airfare will be coach, lowest logical fare. Advanced reservations to take full advantage 
of discount opportunities is encouraged and all reasonable efforts to make travel arrangements 
at least two (2) weeks in advance. If booking less than seven (7) days in advance, City approval 
will be required. Baggage Fees: up to five (5) days = one (1) checked bag; six (6) or more days 
= two (2) checked bags. Baggage fees for personal sport equipment are not allowed. 

5. Ground transportation (taxi, shuttle): Taxi or shuttle services are allowed only when less 
expensive means of transportation is unavailable or impractical. The actual fare plus a 
reasonable tip (15% -18%) is allowed. 

6. Rental Car: For a single traveler, mid-size or intermediate car is allowed. If three or more are 
traveling together, full size cars are allowed. 

7. Lodging: Lodging expenses include room cost only; itemized receipts must be provided. Rooms 
limited to single room rate. If two or more are sharing a room, reimbursement is allowable for 
only one at the double room rate. The maximum allowable room expense shall be limited to the 
best discount rate available and allowable that meets traveler’s business needs and basic needs 
for health, safety and cleanliness. Non-smoking rooms are authorized even if they are more 
expensive. Airbnb, VRBO and HomeAway are not authorized. 

8. Internet Access 
Hotels: The use of hotel provided free high-speed internet access is encouraged whenever 
possible. If the hotel charges for internet access no more than $10.00 per day is allowed. 
Airports: Charges for internet access at airports or with airlines is not allowed. 
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Appendix G – Sample Change Order Form 

S.1. Change Order Form “Sample” 

 Name Date 

Client Name:   

Requestor:   

Client Authorization:   

ITRON PM Approval:   

ITRON Contract Auth.:   

Send Pricing Summary to Client? ☐ Yes ☐ No 

Has contract been signed? ☐ Yes ☐ No 

General Comments:  

 

 

 

 

 

Order Processing: 

PO/Contract #: _________________________ 

Comments: __________________________________________________ 

Hardware Changes: 

Qty Item Description Unit Price  Qty Item Description Unit Price 

       

       

       

       

       

       

Comments:  

 

 

 

 

 

Software Changes: 

☐ Modifications   ☐ Meter Licenses   ☐ Other  

Description Unit Price 
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Description Unit Price 

  

  

Implementation Labor and Expense: 

☐ Billable ☐ Non-billable Charge to: ________________________ 

Purpose Description Days @ $ Total 

 Labor    

 Per Diem    

 Misc.    

 Total    

 

Other Changes: 

 

 

 

 

 

Change Order: >Author Name  

Please return this signed Change Order for formal ITRON Contract Authorization and Execution to:  

ITRON, Inc. 

2111 N. Molter Rd. 

Liberty Lake, WA  99019 

Attn:  Contract Administration 

Fax: (509) 891-3331– a fully executed version will be returned. 
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Third Party License Terms 
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Attachment D-1 

 
Cisco EULA 

– Cisco EULA – 

This is an agreement between You and Cisco Systems, Inc. or its affiliates (“Cisco”) and governs your Use 

of Cisco Software. “You” and “Your” means the individual or legal entity licensing the Software under this 

EULA. “Use” or “Using” means to download, install, activate, access or otherwise use the Software. 

“Software” means the Cisco computer programs and any Upgrades made available to You by an Approved 

Source and licensed to You by Cisco. “Documentation” is the Cisco user or technical manuals, training 

materials, specifications or other documentation applicable to the Software and made available to You by 

an Approved Source. “Approved Source” means (i) Cisco or (ii) the Cisco authorized reseller, distributor 

or systems integrator from whom you acquired the Software. “Entitlement” means the license detail; 

including license metric, duration, and quantity provided in a product ID (PID) published on Cisco’s price 

list, claim certificate or right to use notification. “Upgrades” means all updates, upgrades, bug fixes, error 

corrections, enhancements and other modifications to the Software and backup copies thereof. 

This agreement, any supplemental license terms and any specific product terms 

at www.cisco.com/go/softwareterms (collectively, the “EULA”) govern Your Use of the Software. 

1.     Acceptance of Terms. By Using the Software, You agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA. 

If you are entering into this EULA on behalf of an entity, you represent that you have authority to 

bind that entity. If you do not have such authority or you do not agree to the terms of the EULA, 

neither you nor the entity may Use the Software and it may be returned to the Approved Source for 

a refund within thirty (30) days of the date you acquired the Software or Cisco product. Your right 

to return and refund applies only if you are the original end user licensee of the Software 

2.     License. Subject to payment of the applicable fees and compliance with this EULA, Cisco grants You 

a limited, non-exclusive and non-transferable license to Use object code versions of the Software and the 

Documentation solely for Your internal operations and in accordance with the Entitlement and the 

Documentation. Cisco licenses You the right to Use only the Software You acquire from an Approved 

Source. Unless contrary to applicable law, You are not licensed to Use the Software on secondhand or 

refurbished Cisco equipment not authorized by Cisco, or on Cisco equipment not purchased through an 

Approved Source. In the event that Cisco requires You to register as an end user, Your license is valid only 

if the registration is complete and accurate. The Software may contain open source software, subject to 

separate license terms made available with the Cisco Software or Documentation. 

If the Software is licensed for a specified term, Your license is valid solely for the applicable term in the 

Entitlement. Your right to Use the Software begins on the date the Software is made available for download 

or installation and continues until the end of the specified term, unless otherwise terminated in accordance 

with this Agreement. 

3.     Evaluation License. If You license the Software or receive Cisco product(s) for evaluation purposes 

or other limited, temporary use as authorized by Cisco (“Evaluation Product”), Your Use of the Evaluation 

Product is only permitted for the period limited by the license key or otherwise stated by Cisco in writing. If 

no evaluation period is identified by the license key or in writing, then the evaluation license is valid for thirty 

(30) days from the date the Software or Cisco product is made available to You. You will be invoiced for 

the list price of the Evaluation Product if You fail to return or stop Using it by the end of the evaluation 

period. The Evaluation Product is licensed “AS-IS” without support or warranty of any kind, expressed or 

implied. Cisco does not assume any liability arising from any use of the Evaluation Product. You may not 

publish any results of benchmark tests run on the Evaluation Product without first obtaining written approval 
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from Cisco. You authorize Cisco to use any feedback or ideas You provide Cisco in connection with Your 

Use of the Evaluation Product. 

4.     Ownership. Cisco or its licensors retain ownership of all intellectual property rights in and to the 

Software, including copies, improvements, enhancements, derivative works and modifications thereof. Your 

rights to Use the Software are limited to those expressly granted by this EULA. No other rights with respect 

to the Software or any related intellectual property rights are granted or implied. 

5.     Limitations and Restrictions. You will not and will not allow a third party to: 

a.      transfer, sublicense, or assign Your rights under this license to any other person or entity (except 

as expressly provided in Section 12 below), unless expressly authorized by Cisco in writing; 

b.      modify, adapt or create derivative works of the Software or Documentation; 

c.       reverse engineer, decompile, decrypt, disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive the source 

code for the Software, except as provided in Section 16 below; 

d.      make the functionality of the Software available to third parties, whether as an application service 

provider, or on a rental, service bureau, cloud service, hosted service, or other similar basis unless 

expressly authorized by Cisco in writing; 

e.      Use Software that is licensed for a specific device, whether physical or virtual, on another device, 

unless expressly authorized by Cisco in writing; or 

f.       remove, modify, or conceal any product identification, copyright, proprietary, intellectual property 

notices or other marks on or within the Software;  

6.     Third Party Use of Software. You may permit a third party to Use the Software licensed to You 

under this EULA if such Use is solely (i) on Your behalf, (ii) for Your internal operations, and (iii) in 

compliance with this EULA. You agree that you are liable for any breach of this EULA by that third 

party. 

7.     Limited Warranty and Disclaimer. 

a.       Limited Warranty. Cisco warrants that the Software will substantially conform to the applicable 

Documentation for the longer of (i) ninety (90) days following the date the Software is made 

available to You for your Use or (ii) as otherwise set forth at http://www.cisco.com/go/warranty. 

This warranty does not apply if the Software, Cisco product or any other equipment upon which 

the Software is authorized to be used: (i) has been altered, except by Cisco or its authorized 

representative, (ii) has not been installed, operated, repaired, or maintained in accordance with 

instructions supplied by Cisco, (iii) has been subjected to abnormal physical or electrical stress, 

abnormal environmental conditions, misuse, negligence, or accident; (iv) is licensed for beta, 

evaluation, testing or demonstration purposes or other circumstances for which the Approved 

Source does not receive a payment of a purchase price or license fee; or (v) has not been provided 

by an Approved Source. Cisco will use commercially reasonable efforts to deliver to You Software 

free from any viruses, programs, or programming devices designed to modify, delete, damage or 

disable the Software or Your data. 

b.       Exclusive Remedy. At Cisco’s option and expense, Cisco shall repair, replace, or cause the 

refund of the license fees paid for the non-conforming Software. This remedy is conditioned on 

You reporting the non-conformance in writing to Your Approved Source within the warranty period. 

The Approved Source may ask You to return the Software, the Cisco product, and/or 
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Documentation as a condition of this remedy. This Section is Your exclusive remedy under the 

warranty. 

c.       Disclaimer. 

Except as expressly set forth above, Cisco and its licensors provide Software “as is” and expressly 

disclaim all warranties, conditions or other terms, whether express, implied or statutory, including 

without limitation, warranties, conditions or other terms regarding merchantability, fitness for a 

particular purpose, design, condition, capacity, performance, title, and non-infringement. Cisco 

does not warrant that the Software will operate uninterrupted or error-free or that all errors will be 

corrected. In addition, Cisco does not warrant that the Software or any equipment, system or 

network on which the Software is used will be free of vulnerability to intrusion or attack. 

8.     Limitations and Exclusions of Liability. In no event will Cisco or its licensors be liable for the 

following, regardless of the theory of liability or whether arising out of the use or inability to use the 

Software or otherwise, even if a party been advised of the possibility of such damages: (a) indirect, 

incidental, exemplary, special or consequential damages; (b) loss or corruption of data or 

interrupted or loss of business; or (c) loss of revenue, profits, goodwill or anticipated sales or 

savings. All liability of Cisco, its affiliates, officers, directors, employees, agents, suppliers and 

licensors collectively, to You, whether based in warranty, contract, tort (including negligence), or 

otherwise, shall not exceed the license fees paid by You to any Approved Source for the Software 

that gave rise to the claim. This limitation of liability for Software is cumulative and not per incident. 

Nothing in this Agreement limits or excludes any liability that cannot be limited or excluded under 

applicable law. 

9.     Upgrades and Additional Copies of Software. Notwithstanding any other provision of this EULA, 

You are not permitted to Use Upgrades unless You, at the time of acquiring such Upgrade: 

a.         already hold a valid license to the original version of the Software, are in compliance with such 

license, and have paid the applicable fee for the Upgrade; and 

b.         limit Your Use of Upgrades or copies to Use on devices You own or lease; and 

c.         unless otherwise provided in the Documentation, make and Use additional copies solely for 

backup purposes, where backup is limited to archiving for restoration purposes. 

10.   Audit. During the license term for the Software and for a period of three (3) years after its expiration 

or termination, You will take reasonable steps to maintain complete and accurate records of Your use of 

the Software sufficient to verify compliance with this EULA. No more than once per twelve (12) month 

period, You will allow Cisco and its auditors the right to examine such records and any applicable books, 

systems (including Cisco product(s) or other equipment), and accounts, upon reasonable advanced notice, 

during Your normal business hours.. If the audit discloses underpayment of license fees, You will pay such 

license fees plus the reasonable cost of the audit within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice. 

11.   Term and Termination. This EULA shall remain effective until terminated or until the expiration of the 

applicable license or subscription term. You may terminate the EULA at any time by ceasing use of or 

destroying all copies of Software. This EULA will immediately terminate if You breach its terms, or if You 

fail to pay any portion of the applicable license fees and You fail to cure that payment breach within thirty 

(30) days of notice. Upon termination of this EULA, You shall destroy all copies of Software in Your 

possession or control. 

12.   Transferability. You may only transfer or assign these license rights to another person or entity in 

compliance with the current Cisco Relicensing/Transfer Policy. Any attempted transfer or, assignment not 

in compliance with the foregoing shall be void and of no effect. 
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13.   US Government End Users. The Software and Documentation are "commercial items," as defined 

at Federal Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") (48 C.F.R.) 2.101, consisting of "commercial computer software" 

and "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are used in FAR 12.212. Consistent 

with FAR 12.211 (Technical Data) and FAR 12.212 (Computer Software) and Defense Federal Acquisition 

Regulation Supplement (“DFAR”) 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4, and notwithstanding any other FAR or 

other contractual clause to the contrary in any agreement into which this EULA may be incorporated, 

Government end users will acquire the Software and Documentation with only those rights set forth in this 

EULA. Any license provisions that are inconsistent with federal procurement regulations are not enforceable 

against the U.S. Government. 

14.   Export. Cisco Software, products, technology and services are subject to local and extraterritorial 

export control laws and regulations. You and Cisco each will comply with such laws and regulations 

governing use, export, re-export, and transfer of Software, products and technology and will obtain all 

required local and extraterritorial authorizations, permits or licenses. Specific export information may be 

found at: http://tools.cisco.com/legal/export/pepd/Search.do 

15.   Survival. Sections 4, 5, the warranty limitation in 7(a), 7(b) 7(c), 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 and 18 shall 

survive termination or expiration of this EULA. 

16.   Interoperability. To the extent required by applicable law, Cisco shall provide You with the interface 

information needed to achieve interoperability between the Software and another independently created 

program. Cisco will provide this interface information at Your written request after you pay Cisco’s licensing 

fees (if any). You will keep this information in strict confidence and strictly follow any applicable terms and 

conditions upon which Cisco makes such information available. 

17.   Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue. 

If You acquired the Software in a country or territory listed below, as determined by reference to the address 

on the purchase order the Approved Source accepted or, in the case of an Evaluation Product, the address 

where Product is shipped, this table identifies the law that governs the EULA (notwithstanding any conflict 

of laws provision) and the specific courts that have exclusive jurisdiction over any claim arising under this 

EULA. 

Country or Territory Governing Law Jurisdiction and Venue 

United States, Latin America or 

the Caribbean 

State of California, 

United States of 

America 

Federal District Court, Northern District of 

California or Superior Court of Santa 

Clara County, California 

Canada 

Province of Ontario, 

Canada Courts of the Province of Ontario, Canada 

Europe (excluding Italy), Middle 

East, Africa, Asia or Oceania 

(excluding Australia) Laws of England English Courts 

Japan Laws of Japan Tokyo District Court of Japan 

Australia 

Laws of the State of 

New South Wales 

State and Federal Courts of New South 

Wales 
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Italy Laws of Italy Court of Milan 

China 

Laws of the People’s 

Republic of China. 

Hong Kong International Arbitration 

Center 

All other countries or territories State of California State and Federal Courts of California 

The parties specifically disclaim the application of the UN Convention on Contracts for the International 

Sale of Goods. In addition, no person who is not a party to the EULA shall be entitled to enforce or take the 

benefit of any of its terms under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. Regardless of the above 

governing law, either party may seek interim injunctive relief in any court of appropriate jurisdiction with 

respect to any alleged breach of such party's intellectual property or proprietary rights. 

18. Integration. If any portion of this EULA is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions 

of the EULA shall remain in full force and effect. Except as expressly stated or as expressly amended in a 

signed agreement, the EULA constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the 

license of the Software and supersedes any conflicting or additional terms contained in any purchase order 

or elsewhere, all of which terms are excluded. The parties agree that the English version of the EULA will 

govern in the event of a conflict between it and any version translated into another language. 
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Attachment E-1 

 
Cisco Third-Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms 

 

– Third Party Covered Product Maintenance Terms – 

 A.Cisco Products. The following terms apply to Cisco products that are Third Party Covered Products 
provided by Itron under the Order Document: 

 1. Definitions 

"Approved Source" means (a) Cisco Systems, Inc., (b) Cisco Systems Canada Co., or (c) a distributor 
that is authorized by Cisco to redistribute Products and Services within the Territory to Integrator, as they 
are from time to time identified at http://tools.cisco.com/WWChannels/LOCATR/jsp/distributor_locator.jsp 
or as otherwise provided by Cisco from time to time. 

"Cisco" means Cisco Systems, Inc. and Cisco Systems Canada Co. 

"End User" is City of Richland, Washington. 

"End User License Agreement" means the End User License Agreement attached as Order Document 
Attachment 4 (Cisco EULA) to the Order Document. 

"First Call" means the initial call made by the End User when requesting assistance with a Product. 

"Integrator" means Itron, Inc. and Itron Canada, Inc. 

"Integrator Agreement" means the Special Purpose Systems Integrator Agreement between Cisco and 
Integrator. 

"Other Products" means Products which an End User acquired from sources other than Integrator. 

"Price List" is the price list(s) published at Cisco.com applicable to the relevant Cisco entity to which each 
Purchase Order is issued by Integrator. 

"Products" means CGR and IoT FND. 

"Purchase Order" is a written or electronic order issued by Integrator to Cisco for Products or Services to 
be purchased, licensed or provided under the Integrator Agreement. 

"Service" means the Cisco brand Services available for resale by Integrator, which can be found at 
www.cisco.com/go/servicedescriptions/. 

"Service Description" means a description of the Services, as of the purchase date of such Services, to 
be made available by Cisco to End Users through Integrator, and the terms and conditions under which 
Cisco provides those Services. Each available Service has its own Service Description, which can be found 
www.cisco.com/go/servicedescriptions/. 

"Software" means IoT FND and any other software identified on and described in Exhibit G to the Integrator 
Agreement. 
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"Territory" means Canada and the United States of America, excluding Puerto Rico, unless mutually 
agreed in writing by the parties. 

 2. Maintenance and Support Terms 

For each Service purchased by Integrator, Cisco will make available to End User, on Integrator’s behalf, 
the Services described in the applicable Service Description. Services are subject to the description set 
forth in the applicable Service Description.  As of the Effective Date, the current Service Description for IoT 
FND is located at: www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/docs/cisco-software-support-
service.pdf.  As of the Effective Date, the current Service Description for CGR is located  at 
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/legal/service_descriptions/docs/cisco-smart-
net-total-care.pdf. Upon Cisco’s acceptance of a Purchase Order for Services, the then-current Service 
Description shall apply to such Services. 

In order to be eligible to receive the Services as set out herein for (a) Products that have not been previously 
supported, (b) Products for which support has lapsed, or (c) Other Products, the following will apply: 

(i) Cisco may charge an inspection fee for Products and Other Products in accordance with 
Cisco’s standard fee schedule on the Price List in effect at the time of inspection (any related 
upgrades, replacements, repairs, or troubleshooting are excluded); and 

(ii) Integrator shall provide Cisco with such information as Cisco may require to ensure that a 
valid Software license exists for Software to be supported. If a valid Software license does not 
exist, Integrator shall pay Cisco the Software license fee for the Software. 

Cisco reserves the right to survey an End User for use in ensuring End User’s satisfaction with (a) the 
Services, and (b) Integrator’s and/or Cisco’s support. From time-to-time, no more than once per calendar 
year, provided that Cisco follows End User security requirements, and with reasonable notice, Cisco will be 
entitled to perform an inventory review of an End User’s installed base and review serial numbers and other 
records (upon reasonable advance notice) to validate entitlement at Cisco’s sole cost and expense. Upon 
notice to Integrator, Cisco will be entitled to suspend any portion of a Service with respect to a specific End 
User in instances when it is prevented by Integrator or such End User from performing an inventory review 
or otherwise verifying End User’s entitlement to the Service. 

End  User  acknowledges  the  contents  of  the  relevant  Service 
 Descriptions  located  at www.cisco.com/go/servicedescriptions/. 

Integrator may take the First Call from the End User and may open a case with Cisco on behalf of the End 
User using the applicable Maintenance Contract Number or other contract number(s) and Cisco serial 
number(s). End User may call Cisco directly for support, provided that Integrator may require the End User 
to place the First Call with Integrator and allow Integrator to open a case with Cisco on behalf of the End 
User in accordance with this Section provided that Integrator shall not delay opening a case. 

At least thirty (30) calendar days advance Written Notice to Cisco is required for Product relocations (outside 
End User’s then-current service territory) and Service level/Product configuration changes, when 
applicable. 

If Integrator elects not to support a Product at the time of a Product purchase or if, for any reason, a Product 
becomes unsupported at some point after the Product’s initial deployment, End User authorizes Integrator 
to and Integrator shall, at Cisco’s written request, provide Cisco with the contact information, including but 
not limited to name, address, and phone number of the End User who has purchased the unsupported 
Product from Integrator, within 30 calendar days of Integrator’s receipt of written request from Cisco. 
Integrator and End User authorize Cisco to contact the End User for the express purpose of contracting 
directly with End User for support Services for the unsupported Product identified by Integrator. 
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Prior to expiration of a Service contract: (a) Cisco, or its authorized agents, will send reminders to Integrator 
or as directed by Integrator; (b) Integrator will, upon request by Cisco, reconfirm the End User’s identity and 
Service contract numbers of the expiring Service contract(s); and (c) Integrator will (i) initiate the renewal 
process with its End User and forward to Cisco the completed renewal with Purchase Order or (ii) notify 
Cisco of Integrator’s intent to cancel Services. If, upon the expiration date of Cisco Services for the Product, 
Cisco has not received a Purchase Order for the renewal, Cisco, or its authorized agents, may contact the 
End User to arrange for the renewal of Cisco Services for the Product either directly with Cisco or with 
another Cisco-authorized reseller. 

 3. Warranty 

NOTHING IN THIS ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE ORDER DOCUMENT WILL AFFECT THE WARRANTIES 
PROVIDED WITH ANY HARDWARE PURCHASED OR SOFTWARE LICENSED BY INTEGRATOR 
AND/OR END USER. ANY AND ALL SERVICES PROVIDED HEREUNDER WILL BE PERFORMED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH INDUSTRY STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL SKILL, CARE AND DILIGENCE. 
EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN THIS SECTION, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, 
REPRESENTATIONS, AND WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
(EVEN IF THE PURPOSE IS KNOWN TO CISCO), SATISFACTORY QUALITY, AGAINST 
INFRINGEMENT OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE, OR TRADE PRACTICE, ARE 
HEREBY EXCLUDED TO THE GREATEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY APPLICABLE LAW. INTEGRATOR 
MUST NOTIFY CISCO PROMPTLY OF ANY CLAIMED BREACH OF ANY WARRANTIES. 
INTEGRATOR’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY WILL BE PROMPT 
RE-PERFORMANCE OF THE SERVICES; OR IF CISCO DETERMINES, ACTING REASONABLY, THAT 
IT IS UNABLE TO RE-PERFORM SUCH SERVICES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ABOVE WARRANTY, 
TERMINATION OF THE APPLICABLE SERVICE ON THE PRODUCT LIST AND RETURN OF THE FEES 
PAID TO CISCO BY INTEGRATOR FOR SUCH NON-CONFORMING SERVICES. THIS DISCLAIMER 
AND EXCLUSION WILL APPLY EVEN IF THE EXPRESS WARRANTY AND LIMITED REMEDY SET 
FORTH ABOVE FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. THE WARRANTY PROVIDED IS SUBJECT TO 
THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SET FORTH IN THIS EXHIBIT. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PERMITTED 
IN THIS SECTION B, INTEGRATOR SHALL NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTY COMMITMENT, WHETHER 
WRITTEN OR ORAL, ON CISCO’S BEHALF. 

Cisco reserves the right to make changes to the scope and content of the Service terms currently set forth 
in this Attachment 3 to the Order Document (with the exception of the warranty terms in this Attachment) to 
be consistent with a change in Cisco’s then-current general support program, including terminating the 
availability of a given Service (provided, that no change or combination of changes resulting in the 
elimination of critical Services from a Service Description shall be made until after Cisco announces an 
EOL with respect to the applicable Product, in which case Section 13.7 of the Integrator Agreement shall 
apply), at any time upon ninety (90) calendar days prior written notice and such changes shall become 
effective upon the next October 1st. If Integrator does not agree with a change of scope or content of this 
Attachment 3 to the Order Document, which is allowed by this Section, Integrator may terminate this 
Attachment 3 to the Order Document by providing Cisco written notice of termination. Any such changes in 
scope and content which conflict with the terms set forth in the main body of the Integrator Agreement shall 
be superseded by such terms set forth in the main body of the Integrator Agreement. For the avoidance of 
doubt, no change allowed under this Section shall apply to any Services purchased prior to the effective 
date of such change. 

 4. End User Obligations 

(1) End User agrees to comply with Cisco’s Export Restrictions. 

(2) End User agrees to comply with the applicable Cisco End User License Agreement or, if no such 
agreement is provided to the End User, the standard Software License Agreement located at 
Cisco.com, for all Cisco software provided with any Service (including any upgrades, patches, or 
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Bug Fixes provided at a later time). End User further agrees to abide by Cisco’s rules that govern 
the download of Cisco software, which state, amongst other things: 

End User is only entitled to download Cisco software for the Cisco hardware chassis or device or 
the particular application software or signature file for which End User has paid the applicable 
software license fees; and 

End User has a current and valid service contract that covers either the specific Cisco hardware 
chassis or device for which End User is downloading software and/or the software image or 
subscription file (e.g., for Intrusion Detection System) that End User is downloading. 

(3) End User agrees to comply with terms and conditions provided in the applicable Cisco Service 
Description which are posted at www.cisco.com/go/servicedescriptions/. 

(4) End User will keep Cisco Confidential Information confidential. 
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Attachment G-1 

 

HCI Third Party SaaS Applications 

1. Warranty 

1.1. Hometown Connections, Inc. (“HCI”) warrants that:  

1.1.1.  it will perform the services in connection with the implementation and operation of the Third 

Party SaaS Applications using reasonable care and skill and in a workmanlike manner 

consistent with industry standards and in accordance with applicable law; and   

 

1.1.2. the Third Party SaaS Applications will substantially conform to the Meter and Operational 

Data Management System (MODMS) requirements set forth in Order Document Attachment 

B (Statement of Work) and any applicable functional specifications identified therein.  

 

1.2. Provided Customer gives notice to HCI and Itron within thirty (30) days after any breach of the 

warranty set forth in Section 1.1.1 above, HCI will use reasonable efforts to remedy any such 

breach within a reasonable period of time after HCI’s and Itron’s receipt of such written notice. 

 

1.3. HCI will use reasonable efforts to address (in accordance with the HCI support services in Section 

6 below) any breach of the warranty set forth in Section 1.1.2 above within a reasonable period of 

time after HCI’s and Itron’s receipt of written notice from Customer of such breach. 

 

2. Software-as-a-Service 

2.1. Subject to Customer’s compliance with the Agreement and payment of all applicable fees,  

Customer shall have, for the term purchased, a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable, 

limited right to access and use, for its internal business purposes, the HCI Third Party SaaS 

Applications (HCI – ElectSolve MDMS) and any related documentation. 

 

3. Restrictions on Use 

3.1. Customer and its authorized users may not:  (a) modify, translate or create derivative works of any 

Third Party SaaS Applications; (b) copy, reproduce, distribute, republish, download, display, post 

or transmit any portion of the Third Party SaaS Applications in any form or by any means; (c) sell, 

assign, transfer, lease or sublicense any Third Party SaaS Applications or related services; (d) 

allow any third party, other than authorized users, to access any Third Party SaaS Applications or 

related services without Itron’s and HCI’s prior written consent; (e) use any Third Party SaaS 

Applications or related services to provide processing services to third parties, or otherwise use 

any Third Party SaaS Applications or related services on a “service bureau” or “timesharing” or 

subscription basis; (f) reverse engineer, disassemble, decrypt, extract or otherwise reduce any 

Third Party SaaS Applications or related services to a human perceivable form or otherwise 

attempt to determine the source code or algorithms of any Third Party SaaS Applications or related 

services (except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited by applicable law); 

(g) infringe any of HCI’s intellectual property rights; (h) publicly publish the results of any 

benchmark tests run on any Third Party SaaS Applications or related services; (i) use any Third 

Party SaaS Applications or related services to engage in any fraudulent, illegal or unauthorized 

act; (j) introduce into or transmit through any Third Party SaaS Applications or related services 

any material containing software viruses, worms, trap doors, back doors, Trojan horses or other 

harmful or malicious computer code, files, scripts, agents or programs; (k) remove, alter or obscure 

any titles, product logo or brand name, trademarks, copyright notices, proprietary notices or other 

indications of HCI’s intellectual property rights, whether such notice or indications are affixed on, 

contained in or otherwise connected to the Third Party SaaS Applications or related services; (l) 

attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Third Party SaaS Applications, related services or 

HCI’s systems or networks; (m) merge any Third Party SaaS Applications or related services with 
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any other product or service without Itron’s and HCI’s prior written consent and the payment of 

any additional Fees; or (n) access or use the Third Party SaaS Applications or related services in 

order to build or support, and/or assist a third-party in building or supporting, products or services 

competitive to Itron or HCI. 

 

4. Content Restrictions 

4.1. Customer may not distribute, download, or place on any HCI website or server or use with Third 

Party SaaS Applications or related services, any content that:  (a) Customer knows or has reason 

to believe infringes the intellectual property rights of any third party or violates any rights of publicity 

or privacy; (b) violates any applicable law, statute, ordinance; (c) is defamatory, trade libelous, 

unlawfully threatening or unlawfully harassing; or (d) is obscene, pornographic or indecent (items 

(a) – (d) are collectively referred to as “Prohibited Content”).  HCI reserves the right to remove 

any Prohibited Content from the server without prior notice to Customer.  Customer will indemnify, 

defend and hold Itron and HCI harmless for any claims, liabilities, losses, causes of action, 

damages, settlements, and costs and expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ fees and 

costs) arising from any third party claims related to or generated by any Prohibited Content 

distributed, downloaded, or placed on any HCI website or server or used with Third Party SaaS 

Applications or related services by Customer. 

 

5. Invoicing and Payment 

5.1. Definitions.  For the purposes of this Section 5 (Invoicing and Payment) the following terms shall 

have the assigned definitions: 

 

5.1.1.   “Commencement Date” means acceptance fourteen (14) days after successful installation 

in the SaaS environment and successful configuration and testing so that the application is 

available and accessible by the CUSTOMER and ITRON Project Team. 

 

5.1.2.   “Minimum Subscription Term” means the minimum number of annual Subscription Terms 

that Customer is required to subscribe to, which shall be two (2) years from the 

Commencement Date unless otherwise stated in the applicable Order Document or Pricing 

Summary. 

 

5.1.3.   “One-Time Setup Fee” means the one-time setup fee for the Third Party SaaS Applications 

identified in the applicable Pricing Summary for each software application. 

 

5.1.4.   “Subscription Term” means an annual subscription to Third Party SaaS Applications. 

 

5.2. Unless otherwise set forth in the Statement of Work or applicable Pricing Summary, the HCI Third 

Party SaaS Applications are offered as an annual subscription.  Unless otherwise set forth in the 

Statement of Work or applicable Pricing Summary, Itron will invoice Customer for the One-Time 

Setup Fee and initial Subscription Fee upon the Commencement Date.  Itron will invoice the 

Subscription Fee annually thereafter upon the anniversary of the Commencement Date.  

Subscription Fees are payable in advance. 

 

5.3. The initial Subscription Term for each HCI Third Party SaaS Application begins upon the applicable 

Commencement Date and will renew automatically for successive one-year terms, unless Itron or 

Customer provides the other Party with notice of its intent not to renew at least ninety (90) days 

prior to the expiration the then-current Subscription Term. If Customer does not satisfy the 

Minimum Subscription Term, Itron will invoice Customer for any unpaid One-time Setup Fee and 

Subscription Fees through the end of the Minimum Subscription Term (“Unpaid Fees”). 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Customer’s failure to satisfy the Minimum Subscription Term is 

due to Itron’s election not to renew, Itron will not invoice Customer for Unpaid Fees. 

 

6. Support Services 
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6.1. Definitions.  For the purposes of this Section 6 (Support Services) the following terms have the 

assigned definitions:  

 

6.1.1.  “Service Availability” means the ability to sign on to the Electsolve® Application and that 

the application is fully usable. 

 

6.1.2.  “Supplier’s Span of Control” means Third Party SaaS Application software used in 

connection with providing MODMS services to Customer.  Exceptions that are out of HCI’s 

Span of Control: (a) common carrier and telecommunication issues; (b) off-site backup 

storage; (c) third party software, data integrated problem resolution for non-HCI software 

(CIS, AMI, SCADA, OMS, MWF, Pre-Pay, etc.); (d) CUSTOMER owned hardware, servers, 

switches, routers, firewalls, storage devices/etc. (e) CUSTOMER owned hardware 

redundancy; (f) networks/physical/virtual/WAN/LAN/VPN, etc.; (g) CUSTOMER owned 

network performance; (h) Customer networks/customer network performance; (i) Customer 

network and telecom latency; (j) Customer provided data quality; (k) Customer network 

security; (l) co-Location security; and/or (m)  regional power outages.  

 

6.2. Generally.  HCI (through IPKeys Power Partners “IPKeys”) will provide MODM Tier 1, 2 and 3 

support. Integration support includes: 

 

6.2.1.  Access to MODM software interface and integration upgrades, MODM program patches and 

documentation updates; 

 

6.2.2.  Business hour hotline support, telephone support from 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM CST.  After hours 

support provided for Priority 1 calls; and 

 

6.2.3.  Application and data problem diagnosis assistance resulting from third party system 

integration issues, data management or other related causes. 

 

6.3. New Releases and Updates.  HCI will notify Customer thirty (30) days in advance of installing a 

new certified version of the Third Party SaaS Application software. HCI will then coordinate with 

Customer to install the latest available versions of the Third Party SaaS Application software at a 

suitable time and will coordinate this installation within any Customer required maintenance 

window(s) following agreed upon change management process. HCI will provide the SAT 

procedures to Customer and conduct the SAT remotely from HCI offices. Customer will provide 

HCI and Itron with SAT testing results within fifteen (15) business days of completion of the SAT.  

Customer and HCI will keep Itron fully informed of any and all upgrades, updates, revisions, fixes, 

etc. 

 

6.4. Platform Software and Server Software.  Prior to any upgrade/update, HCI, Customer and Itron 

will determine the likely impact of a pending upgrade on Customer platforms (servers or devices) 

and applications.  Installation date of new release(s) will be mutually agreed between HCI, Itron 

and Customer to ensure that the timing does not adversely impact Customer. 

 

6.5. Incident Management.  HCI, Customer and Itron collaboration and communication is a key to 

mutual success.  All HCI and Customer personnel responsible for Service Availability will follow 

an agreed matrix for incident communication and incident management to be developed during 

the project kickoff workshop. 

 

6.5.1.   Cases and Updates.  HCI will coordinate incident isolation, testing and repair work for Third 

Party SaaS Application software and all software third-party component system errors, 

defects or problems that are within Supplier’s Span of Control which are covered under this 

exhibit or the Statement of Work.  HCI will proactively inform Customer when an issue or 

condition arises that may cause potential system anomalies and additional cases. 
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6.5.2.   Customer Notification to HCI and Itron.  Customer may communicate incidents to HCI by 

email or telephone at any time (with a copy of such communication provided to Itron).  In each 

case, HCI will open a case with information to assist in incident resolution and will assign a 

case number to the incident.  HCI will generate a single response by email for each case 

regardless of initial Incident notification method. 

 

6.5.3.   Incident Classifications.  HCI assigns incidents/cases to a specific category based on the 

following matrix below: 

 

Category Definition 

Severity 1 – 

Urgent 

Complete Third Party SaaS Application software failure, severe Third Party 

SaaS Application software instability, or the loss or failure of any major 

subsystem or Third Party SaaS Application software component such as to 

cause a significant adverse impact to Third Party SaaS Application software 

availability, performance, or operational capability. 

Severity 2 – 

Serious 

Degradation of Third Party SaaS Application software or critical functions such 

as to negatively impact Third Party SaaS Application software operation. 

Severity 3 – 

Minor 

Any other Third Party SaaS Application software defect, failure, or unexpected 

operation. 

Severity 4 –  

General/Tech

nical Help 

Request for Third Party SaaS Application software information, technical 

configuration assistance, “how to” guidance, and enhancement requests. 

 

6.5.4.   Escalation Procedure.  Customer may elect to escalate a support Severity 2, 3 or 4 problem 

if and when HCI proposed action plan or solution to a problem is unsatisfactory, the reported 

severity of a problem has changed, and/or the HCI has not provided a response within the 

stated response time set forth in Section 6.7.6 (Standard Support Target Problem Response 

Times) below. 

 

6.6. Business Hours Support.   

 

6.6.1.   Support Email Address - Help@electsolve.com 

 

6.6.2.   Regular Business Hours Phone - 318-221-2055. 

 

6.6.3.   HCI will provide assistance with service requests eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per 

week excluding holidays.  Support shall be provided during normal working hours (8:00 am – 

7:00 pm Central).  After hours support is outlined below. 

 

6.6.4.   The support team shall include all key technical competencies so that any aspect of a 

system failure can be investigated and shall comprise experienced technical staff that is 

skilled in troubleshooting Supplier delivered system. 

 

6.6.5.   Each case entered by Customer shall be logged, given a unique case number, and assigned 

to a HCI support resource for investigation and analysis. 
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6.6.6.   Severity 1 problems shall be reported by telephone for rapid response; target response 

times are stated below. 

 

6.6.7.   For Severity 1 problems, the key objective shall be to restore the system to an operational 

state as quickly as possible, which may be achieved by a temporary workaround.  Resolution 

of the defect shall then be completed during HCI standard working hours. 

 

6.6.8.   Severity 2 problems shall be reported in the same manner as for 8X5 Support but shall have 

shorter target response times as stated below. 

 

6.6.9.   The support service goals shall be to meet these targets for greater than 95% of all incoming 

requests (HCI will use reasonable efforts to address any failure to meet the foregoing goals 

as Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy). 

 

6.6.10. Severity 3 and 4 problems shall be treated in the same manner as for 8X5 Support. 

 

6.7. After Hours and Holiday Support (Severity 1 – Urgent only) 

 

6.7.1.   After Hours Phone – 888-407-1621 

 

6.7.2.   After Hours Support is defined as incidents that occur Monday – Friday before 8am Central 

time or after 7pm Central Time or on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays. 

 

6.7.3.   After Hours Support should only be used for incidents that would be considered Severity 

Level 1 problems. 

 

6.7.4.   To report a Severity Level 1 incident after regular hours, call the HCI’s on-call number listed 

above. 

 

6.7.5.  In the event the customer is unable to talk to a support representative directly, the customer 

should leave a detailed message and they will be contacted within the allotted timeframe for 

a Severity Level 1 issue as outlined in Section 6.7.6 (Standard Support Target Problem 

Response Times). 

 

6.7.6.  Standard Support Target Problem Response Times 

 

Severity 
Initial Response Time 

(call back by Technician) 

Action Response Time 

(work will begin) 
Action 

1 

60 minutes 

(For after-

hours/holiday support, 

customer must call 

after hours number in 

section 6.7.1  to 

guarantee response 

time) 

4 hours 

An urgent or emergency 

situation requiring 

continuous attention from 

necessary support staff until 

system operation is restored 

– may be a workaround. 

2 1 day 1 day Attempt to find a solution 

acceptable to the customer 
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Severity 
Initial Response Time 

(call back by Technician) 

Action Response Time 

(work will begin) 
Action 

as quickly as practical.  

Resolution may be a 

workaround. Resolution 

time is dependent on 

reproducibility, ability to 

gather data, and customer’s 

prioritization. 

3 2 days 5 days 

Evaluation and action plan.  

Resolution may be by 

workaround. Resolution 

time is dependent on 

reproducibility, ability to 

gather data, and customer’s 

prioritization. 

4 2 days 10 days 

Statement of when problem 

or question is likely to be 

resolved. 

 

6.8. Overview of Roles and Responsibilities for MODMS 

 

6.8.1.   Associated system operating model and associated roles and responsibilities for the 

operation and maintenance of the Electsolve MODMS, provided by IPKeys Technology 

Solutions and Services (IPKeys). 

 

6.8.2.   Legends for Role and Responsibility Matrices.  The matrices refer to three primary 

participants: 

 

6.8.2.1. HCI (Hometown Connections Inc.), typically an IT systems person; 

 

6.8.2.2. IPKeys: IPKeys’ Services team member assigned to HCI; and 

 

6.8.2.3. Customer. 

 

6.8.3.   The matrices define the roles and responsivities for all headend and network tasks.  It is 

meant to be applicable once the system goes into operation. The nomenclature used in the 

table is as follows: 

 

6.8.3.1. R = Responsible, the organization responsible for carrying out the task. 

 

6.8.3.2. P = Participate, the organization responsible for providing the responsible party any 

needed support or coordination; 

 

6.8.3.3. A = Approving, the organization responsible for approving the intended actions of the 

responsible party in advance of the actions being executed.  Approval also means that 
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the CUSTOMER, HCI and IPKeys inform one another in advance of the pending activity 

to assure the activity does not impact the other party’s platform or operations. 

 

6.8.3.4. N = Notification, the organization will be notified when an event takes place or notified 

in advance by the responsible party before an activity takes place. 

 

6.8.4.   Responsibilities for MODMS Hosting: 

MDM 

1. 
Back Office Network Administration CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Maintain customer data center network and 

customer corporate network connections to 

support Electsolve environments. 

 R  

b. Maintain WAN network connections (Head-

end to Electsolve system), monitoring and 

troubleshooting (including escalating to 

relevant provider (public WAN provider, utility, 

etc.). 

 R  

c. Maintain utility LAN-to-Electsolve connectivity, 

including monitoring and troubleshooting 

(fronthaul). 

 R  

d. Maintain monitors to enable the NOC to 

respond to alerts and escalate internally and 

externally, as necessary. 

 R  

e. Maintain B2B network connections (VPN/DSL) 

and associated security and access control 

measures to enable ITRON Remote 

Management 

 R  

f. Maintain back office network configuration 

management. 
 R  

g. Provide network connections capacity 

planning. 
P R P 

h. Provide capacity planning procurement.  R  

MDM 

2.  
Server Administration/Operating System (OS) CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Troubleshoot OS problems.  R P 

b. Manage file systems  R P 

c. Maintain monitors to enable the NOC to 

respond to alerts and escalate internally and 

externally, as necessary. 

 R  
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d. Apply OS patches and updates, and test.  R P 

e. Create user (shell) accounts, as required.  P R 

f. Maintain all current software licensing 

requirements for applicable third-party 

software (Oracle, SQL Server, Red Hat 

Enterprise Linux, and so on). 

 R  

g. Maintain current hardware maintenance 

agreements for all equipment and servers in 

customer data center(s). 

 R  

h. Provide remote for activities requiring physical 

presence (power cycle hardware, escort 

vendors, etc.) 

 R  

i. Maintain server and OS configuration 

management 
 R P 

j. Provide server capacity planning.  R P 

k. Provide capacity planning procurement.  R  

MDM 

3. 
Storage Administration CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Maintain external storage systems (SAN 

hardware and software), including updates, 

patches, and fixes. 

 R N 

b. Maintain current maintenance agreements for 

SAN hardware and software 
 R  

c. Implement and maintain storage file system 

for Electsolve, according to IP Keys 

performance specifications. 

 R P 

d. Maintain monitors to enable the NOC to 

respond to alerts and escalate internally and 

externally, as necessary. 

 R  

e. Maintain SAN configuration management.  R N 

f. Provide storage capacity planning  R P 

g. Provide capacity planning procurement  R  

MDM 

4. 
Database Administration CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Maintain monitors to enable the NOC to 

respond to alerts and escalate internally and 

externally, as necessary. 

 P R 
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b. Manage database table space usage and next 

extent sizes. 
 P R 

c. Perform database reorganizations.   R 

d. Backup database redo (archive) logs   R 

e. Resolve database problems   R 

f. Apply database updates and patches, and test.   R 

g. Perform regular (typically weekly) database 

purge/archive tasks (“retention”). 
  R 

h. Maintain current all software licensing 

requirements for applicable third-party 

software (SQL). 

 R  

i. Maintain database configuration management.   R 

j. Provide database capacity planning. P P R 

k. Provide capacity planning procurement  P R 

MDM 

5. 
Backups CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Provide backup infrastructure 

(hardware/software). 
 R  

b. Perform regular backups.  R N 

c. Manage off-site backups.  R  

d. Monitor backup jobs.  R  

e. Restore from backup media, as necessary.  R P 

f. Periodically validate/test backup restore 

procedure. 
 R P 

g. Maintain backup configuration management.  R N 

MDM 

6. 
Application Administration CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Install and configure application updates, 

patches, and fixes. 
P A R 

b. Maintain application tuning (configuration 

management). 
  R 

c. Maintain monitors to enable the NOC to 

respond to alerts and escalate internally and 

externally, as necessary. 

  R 
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d. Monitor and respond to alerts, and escalate 

internally and externally, as necessary. 
  R 

e. Support customer's testing of new Electsolve 

releases in lower environments (such as test) 

and approve updates to upper environments 

(Production and Rapid Recovery), if applicable. 

 A R 

MDM 

7. 
Electsolve Administrative Tasks CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Perform adds/deletes/change to Electsolve™ 

MODMS user accounts (user administration) 
R P N 

b. Schedule/Run Electsolve Application batch 

jobs. 
  R 

c. Monitor critical-identified read and export 

batch jobs. 
  R 

d. Coordinate batch jobs and backups.   R 

MDM 

8. 
Security CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Provide physical and logical security of 

equipment. 
 R  

b. Provide physical and logical security of data.  R  

c. Maintain CUSTOMER side of VPN connection 

firewall. 
R   

c. Maintain HCI side of VPN connection firewall.  R  

d. Create and maintain security policies to 

equipment and data. 
 R  

e. Maintain security of configuration 

management. 
 R  

f. Monitor and assess security strategies.  R  

g. Support and participate in system security 

reviews and audits. 
P R P 

MDM 

9. 
Disaster Recovery CUSTOMER HCI  

IP KEYS 

a. Participate in annual Rapid Recovery walk-

through exercise, and test failover drills. 
P R P 

b. Maintain and update Rapid Recovery Plan, in 

accordance with changes to the environment. 
P R P 
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c. Test customer data connections and backup 

communications  
P R  

d. Maintain network connectivity between data 

center(s) to meet the design requirements 

(Recovery Time Objective or “RPO”). 

R R  

e. Provide adequate notice of Rapid Recovery 

walk-through schedule. 
P R  

f. Maintain and provide an overall customer 

Rapid Recovery Plan, encompassing Electsolve 

dependencies (including acceptance criteria). 

P R  

 

Responsibilities 

for Application 

Support 

MODM 11. 

On-Going Application Support CoR HCI  IPKEYS 

a. Tier 1, 2, 3 Support – All MODMS. IPKeys 

fields all CoR MODM support calls, 

creates support cases, identifies 

responsible party and assigns those 

support cases accordingly.  

P N R 

b. Tier 2 Support – Connectivity Problems 

(IPKEYS will assign these support cases  

to HCI who is responsible for resolution)  

P R P 

c. Tier 2 Support to Third Party AMI 

Headend (IPKEYS will track and assign 

cases to CUSTOMER or AMI vendor for 

resolution) 

P R P 

d Tier 2 Support to CUSTOMER 3rd Party 

Vendor Systems (IPKEYS will track and 

assign cases to CUSTOMER or third party 

vendor for resolution) 

R N P 

e. Provide coordination and tracking of 

Customer Support issues 
P N R 

f. Modify Management policies and 

procedures. 
 N R 

g. Update Incident Management policies 

and procedures. 
 N R 

h. Monitor logs for non-security events.  N R 
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i. Report on SLA and other performance 

measurements. 
 N R 

j. Review monthly performance and agree 

on Service Level credits. 
 P R 

 

6.8.5.   END. 
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Attachment H 

 
Prevailing Wages and Hours of Labor 

 

Solely for the purposes of this Attachment H, the terms set forth below shall have the following meanings: 

 “City” means “Customer” as defined in the Master Sales Agreement General Terms and 

Conditions. 

 “Contractor” or “contractor” means any Equipment installation subcontractor of Itron that 

performs Equipment installation services with respect to the Project. 

 “Itron” has the meaning given in the Master Sales Agreement General Terms and Conditions. 

 “Project” means the Work performed with respect to the Statement of Work set forth in 

Attachment B to this Order Document. 

 “Subcontractor or “subcontractor” means any Equipment installation subcontractor of 

Contractor that performs Equipment installation services with respect to the Project. 

 “Work” means any Equipment installation services performed by a Contractor/contractor or its 

Subcontractors/subcontractors pursuant to this Order Document. 
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